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SUMMARY
f  f  fLe t G be a group and A  a ZG-module. I f  A  =  A  ® A  , where A  is a
f
ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A  is fin ite  and the 
f
ZG-submodule A  o f A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, then A  is said to have
an f—decomposition. I f  G is a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, then it is
known that any artin ian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position. In  this thesis,
especially by investigating the properties o f the torsion-free noetherian
ZG-modules, we prove that any noetherian ZG-module A  over a hyperfin ite
loca lly soluble group G has an f-decom position, too. Further, the structure o f
f
the noetherian ZG-submodule A is w ell described and the structure o f the 
noetherian ZG-submodule A^ is discussed in  detail.
I f  G is a Cernikov group (not necessarily locally soluble) or, more 
generally, i f  G is a fin ite  extension o f a periodic abelian group w ith 
17r(G) | < c», where 7r(G) =  {prim e p\  G has an element o f order p ] ,  then, fo r
any noetherian ZG-module A , we have that:
(1) A  has an f—decomposition;
f  f(2) A  is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and G /c  (A  ) is
G
fin ite ; and
f
(3) A  is torsion as a group and has a fin ite  ZG-composition series as 
w e ll as a fin ite  exponent.
Moreover, we have generalized Z a ic e v ’s results about modules over
hyperfin ite  locally soluble groups to modules over hyper—(cyclic or fin ite )
groups. In  fact, we have got the fo llow ing  results:
Theorem  C : Any periodic artinian ZG-module A  over a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite )
loca lly soluble group G has an f-decom position.
Theorem  D : Let E be an extension o f a periodic abelian group A  by a
hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) loca lly soluble group G. I f  A  is an artin ian
f
ZG-module, then E splits conjugately over A  modulo A . And
Theorem  E : Let E be an extension o f an abelian group A  by a h ype r-(cyc lic  or
f
fin ite ) locally soluble group G. I f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module w ith A =  A , 
then E splits conjugately over A .
A  number o f questions are given at the end o f the work.
INTRODUCTION
A group G is a hyperfin ite group i f  G has an ascending normal series
1 =  G ^ G  ^  <  G — G in which each factor G „  IG 0 is fin ite , where0 1 a: p +1 p
j3 < a .  The class o f hyperfin ite groups forms a subclass o f the class o f
loca lly fin ite  groups. In  our work, we mainly consider a hyperfin ite  group G 
acting on an abelian group A  and, by the action o f G on A , we consider A as a 
ZG-module.
In  1986, D. I, Za icev  proved that: i f  G is a hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble
group, then any artin ian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position. That is,
f  f  fA  =  A  © A  , where A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that the irreducib le
f  fZG-factors o f A  are all fin ite  and the ZG-submodule A  o f A  has no nonzero
fin ite  ZG-factors. Using this result, he proved a sp litting  theorem that: let
E be an extension o f an abelian group A  by a hyperfin ite  locally soluble group
G and assume that A  is an artinian ZE-module, then E splits conjugately over A
modulo A^ (we w ill  explain this result later). In  1988, he used a strong
condition fo r proving a splitting theorem dual to the above. That is, he
proved the result that: let E be an extension o f an abelian group A by a
hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble group G and assume that A is a noetherian
f
ZG-module w ith  A  =  A  , then E splits conjugately over A . Can we remove the 
fcondition A  =  A  and get exactly the form  that E splits conjugately over A
fmodulo A  ? This leads us to consider whether any noetherian ZG-module A  over a 
hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble group G has an f—decomposition. A fte r
investigating the properties o f the torsion-free noetherian ZG-modules, we 
have now successfully proved the required result. That is, we have:
Theorem  A : Any noetherian ZG-module A  over a hyperfin ite locally soluble
group G has an f— decomposition, too.
In  our proof, we proceed in  the fo llow ing  steps.
Step 1: The important lemmas.
Lemma 1 .2 .5 : (W ilson, [17]) Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup o f fin ite
index in  G, and A  a ZG-module. Then A  is a noetherian (resp. artin ian) 
ZG-module i f  and only i f  A  is a noetherian (resp. artin ian) ZH-module.
Lemma 1 .2 .1 4 : (Za icev , [22]) Let H be a hyperfin ite ly embedded subgroup o f a
group G and A  a noetherian ZG-module. I f  0  (H ) =  0, then H contains a
A
subgroup K  and A  contains a nonzero ZG-submodule B such that K  is normal in G, 
Cfi(K ) =  0, and | K /C  (B) | < co.
Lemma 2 .1 .4 : Let G be a loca lly fin ite  group and A  a torsion-free noetherian
ZG-module, Then p A  < A  and . p lA  =  0 fo r any prim e p.
Lemma 2 .4 .5 : Let G be a hyperfin ite loca lly soluble group and A  a noetherian
ZG-module w ith p A  =  0 fo r some prime p .  I f  a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f A  
are fin ite , then A  is fin ite .
Lemma 2 .4 .7 : Let G be a group, A  a ZG-module, and M  a ZG-submodule o f A  such
that the factor module A /M  is a p-group fo r some prime p. I f  H =  C (A /M )
G
contains a nontriv ia l fin ite  subgroup K  being a g-group fo r some prim e q & p ,
then A  =  Ca (x) + M  fo r any x G K . Further, A  =  Ca (K )+ M .
Step 2: Reducing A  to be either torsion-free or an elementary abelian p-group
fo r some prim e p.
This step is very important in  our proof and it much depends on the
fo llow ing  result.
C o ro lla ry  3 .3 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le  ZG -factor o f B 
is fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) and A /B  contains no fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) 
irreducib le ZG-factors. Then B has a complement in A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  for some 
ZG-submodule C o f A .
Step 3: Reducing A  to be torsion-free w ith a ll fin ite  irreducib le  ZG-factors
being p-groups fo r some fixed prim e p.
This has been achieved in  Proposition 3.10,
P ro p o s itio n  3 .1 0 ; Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A a 
noetherian ZG-module, I f  A  has no f—decomposition, then A  has a nonzero 
ZG-image A  satisfying:
(a) A  has no f-decom position;
(b) fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  has an f—decomposition;
(c) A  has no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith an f—decomposition;
(d) A  is torsion-free; and
(e) the fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors o f A  are a ll p-groups for some
fixed prime p.
Step 4: Discussing the properties o f the torsion-free noetherian ZG-modules.
Specially, fo r a fixed prime p , we have got a descending series o f
ZG-submodules
A  > A  > A > '• *  > H A  — A  ,00 01 02 i oi oco5
in which, for any ZG-submodule A  , pA  < A , the irreducible
0i  ^  0i O.i +  1
ZG-factors o f A  / a  are a ll fin ite , and the ZG-submodule A  has no0i 0 ,i+ l 0oo
nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors being p-groups.
Step 5: Completing the proof.
The key result in  completing our p roof is the fo llow ing:
P ro p o s it io n  3 .1 4 : Let G be a hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble group and A  a
noetherian ZG-module. I f  a ll fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors o f A  are p-groups
fo r some fixed prim e p , then A has an f-decom position.
Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we have w ell described the structure o f the
noetherian ZG-submodule A^ o f A  and, under some conditions, that o f the
f
noetherian ZG-submodule A  o f A . More exactly, we have:
Theorem  B : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A  a noetherian
f  fZG-module, Then A  is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and G/C (A  ) is
G
fin ite .
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .6 : Let G be a periodic abelian group w ith  | tt(G) j < oo, where
k (G) =  {prim e p; G has an element o f order p } ,  and let A  be a noetherian
f  . fZG-module. Then A  is torsion and A  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series as
w ell as a fin ite  exponent.
In  a ll the above results, G has been assumed to be locally soluble.
However, it  is not a necessary condition as we can take G to be a Cernikov
group (not necessarily locally soluble). More generally, we have:
Theorem : I f  G is a fin ite  extension o f a periodic abelian group with ?r(G)
fin ite , then
(1) any noetherian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position:
A A f  JA  =  A  © A  ,
f  fwhere A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A  is
fin ite  and the ZG-submodule A^ has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors;
f  f(2) A  as a group is fin ite ly  generated and G/C (A  ) is fin ite ; and
G
f
(3) A  is torsion and has a fin ite  ZG-composition series as w ell as a 
fin ite  exponent.
In  Chapter 5, we have generalized Z a ice v ’ s results about modules over 
hyperfin ite  locally soluble groups to modules over hype r-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) 
loca lly  soluble groups. Especially, the obtained sp litting  theorems are new in 
the sp litting  theory, fo r which we w ill  give a short review below.
A  group E is said to split over its subgroup A  modulo C fo r some subgroup
C o f E i f  there is a subgroup B o f E such that E =  AB and A f lB  =  C. The
subgroup B is called a supplement to A  in  E or a complement to A in  E modulo
C. I f  a ll complements to A  in E modulo C are conjugate in  E modulo C, then E
is said to split conjugately over A  modulo C, I f  0  =  1, then we naturally
have the concepts o f a complement to A  in E and E sp litting  conjugately over 
A .
I t  is well-known that i f  A  is a subgroup o f a fin ite  group E such that
( | A  | , | E /A  j )  =  1 then E splits conjugately over A  (The Schur-Zassenhaus 
Theorem, [15]). A fte r this splitting theorem, many splitting results sprang up 
in  the later years. Among these, we quote a few to stand as a background fo r 
our results.
a (M . L . Newell, 1975, [10]): Let A  be an abelian normal subgroup o f a
group E such that E /A  is locally supersoluble and [E ',  A ] =  1, I f  A  is 
noetherian as ZE-module and has no nonzero cyclic ZE-images, then E splits
v
conjugately over A ,
b (M . L , Newell, 1975, [10]): Let A  be an abelian m in im al normal
subgroup o f a group E such that E /A  is hypercyclic. I f  A  is not cyclic, then E
splits conjugately over A .
c (M . J. Tomkinson, 1978, [16]): Let G be a hypercyclic group and A  a
fin ite  ZG-module. I f  A  has no nonzero cyclic ZG-images, then any extension E 
o f A  by G splits conjugately over A .
d  (D. I. Z a icev , 1979 and 1980, [19] and [20]): Let A  be an abelian
normal subgroup o f a group E such that E /A  is hypercyclic. I f  A  is artin ian
(resp. noetherian) as a ZE-module and has no nonzero cyclic ZE-submodules 
(resp. ZE-images), then E splits conjugately over A .
e (D. I, Z a icev , 1986 and 1988, [21] and [22]): Let A be an abelian
normal subgroup o f a group E such that E /A  is a hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble
group. I f  A  is artin ian (resp. noetherian) as a ZE-module and has no nonzero 
fin ite  ZE-submodules (resp. ZE-images), then E splits conjugately over A .
Now we have proved the fo llow ing results.
Theorem  D : Let A  be a periodic abelian normal subgroup o f a group E such that
E /A  is a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) locally soluble group. I f  A  is artin ian as a 
ZE-module and has no nonzero fin ite  ZE-submodules, then E splits conjugately
over A.
Theorem  E : Let A  be an abelian normal subgroup o f a group E such that E /A  is 
a hyper-(cyclic or fin ite ) locally soluble group. I f  A  is noetherian as a 
ZE-module and has no nonzero fin ite  ZE-images, then E splits conjugately over
A .
There are lots o f tjuestions s till remaining open. We lis t out some o f 
these in  Chapter 6,
vii
1 P R E L IM IN A R IE S
In  this chapter, as a beginning, we use two sections to recall some
defin itions and some w e ll-know n  results, which w ill be quoted at least once in
the later work. The indicated source o f most o f the results does not mean the
orig ina l one. Some o f the results have been lite ra lly  rewritten to make them
easily quoted. For the sake o f convenience, we have also given a p roo f fo r
some evident results. The term inology used in  the w ork is standard as used in
[15].
§1.1  N O T A T IO N  A N D  T E R M IN O L O G Y
Throughout, we let G denote a group, 2 the ring o f integers, TL^  the prime
fie ld  o f characteristic p, and I G  (resp. the group ring w ith  G as a basis
and the coefficients in 2 (resp. 2^),
D e fin it io n  1 .1 .1 : An ascending series o f a group G is a set o f subgroups
{G ^ ; fi <  a } indexed by ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal a  such that
(a) =£ H g i f  <;
(b) H Q =  1 and H =  G,
(c) H 0 is normal in H „  , andp  p + i
(d) h a -  n V i  i f  *  is a lim it ordinal.
I t  is convenient to write the ascending series in the form
1 =  Grt <; G as • • ■ ^  G =  G.0 l a
I f  each G ^ (J3 <  a)  is normal in G, then we say the ascending series
{G ^ ; fi <> a } o f G is an ascending normal series o f G.
1
D e fin it io n  1 .1 .2 : Let denote a group property. A  group is said to be a
hyper— &  group i f  G has an ascending series
1 =  =£ G ss G =  G,0 1 a
in  which each factor G D /G 0 has &  and each G D is normal in  G, where B < a.f i+i  0 0 H
In  particu larly, i f  SP is the group property o f finiteness, then we call G a
hyperfin ite  group. I f  a  is fin ite  and G ^ need not to be norm al in  G, 0  < a,
then we ca ll G a po ly -# * group. Thus a p o ly -cyc lic  group G is that G has an
ascending series 1 =  G „ s£ G < • • • : £  G =  G, in which each factor G „  /G ,,o i  a 0 + 1 0
is cyclic, 0  < a, and a  < oo.
D e f in it io n  1 .1 .3 : A  normal subgroup H o f G is said to be hyper— 9 s embedded in
G i f  H itse lf is a hyper—9* group and in  the corresponding ascending normal
series 1 =  H ^  H  s  • • ■ ^  H =  H each H „  (0 ^  a)  is normal in G.o i  a  0
For a ZG-module A , being sim ilar w ith  the ascending series o f groups, we 
define the ascending (resp. descending) ZG-composition series o f A  as a set o f
ZG-submodules {A ^ ; y <  <$} indexed by ordinals less than or equal to an
ord inal <5 such that
(a) A  ^  A  (resp. A  £  A ) i f  y ^  y ,y j y2 y1 V2 1 2
(b) A q -  0 and A ^  =  A  (resp. A q =  A and A ^  =  0),
(c) the ZG-module A  /A  (resp. A  /A  ) is irreducib le  fo r y < <5,y + i y y y + i
(d) A .  =  U ,A  (resp. A . =  P k A  ) i f  A is a l im it o rd ina l.
a y < A y r a y<  a y
I f  S is fin ite , then we say that A  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series and
usually w rite  in  the fo rm
0 ~  < A j < * • '  < A ^  =  A. (resp. A  =  A q > A^ > > A ^  =  0.)
2
D e fin it io n  1 .1 .4 ; A  ZG-module A  is said to be completely reducible i f  A is a 
direct sum o f some irreducible ZG-submodules. Furthermore, A  is said to be 
semisimple i f  A  is a direct sum o f fin ite ly  many irreducib le  ZG-submodules.
The important concept is that:
D e f in it io n  1 .1 .5 : A  ZG-module A  is said to have an f-decom position i f
. f  Af  A  =  A  © A  ,
f  fwhere A  is a ZG-submodule o f A such that each irreducib le  ZG-factor o f A is
f
fin ite  and the ZG-submodule A has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. Sometimes,
f  f  -we ca ll A  the f—component o f A  and A the f-com ponent o f A .
D e f in it io n  1 .1 .6 : Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup o f G, and A  a
ZG-module. Then A  is said to be H -perfect i f  A  =  [A , H ].
Some other defin itions are:
D e f in it io n  1 .1 .7 : Let E, A , and G be groups. I f  A  is normal in  E and the
factor group E /A  — G, then E is called an extension o f A  by G.
D e f in it io n  1 .1 .8 : A  group E is said to split over its subgroup A  modulo C for
some subgroup C o f E i f  there is a subgroup B o f E such that E = AB and
A f lB  =  C, The subgroup B is called a supplement to A  in E or a complement to A 
in  E modulo C. I f  a ll complements to A  in  E modulo C are conjugate in E 
modulo C, then E is said to split conjugately over A  modulo C. I f  C =  1,
then we naturally have the concepts o f a complement to A  in  E and E splitting
conjugately over A.
3
A  ring R is called (right) semisimple i f  each righ t R -m odu le  is
semisimple or equivalently R is a d irect sum o f fin ite ly  many simple (right)
artin ian rings. Also, a ring R is called regular i f  each fin ite ly  generated
2
righ t ideal o f R is generated by a single element e w ith e =  e (such e is 
called an idempotent o f R),
Other notations are: ?r(G) =  (prim e p ; G has an element o f order p } ,
A ]K  denotes the semidirect product o f A  by K , and A  >  B means B is properly 
contained in A.
§1 .2  T H E  W E L L -K N O W N  R ESULTS
The fo llow ing  two results are the module version o f the according results
in  [15].
Lem ma 1 .2 .1 : (Thm 3.3.11 in  [15]) I f  a ZG-module A  is a sum o f a set o f its
irreducib le ZG-submodules, then it is the direct sum o f certain o f these 
ZG-submodules. Thus A  is a completely reducible ZG-module.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 : (Remark, Thm 3.3.12 in  [15]) Let A  =  D r ^ w h e r e  is an
irreducib le ZG-submodule o f A . Suppose that B is a ZG-submodule o f A . Then
A  =  B © ^°r some ^  ^  Also, B completely reducible.
I f  G is a locally fin ite  group, then the group structure o f an 
irreducib le ZG-module has been w ell described. That is, we have:
Lemma 1 .2 .3 : (Baer, Lemma 5.26 in  [14]) I f  G is a locally fin ite  group, then
any irreducible ZG-module A  (as a group) is an elementary abelian p-group fo r
4
some prim e p .
Two useful fundamental lemmas are:
Lemma 1 .2 .4 : (F ittin g ’s Lemma, Thm 5.2.3 in  [3 ]) Let p  be a prim e, A  an 
abelian p-group, and H :s A u t(A ). I f  H is a fin ite  p '-g roup, then
A =  C (H) ® [A , H ],
A
Here A  is w ritten additively.
Lemma 1 .2 .5 : (W ilson, [17]) Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup o f fin ite
index in  G, and A  a ZG-module. Then A  is a noetherian (resp. artin ian) 
ZG-module i f  and only i f  A  is a noetherian (resp. artin ian) ZH-module.
We mention that:
Lemma 1 .2 .6 : Let G be a group, A  a ZG-module, and H a normal subgroup o f G.
Then both C (H) and [A , H ] are ZG-submodules o f A.
A
For convenience, we prove:
Lemma 1 .2 .7 : Let G be a group, A  a ZG-module, and K  a fin ite  p-subgroup o f G,
where p  is a prim e. I f  A  (as a group) is also a p-group, then C (K ) A  0.
A
P ro o f: We note firs tly  that A^ =  < a > K  is a fin ite  ZK-m odule fo r any fixed
0 ^  a £  A . Since A is a p-group, so A^ is a fin ite  p-group and then the
semidirect product L  =  A ^]K  is a fin ite  p-group. Thus the normal subgroup A
o f L  contains a nontriv ia l central element o f L , say a . Therefore a & 0'  0 0
and a E C (K ). That is, C (K ) & 0. The lemma is true, 
o  a  a
5
C o ro lla ry  1 .2 .8 : Under the hypotheses o f Lemma 1.2.7, i f  A  is further
irreducib le, then A  =  C^(K).
About hyperfin ite  groups, i t  is worth mentioning some results here.
Lemma 1 .2 .9 : I f  G is a hyperfin ite group, then the subgroups and the
homomorphic images o f G are a ll hyperfinite.
P ro o f: Suppose G has an ascending normal series
1 — G ^  G ^  ^  G =  G
0 l (X
in  which each G ^ is normal in  G and G ^ ^ / g ^  is fin ite , /? < a.
For a subgroup H o f G, it  is clear that
1 =  H f lG  <; H O G  —  <; H O G  =  H0 l a
is an ascending normal series o f H, and also each factor (H O G ^  + i ) / ( H n G ^ )
{ s  ( H f lG ^ ^ G ^ / G ^  :£ *s ^ n*te> & < <x- So H is hyperfin ite.
Now, fo r a homomorphic image G o f G, we may assume G =  G /N , where N is a 
normal subgroup o f G, Then
I  =  NG /N  <; NG / n  <; • • ■ <; NG / n  =  Go l a
is an ascending normal series o f G, and the factor (N G ^ + i / n ) / ( N G ^ / n )
{ =  N G ^ + i /N G ^  =  ^ +]/ ( X ^ + i n N )G ^ ) }  is fin ite , fi < a . So G is hyperfin ite.
Lemma 1 .2 .1 0 : I f  G is a hyperfinite group, then any nontriv ia l normal
subgroup o f G contains nontriv ia l fin ite  subgroups being (m in im al) normal
in  G.
P roof: Since G is hyperfin ite, there is an ascending normal series
6
1 =  G ^  G <  ■ • ■ <  G =  G 
0 l a
in  which each factor G 0 / G „  is fin ite  fo r a ll B <  a./?+i P
Suppose H is a nontriv ia l normal subgroup o f G, then H O G ^  is normal in  G,
V P < a .  Since H f lG  =  H ^  1, there exists a n a  such that H O G  =£ 1a  0 oc0
but H H G 0 =  1 for a ll /? < a  , I f  a  -1 does not exist, then G =  ,,U G 0 .P ^ 0 0  a  B < a  0
o ^ o
By H f lG  =£ 1 there is 1 ^  g G H f lG  and then 1 ^  g 6  H H G fl fo r some
“ o “ o P
16 < ce^ , contrary to H O G ^  = 1 .  So ctQ- l  exists. By H O G  =  1 we have
1 *  H O G  s  {G  (H O G  ) } / G  <; G /Gor v a  a J a  -l a a  -i
0 o 0 0 0 0
and then |H f lG  I < |G  /G  I < c©, That is, H f lG  is a non triv ia l fin ite' a ' 1 a  or - l 1 a
o o o  o
subgroup o f H and is normal in  G. Furthermore, by H f lG  being fin ite , we can
%
find  a non triv ia l fin ite  subgroup N  o f H such that N is m in im al w ith respect
to N being normal in G.
Lemma 1 .2 .1 1 : A  hyperfin ite group is locally fin ite .
P ro o f: Suppose G is a hyperfin ite group, then G has an ascending normal
series 1 =  G ^  G, ^  ^  G — G, in  which each G 0 is normal in  G andO l a  p
is fin ite , B < a.P +1 p
Let y :< a,  and suppose that G ^ is a locally fin ite  group fo r all p  < y,
we prove that G^ is also a locally fin ite  group.
I f  y-1 exists, then G^ is a (locally fin ite )—b y -fin ite  group and then is
a loca lly fin ite  group [15]; and on the other hand, i f  y - l does not exist,
then fo r any G^ -  ^ U ^ G ^  there exists PQ such that x j ( - ■ ‘ ,x G G ^
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and then < x 1> ‘ xn > *s a f i11^  subgroup o f G~ (and o f G ). So G is a
n V Y
loca lly fin ite  group. That is, from  G ^  being locally fin ite  groups fo r a ll 
j8 < y we have proved that G^ is also a locally fin ite  group. The lemma holds.
Lemma 1 .2 .1 2 : A hyperfin ite  p-group G is a loca lly nilpotent group.
Therefore, G has a non triv ia l centre and then is a hypercentral group.
Before giving the p roo f fo r Lemma 1.2.12, we point out another well-known
result:
Lemma 1 .2 .1 3 : (MaPcev, M cLain , Thm 12.1.6 in  [15]) A  p rinc ipa l factor o f a
locally nilpotent group G is central.
P ro o f o f Lemma 1 .2 .1 2 : By Lemma 1.2.10, G is locally fin ite , then since
G is a p-group we have G is a locally nilpotent group. By Lemma 1.2.13 and G 
having a m in im al normal subgroup, G has a nontriv ia l centre. Let h(G) be the 
maximal hypercentrally embedded subgroup o f G, i.e ., h(G) is the hypercentre 
o f G. I f  h(G) < G, then G/h(G) as a nontriv ia l hyperfin ite p-group has a 
non triv ia l centre, say H /h(G). I t  is clear that H is a hypercentrally embedded 
subgroup o f G and h(G) < H  contrary to the maxim ality o f h(G). So h(G) =  G 
and then G is hypercentral.
In  our w ork, we w ill  quote a lo t o f results proved by D. I. Zaicev in the 
series o f papers [19— 22]. Among these, the most important one is:
Lemma 1 .2 .1 4 : (Zaicev, [22]) Let H be a hyperfin itely embedded subgroup o f
G, and A  a nonzero noetherian ZG-module. I f  C (H) =  0, then H contains a
A
subgroup K  and A  contains a nonzero ZG-submodule B such that K  is normal in G,
C (K ) =  0, and | k / c  (B) I < oo.B 1 K 1
8
The above lemma has a generalization for H being a hype r-(cyc lica liy  or 
fin ite ly ) embedded subgroup o f G. That is, it  is a special case o f our 
result— Proposition 5,1,2 (see p. too).
The other results proved by D. I. Zaicev or appearing in D. I. Zaicev’s 
papers are:
Lemma 1 .2 .1 5 : (Zaicev, [19]) I f  G is a hypercentral group, then any artinian
z z zZG-module A  has a Z—decomposition, i.e ., A  =  A  © A  , in  which A  is a
ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducible ZG-factor o f A Z has G as its
zcentralizer in  G and the ZG-submodule A  o f A  has no such irreducible
ZG-factors,
Lemma 1 .2 .1 6 : (F ra ttin i argument, [19]) Let A  be an abelian normal subgroup
o f the group G. Let x €  G such that A  — [A , x ] and A < x >  is normal in G.
Then G =  A N  ( <  x  > ) .G '
Lemma 1 .2 ,1 7 ; ([19]) I f  A  is a ZG-module and < x >  is a normal cyclic subgroup
o f G, then A (x—1) and C (x) are ZG-submodules o f A .
A
Lemma 1 .2 .1 8 : ([20]) Let A  be a ZG-module and < x >  a normal cyclic subgroup
o f G. The map ai— > a(x—1) induces an isomorphism o f the groups A /C  (x) and 
A ( x - l )  under which ZG-submodules of A /C a (x) correspond to ZG-submodules o f 
A ( x - l) .  ( i f ,  further, x is in  the centre o f G, then the map ai— -» a (x - l)
induces a ZG-isomorphism between the ZG-modules A /C ^(x ) and A ( x - l ) . )
Lemma 1 .2 ,1 9 : ([20]) Let A  be a noetherian ZG-module and < x >  a normal cyclic
subgroup o f G. Then there is an integer n such that A ( x - l ) n f lC A(x) =  0.
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Lemma 1 .2 ,2 0 : ([21]) Let A  be an abelian normal />-subgroup o f E and K /A  a
fin ite  normal ^-subgroup o f the factor group E /A  such that A  =  [A , K ]. Then 
A  contains a proper subgroup D such that D is normal in  E and (1) A  has a 
complement in  E modulo D; (2) i f  A  has a complement in  E , then any two
complements are conjugate modulo D.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 1 : ([22]) Let A  be an abelian normal subgroup o f E and K /A  a
fin ite  normal subgroup o f E /A  such that j K /A  I =  jP ,  C (K ) =  1. Then (1)
' 1 Ak
i f  A  has a complement in E modulo aP  then A  has a complement in  E; (2) i f  A
k
has a complement in  E and the complements are conjugate modulo aP  then they 
are conjugate in  E,
Lemma 1 .2 ,2 2 : (Zaicev, [22]) Let G be a hyperfin ite group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A such that B (resp, A /B ) is fin ite . I f
each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A /B  (resp. that o f B) is in fin ite , then B has 
a complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A .
There are some simple results we should mention:
Lemma 1 .2 .2 3 : Let G be a group, and A a ZG-module. I f  A  has an
f-decom position, then each ZG-submodule o f A  and each ZG-image o f A  has an
f  f  ff-decom position, too. Furthermore, i f  A  =  A  © A  , where A is the
f-com ponent o f A  and A^ is the f-component o f A,  then (1) fo r any
ZG-submodule B o f A , B — (B f lA ^ )  © (B H A ^ ), in  which (B O A ^ ) =  B^ and
(B  n  A f )  =  Bf ; and (2) fo r any ZG-image a / d  o f A , a / d  =  ( a ^ + D ) /D  © (A ^ + D )/D ,
in  which (A ^ + D ) /D  =  ( a / d /  and (A f + D ) /D  =  ( a / d / .
f  f  fP ro o f: Let A  =  A  © A  , where A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each
f  f
irreducib le ZG-factor o f A is fin ite  and the ZG-submodule A  o f A  has no
nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. Let B be a ZG-submodule o f A , It  is clear that
f  f  f  f
B £: (B P IA )  © (B O A ) ,  each irreducib le ZG-factor o f B O A  is fin ite  and B f lA
f  f  fcontains no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. A lso, by B / B f lA  (B +  A ) / a  and
f  f  f  f
b /B O A  = 2G (B + A  ) / a  , we have each nonzero irreducib le ZG-factor o f B /B O A
fis in fin ite  and a ll irreducible ZG-factors o f B /B O A  are fin ite . Thus 
b /  {  (b  n A f )  © (b  n A f) }  has no nonzero irreducib le ZG-factors and then 
B =  ( B n A f )  © (B O A f ) ,  where ( B f lA f )  =  B f  and (B H A f )  =  B f  That is, B has an 
f-decom position.
For the ZG-image, say a / d , i t  is clear that a / d  =  (A f + D ) /D  +  ( A f + D ) /D ,
Since (A ^ + D ) /D  —j q  A f / ( A f f lD )  and ( A ^ + d ) /d  s  A f / ( A f f lD )  , we have each
f  f
irreducib le ZG-factor o f ( a  + D ) /D  is fin ite  and the ZG-submodule (A  + D ) /D
f  f
has no nonzero fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors. Thus (A  + D ) /D  O (A  + D ) / d  =  0.
I t  fo llows that A /D  =  (A f + D ) /D  © (A f + D ) / d , (A f + D ) /D  = ( A /D ) f  and 
f  f(A  +  D ) /D  =  ( a / d )  . That is, A /D  has an f-decom position. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 1 .2 .24 : Let A =  ]T. _  A  , where A  is a ZG-module and A are ------ ----- ------ j £ l  j i
f  fZG-submodules o f A . I f  each A  has an f-decom position: A  =  A  © A  , then A
i i i i
f  f  f  fhas an f-decom position w ith  A  =  V A  and A  =  Y A  .
i E I  i i i G I i
P ro o f: I t  is clear that A  =  V A  =  V (A f © A ^) =  (T  A *) +  (£  A f ) .
 —  ^ iG I  i iE I  i V iE I  V VAji e i  V
For T  A f , i f  ^  contains an in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factor, say
1 fc: I 1
B /C  , then fo r x G B \C , we have x =  x +  * * ' + x  fo r some x E A  , 
0 0 0 0 1 r j i
J
j  =  l , ‘ * ‘ ,r. Thus B f l ^  A f  > C PlV^ A ^ . By B JC being irreducible and
o ‘-'j =  i  i 0  j  =  1 i 0 0
j J
0 *  —z g  K + ( \ n % = A w c o’
j j j
l i
r fwe have F A  contains in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors. 
j = i i.
J r r0 fLet r  be m in im al such that F A  contains in fin ite  irreducible 
0 j = l i .
j
ZG-factors. I t  is clear that r0 > Let ^e an in fin ite  irreducible
r 0 ^
ZG-factor o f ^ . jA . , then by the m in im a lity  o f rQ we must have
B O E .0 , A f  =  C n £ .°  A f  and then B + £  0 A f  >  C + F °  A f .
H  =  1 i.  ^j  =  l i,  ^j  =  l i ^{  =  1 i
J J j J
By B/C  being irreducib le and
0 *  ( B + E j l j  A[ ) / ( c  + £ j I i  Af )  s ZG B / [ B n ( C + E  ° V ) ] ,
j j j
r - 1 ^ r Q - l  ^
we have (B + F  A, ) / ( C + F  A  ) is in fin ite  and irreducible. Also" j  = i i. j = i i.
S i q a {  / [ a [  e t c + E ^ j V ) ] :
J j j j ro r0  j
f
which shows that A. has an in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factor, a contradiction.
ro
f
Therefore F A  contains no in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors. 
i c  I i
S im ila rly , F a /  contains no nonzero fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, i c l  1
Thus ^ i e i A^ n ® ie iA i) = 0 and then A = with
A f  =  £ = , A f  and A f  =  E .c ,A f .i € I  i  i G I  i
Lemma 1 .2 .25 : Let A =  B +  A  w ith  B H A  = B , where A  is a ZG-module, B,— -------- _ _ —  i i t ’
A^, and are ZG-submodules. I f  A  =  B^ © fo r some ZG-submodule C , then 
A  =  B © C ,l
P ro o f: Since A  =  B +  A =  B +  (B +  C )  =  ( B + B )  +  C =  B +  C ,- — — i l r  r  l i
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and B H C l -  B H ^ n C j )  =  ( B H A ^ n C j -  =  °> 50 A  =  B © C .
The fo llow ing  form  o f Maschke’ s Theorem w ill be used in  a later proof.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 6 : (Mas'chke’s Theorem) Let V be a torsion-free ZG-module with G
being fin ite , and W  a ZG-submodule o f V. I f  V  =  W © V  fo r some subgroup V o f 
V , then there exists a ZG-submodule U  such that | G | V  ^  W © U .
P ro o f: I t  is a special case o f Theorem 4.1 in [12].
F ina lly , we end this chapter w ith three results related to semisimple
rings.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 7 : (Corollary 2.16, [2, p .2 i]) Any noetherian regular ring is
semisimple.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 8 : I f  F is a fin ite  p* -group, then the group ring Z^F is
semisimple.
P ro o f: Since Z^F is fin ite , so the result is a consequence o f Theorem 4.2 in
[11] and Theorem 0.1.11 in [9],
Lemma 1 .2 .2 9 : Any right ideal o f a semisimple ring  is generated by a single
idempotent.
P ro o f: Using Lemma 1.2.2 in this section and Lemma 6 in  [13], we get the
result.
2 T H E  B A S IC  L E M M A S
This chapter consists o f basic lemmas, o f which most w ill be necessarily
used in the later p roof o f our main results. We deal w ith  them in  four
sections.
§2,1  ON TO R S IO N -F R E E  M O D U LE S
Among the ZG-factors o f a torsion-free ZG-module A , there are some 
factors which have a very nice relation between them. We lis t some o f these as
Lemma 2 .1 .1 : Let G be a group, A  a torsion-free ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A . Then p lh l p xB —j q  a / b  fo r any integer p  > 0 and any 
integer i >  0.
P ro o f: Let <p: a h—> / /a  +  p xB, where a E  A , Since
a . q>( a +  b) =  p x{ a +  b) +  p xB
=  (pl a +  p 1 B) +  (p1 b +  p l B) =  <p(a) +  <p( b), and
b. <p( ag) =  p x( ag) +  p 1 B
-  (p1 a)g +  p 1 B =  (pla +  p B )g  = |>(a)jg ,
where a, b E A  and g E G. So <p is a ZG-homomorphism from  A  to p xA /p xB,
thus A/kerip = j q  p xA /p xB.
Since B ^  ker$? is clear; and, on the other hand, a  E ker^> im plies that 
p xoc E  p 1 B. By A  being torsion-free, a  E B and so ker^> <  B. Thus ke r^  =  B 
and then p xA l p xB = j q  a / b  fo r any integer p  >  0 and any integer i >  0.
From Lemma 2,1.1, we have:
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C o ro lla ry  2 .1 .2 : Let G be a group, A a torsion-free ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A . Then p lA/p iB = j q  pJA/pJB fo r any integer p  > 0 and any 
integers i,  j  £: 0.
I f  we let B =  p lA , where t is an integer not less than zero, then we
have:
C o ro lla ry  2 .1 .3 : Let G be a group and A  a torsion-free ZG-module. Then
k ' A / k ^ A  s= a W ^ ' aiL U
fo r any integer k > 0 and any integers i, j ,  t £: 0.
In  the torsion-free case, we often need A  contains some nonzero
ZG-factors being p-groups fo r some fixed prime p.  The fo llow ing  lemma
indicates that conditions for the purpose.
Lemma 2 .1 .4 : Let G be a loca lly fin ite  group and A  a torsion-free noetherian
ZG-module. Then p A  < A  and . P ^ /P a  =  0 fo r any integer p  > 0.
P ro o f: F irs tly , we prove p A  < A  fo r any integer p  >  0.
Since A  is noetherian, there exist a , a such that
1 D
GA =  < a ,  • • a >  .
1 n
Suppose that p A  =  A fo r some integer p > 0, then
a =  p(  a m g ; +  • • ’ +  a m g )
i i  i " 'i i i i
1 1 1  t t t
fo r some integer t, where m, E l ,  g. E G, j  =  1, 2, t, and
j j
i  1, 2, * * * > n.




fin ite , F is a fin ite  group. Also, a, G P < a .  • • •, a >  fo r all i, Thus
i l a
p
< a t , * * ' ,  a > ^  P<&. ,  ’ ‘ ‘ . a  > and then
1 n I n
F F< a ’ ■ •, a > =  p < a , * * •, a >  .
I n  I n
F
But < a  , a > is a fin ite ly  generated torsion-free abelian group
F Fand so p < a i5 • • • ,  a ^>  is a proper subgroup o f < a  , • • • ,  a ^>  for p > 0,
a contradiction. Thus we have proved that p A  < A  fo r any integer p  > 0.
Secondly, i f  B =  . P? p*A ^  0, then since B is also a torsion-free
noetherian ZG-module, thus pB  < B fo r the integer p  > 0. But by A  being
torsion-free we can easily get B =  pB,  a contradiction. Thus . f^ A  =  0, The
lemma holds.
Related to Lemma 2.1.4, we have:
Lemma 2 .1 .5 : For any noetherian ZG-module A , p A  < A  i f  and only i f  A has a
nonzero ZG-factor being a p-group, where p  is a prime.
P ro o f: The necessity is evident.
We prove the sufficiency. Let U /V  be a nonzero ZG -factor o f A  such that 
U /V  is a p-group, By the noetherian condition, we may assume that U /V  is an 
elementary abelian p-group and A /U  has no nonzero ZG-factors being p-groups. 
I f  p A  =  A , then A /V  =  (pA +  V )/V  =  p (A /V ). For (V  * )  u +  V  €  U /V  <  p (A /V ),
there is aQ G A  such that u +  V  =  p(aQ+ V ). Thus aQ £  U . But p"(aQ+ V )
=  p(u +  V ) =  V , which im plies that (A /U )[p ] =  {a + U G A /U ; p(a +  U) =  U } is a 
nonzero ZG-submodule, contrary to A /U  having no nonzero ZG-factors being 
p-groups. So p A  < A , the result holds.
The fo llow ing  lemmas are useful and interesting.
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Lemma 2 .1 .6 : Let G be a locally fin ite  group, A  a torsion-free noetherian
ZG-module, and C (A ) — 1. Then 
G
(1) H  =  C^CA/pA) = 1 , i f  p  is an odd prime; and
(2) H  =  CG(A /pA ) is an elementary abelian 2-group, i f  p  — 2.
P ro o f: We prove firs t that H  =  C^CA/pA) is a p-group fo r the prim e p .
Suppose x E H and x is o f order q for some prim e q other than p. Since
x £  C „(A )  £  C (A) -  1, there exists art E A  such that a x =£ a . Let A  = p 1A,H G 0 0 0 i
then, by applying Lemma 2.1.4, we have f lA  = 0 ,  Therefore, there exists i
i i 0
such that a E A. \A . . By a / a  a / a , fo r any integer i, we have0 i i + l  '  i ZG i i+1 J *0 0
x E H — Cg ( A , /a . + i )  fo r any integer i. So aQx =  a0+ a 1> where a =£ 0 and
a E A. \a .  fo r some integer i > i  . I f  a x =  a , then a =  a x^ =  a +  <?a . 
I i i + l  ® 1 o l l 0 0 o H 1
That is, ga^ =  0 and then =  0, a contradiction. So a ^  & a .
Suppose aQx r =  E^_0C)a., where fo r any j ,  a. E A. \ a  , a.x =£ a.,
J *j J J
and a. x =  a, +a ., i  > i  > • • • > i > i  a  0. By a x  A a andJ-l J-l J r r-l 1 0  r r
x E  H =  C (A . / a , we have a x =  a +a  , where a E A \ al l + r ’ r r r + f  r+1 i i +1r r r+1 r+1
and i  , > i  . Also we easily obtain a x =£ a . Now we have r+1 r '  r+1 r+1
V + ‘ =  V ' > x =  ^ - o 9 aj l x -  ^ !, 0( ')(a .x )
-  = ' r f - K ) + Q h + '~>
"  a„ + £  0 +1> .  +  a =  5 f+ ‘ ( r+1)a .o j = i J J r + 1 ^ j= 0 V j '  j
Hence »0 =  a /  =  E?_0( p a .  =  a0+ E * =1(p a . .  That is,
°  =  ^ - l ^ j  =  « [a i + ^ = 2  ^ )aj ] + a ?
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Since q & p, so q — kp +  t fo r some t w ith 0 < t < p. Thus we have 
1 =  “  P(-U ? -  ^ - 2 ^ a i  6  ( A i  + 1  +  A 9  S  A i  + 1  a n d  * e n  a i  £  A i  + i ’  3ta
contradiction. Hence we have in  fact proved that H =  C (A /pA ) contains only
G
p-elements.
Now we begin to prove the required results.
(1) I f  p  >  2 and H 1, then, as above, we have the equation
0 = ] + v
where a. x  =  a. -fa, fo r some x E H , a. €  A . \ A  , and i  > i  >  ■' • > i > i > 0 , 
J-l J-l J j i i + l  p  p - l 1 0
Since i -1  £: i —1 ^  i >  i + 1 , therefore a 1 —(^)a  E A  <  A andp  3 2 1 ’ l ^ j = 2  p vj /  j i - l i
p 2
then a, E  A. ^  A, . contrary to a, E A  \ a  . So p > 2 implies that 1 i i + l  J 1 i i + i r  *1 l
H  =  CQ(A /pA ) =  1.
(2) For the 2-group H =  C (A /2A ), i f  H has an element, say x, with
G
2 2order 4, then, since x *  1 and x £  C fA ) =  1, there exists 0 ^  a E A
G 0
such that a x2 ^  a . Let A  =  2\A, then, by Lemma 2.1.4, A  < A and 0 0 i * i i+l
Q A, = 0 .  Thus a E A  U .  fo r some i  a  0. Since x E H =  C (A  /A  ) i i  o i i +i o g o ro o
=  C (A ./A . ) fo r any integer i  ^  0, so a x =  a +a  fo r some a E AG i i+ l  w 0 0 1 1 i +1
o
4Evidently, a^x & a^, for otherwise aQ =  aQx =  ao+ 4 a i , which implies that
2
4a =  0 and then a, =  0, contrary to a x  & a . So we have a x =£ a . Let l i 1 0 o 1 1
a E  A. \ a . where i, > i , then, s im ila rly , we have a x =  a +a for
l i j  1| +  l 1 0  1 1 2
some a E  A  \A . „  where i > i  and a x =£ a . Generally, we have
2 l i + l  2 1 2 2
2 2
IS
a x =  a. +a ., w ith  a. €  A. \a ,  ,, a x  =£ a ,  i. > i  , 1 =  1,2,3,4.
J*1 J- l  J j i l  +  i  j j j j - i ’ J ’ ’ ’
Therefore aQ =  aQx4 =  aQ +  4a^ +  6a2 +  4a3 +  a4> That is, 4at +  6a2 +  4a3 +  a4 =  0.
Since i  & i + l  i + 2  > 2, so we have a =  2a*, where a* E A \ a  .
4 3 2 4 4 4 i -1 i
4 4
Thus 2a +  3a +  2a„ +  a* =  0 and then a =  -  2a -  (2a +2a + a *) =  -  2a +  b ,
1 2 3 4  2  1 2 3 4 1 2
where b =  — (2a +2a +a*) E A. . By a x 2 ^  a and a x 2 =  (a +a  )x
* 2  3 4 i *f l  0  0  0  0 1
2
=  a +  2a +  a =  a +  b we have b =£ 0, thus b E A  \ a  for some
0  1 2 0  2  2  2 j j + 1
2 2
J2 > i2. I f  b2x  =  b2, then a0 =  a ^ 4 =  (aQx V  =  (a0+ b2)x2 =  V 2b2’
which implies that 2b =  0 contrary to b =£ 0. So b x b . As above, we
2 2 2 2
may have b x  =  b + b  , where b 6  A. \ a . , b x *  b, , j  > j, , and
k- 1 k- 1 k k J J + 1  k k k Jk-1
k k
k  =  3, 4. Therefore,
4 ,  2S 2 . , , . 2a„ =  a x  =  ( a x  )x =  (a + b  )xo o  ^ o v o 2
=  a x ' l b x 2 =  (a + b  ) +  (b + b  )x 
2 2 2 2 2 3
= (a + b  ) +  (b +2b + b  ) 
0 2  2  3 4
— a +(2b  +2b + b  ), 
0 2 3 4?
That is, 2b + 2b  + b  =  0 and then b +b  E A  <, A  . Hence we get
2 3 4  2 3 j  - 1 j
t he
4 3
contradiction that b E A  ^  A
2 j  j  + 1
3 2
By the above contradiction, we have H contains no elements o f order 4 and 
then, since H is a 2-group, we must have H is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
The result is proved.
A  consequence o f Lemma 2.1.6 is that:
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C o ro lla ry  2 .1 .7 : Let G be a locally fin ite  group and A  a torsion-free
noetherian ZG-module. Then CQ(A /pA ) =  C ^(A ) fo r any prim e p  > 2.
The fo llow ing  possibly w e ll-know n  result fo llows immediately from
Corollary 2.1.7.
C o ro lla ry  2 .1 .8 : I f  a loca lly  fin ite  group G is contained in  the group
G L (Z), then G is isomorphic w ith  some subgroup o f GL (Z ) fo r any prime p >  2,
n  b  p
n(n-l)
Further, G is fin ite  w ith order at most 3 '  /7a_ i (31—1).
As an interesting aside, we prove a lemma, even though it has not been
used anywhere in  the later discussion, but it  has a very close relationship
w ith  Lemma 2,1.6.
Lemma 2 .1 .9 : Let G be a loca lly fin ite  group, A  a torsion-free noetherian
ZG-module, and C (A ) =  1. Then H =  C (A /4A) =  1.
G G
P ro o f: Since H  =  CQ(A /4A ) ^  Cq(A /2A), so, by Lemma 2.1.6, H is an
elementary abelian 2-group. I f  H  & 1, then H contains an element x, say, o f
order 2. By C „(A )  =  1, there exists a G A  such that a x =£ a . LetG o 0 0
A  =  4*A, then, by Lemma 2.1.4, A < A  and H A  =  0. Thus there existsi i+ l  i i i
i >  0 such that art G A. \ a . . Using Corollary 2.1.3, A  / a  = , _  a / a  ,0 0 1 1 +1 & J 0 1 IG  i i+ l0 0
so H =  C (A , /a .  )  fo r any i £: 0. Since x g H  =  C ( a / a  )  and
G x i i +  l J G i i + ly0 0
a G A. , so a x  =  a + a  fo r some 0 & a G A  . Let a G A \ a  0 1 0 0 1 1 i + l  1 i i + l0 O i l
where i > i , then by x  G H =  C (A  / a  )  we have a x =  a +a  for1 o’ J G i i +1 1 1 2l l
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2
some a £  A. . O n  the other hand, a =  a x  =  (a + a  )x — a + a  +a x. That2 i  0  0 0 r  o i l
is, a x  = -a  . So a =  -2a  and then 2a =  -a  . S im ila rly , i f  we let
1 1  2 1 1 2  J
K  €  A. \A . „  where i  > i  , then a x =  a + a  fo r some a e  A and
2  i  1 + 1 ’ 2 1 2 2 3 3 i + 1
2 2 2
2a =  — a . Thus 4a =  —2a =  a„ E A  . Since A  is torsion-free,
2 3 1 2 3 i  + 1
2
a, E  A. :£ A. a contradiction. Hence we must have H =  C (A /4A ) is a1 ,2 ,1 + 1 o
t r iv ia l group. That is, H =  1. The result is proved.
§2 .2  R E L A T E D  TO T H E  N O R M A L  SUBGROUPS OF F IN IT E  IN D E X
From W ilson ’s lemma (Lemma 1.2.5), we know that some important properties 
are inherited by the normal subgroups o f fin ite  index. In  this section, we 
give some more properties o f this kind.
Lemma 2 .2 .1 : Let H be a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G, and A
a ZG-module. Then A has a fin ite  ZG-composition series i f  and only i f  A  has a 
fin ite  ZH-composition series.
P ro o f: Since A  has a fin ite  composition series i f  and only i f  A  is both
artin ian and noetherian, thus the lemma fo llows from  Lemma 1.2.5.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .2 : I f  H is a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in  a group G,
then any fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZG-module A contains a fin ite  
(resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZH-submodule.
P ro o f: By Lemma 2.2.1, A  contains an irreducible ZH-submodule, say V. Let T
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be a left transversal to H in G, then E  _ „V t  is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A
and then A  =  by the irreduc ib ility  o f A . Since T is fin ite , so A  is
fin ite  i f  and only i f  V  is fin ite . Thus V  is fin ite  (resp, in fin ite ) i f  A is
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ).
C o ro lla ry  2 . 2 . 3 : I f  H  is a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in  a group G, and
i f  a ZG-module A  contains an irreducible ZG-factor B /C , then A  contains an
irreducib le  ZH -factor T j/V  such that: i f  B /C  is fin ite , in fin ite , or a p-group
fo r some prim e p ,  then so is U /V .
P ro o f: Consider the ZG-module B/c, then the result fo llows from  Corollary
2.2*2 and its proof.
Let G be a group, H  a normal subgroup o f G, and A  a RG-module, where R is
a ring w ith  1. Let A H =  { u / V ;  u/v is a RH-factor o f a } ,  then Ug and Vg are
fy  J-J
RH-submodules o f A  and so G acts naturally on A  by the action 
(U /V )g  =  U g /V g  for every g E G.
Lemma 2 .2 .4 : I f  H is a norm al subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G, and i f  a
ZG-module A  contains a nonzero (irreducible) ZH-factor u/v, then
(1) U g /V g  is also a nonzero (irreducib le) ZH-factor o f A , V g E G;
(2) as groups, U /V  s  U g /V g , V g E  G;
(?) CH(Ug/Vg) =  g'‘CH(u /v )g . V g e  G;
(4) i f  v  =  0 and U is irreducible, then A  contains an irreducible
ZG-submodule B such that B has an irreducible ZH -submodule W  w ith W Ug
iL \ j
fo r some g E  G;
(5) fo r B and W  in  the above (4), B =  D r Ws, where S is a subset o f
s S
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a transversal T  to H in G; and
(6) i f  U /V  is irreducib le, then A  contains an irreducib le ZG-factor B /C  
such that: i f  u /v  is fin ite , in fin ite , or a /7-group fo r some prim e p,  then so 
is B /C .
P ro o f: (1) For any g G G, we show firs tly  that: (a) U  is a ZH-submodule 
o f A  i f  and only i f  Ug is also, and (b) fo r any ZH-submodules U  and V o f A, 
U  ^  V  i f  and only i f  Ug ^  Vg.
// it ,
(a) " For any a ^ ,  a2g €  Ug and any h €  H,
aLg - =  (Sj - a2)g €  Ug, and
(a1g)h = a^Cgh) = a ^ h 'g )  = ( a ^ ^ g  e Ug
since U is a ZH-submodule and H is normal in G. So Ug is a ZH-submodule.
It ^  II ,
Since Ug is a ZH-submodule o f A , by the a rb itra rity  o f g and the 
above proof, we have U  =  (Ug)g 1 is also a ZH-submodule o f A .
It— —~ tt.
(b) ' For any ag E  Vg, since a G V  ^  U so ag E Ug, thus
Vg £  Ug;
By the a rb itra rity  o f g and the above proof, we have
V  =  (V g )g '1 s  (U g)g '1 =  U.
We secondly note that: (c) i f  W  is a ZH-submodule o f Ug fo r some 
ZH-submodule U  o f A , then there exists a ZH-submodule V o f U such that W  =  Vg, 
namely V =  Wg~l .
By (#)> (£) and (c), it  is clear that U g /V g  is also a nonzero
(irreducib le) ZH-factor o f A  fo r any nonzero (irreducible) ZH -factor U /V  o f A , 
where g E G.
(2) Let <p: u i > ug +  Vg, where u €  U. Then it is clear that q> is a
group homomorphism from  U to U g /V g , thus u /k e r^  s  U g /V g . Obviously,
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V  ^  ker^>. On the other hand, u e  ker$? implies that ug E Vg, thus there 
exists v E V  such that ug =  vg and then u =  (ug)g 1 =  (vg )g '1 =  v, so 
ker$> ^  V  and so V  =  ke r^ . That is, as groups, u /v  s U g /V g .
(3) Let h E C (U g /V g ); then ghg 1 E H and
(u +  V)ghg 1 =  (ug +  V g ^ g "1 =  (ug +  Vg)g_1 =  u +  V,
so ghg 1 E  C (u /v )  and then h E g_1C (u /v )g . That is,n  H
CH(U g /V g ) 5  g-‘ c H( u /v ) g .
On the other hand, h E g *C (u /v )g  implies that h =  g 1h*g E H, where 
h * E C ( U /V ) .  Since
(ug +  Vg)h =  (ug +  V g )g '1h*g =  (u +  V )h*g =  (u +  V)g =  ug +  Vg,
so h e  c H( Ug^Vg) and thus s"lc H(u / v )s ^ c H(u g/vg).
Therefore CH(U g /V g ) =  g 'l CH( u /v ) g .
(4) Let T  be a le ft transversal to H in G, then T is a fin ite  set. Let
D =  ^ en ^  is a ^G-submodule o f A  and, by (1), D is a sum o f fin ite ly
many irreducib le  ZH-submodules thus D is completely reducible (Lemma 1.2.1).
Since D has a fin ite  ZH-composition series, so D has a fin ite  ZG-composition
series (Lemma 2.2.1); thus D (and then A ) contains an irreducible
ZG-submodule, say B. By Lemma 1.2.2, D =  B ® D r Us and B =  D r ,Us,
scS £ r i s6S
where S is a subset o f T and S ' =  t \ s . Thus, it is clear that B contains an
irreducib le  ZH-submodule W  such that W  = TO Ug fo r some g E S ' £  G.
£11
(5) For the above B and W , T ^  W t is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f B and
i  E T
then, by the irreduc ib ility  o f B, B =  X ^ ^ W t .  Thus by Lemma 1.2.1,
B =  D r Ws fo r some subset S £  T. sES
(6) Let U /V  be an irreducib le ZH-factor o f A , then by Zorn ’s lemma,
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there is a ZH-submodule M  o f A  maximal w ith respect to U P lM  =  V . This implies
that V  :£ M  and so (U +  M )/M  s  u /V  is irreducible. I f  M  < M  then U +  M1
<; otherwise (U + M )H M i =  M  so U H M  =  U f l(U  +  M )n M  =  U f lM  = V,
contrary to the choice o f M . I f  M  is not a ZG-submodule o f A , then there is a
ZH-submodule W  o f A  o f the form  W  =  f t  Mg such that M f tW  is a ZG-submodule1 = 1 i
properly contained in  W ; thus M  is properly contained in  the ZH-submodule 
M +W  and U +M  =  (U + M )H(M +W ) =  M  +  [(U +  M )nW ], so 
(U + M )/M  s ZH[(U +M )n W ]/(M n W ), That is [(U +M )H  W ]/(M H W ) is
irreducib le and MOW  is a ZG-submodule o f A . Also, by
[(u+M)nw]/(Mnw) s=2H (u + m ) / m  s=2H  u / v
we have that: i f  u/V is fin ite , in fin ite , or a p-group, then so is
[ (U + M )O W ]/(M f lW ) .  Now by (4) and (5) above, we have the required 
ZG-factor B/C.
The lemma is proved.
From Lemma 2.2.4, we have the fo llow ing consequence:
Lemma 2 .2 .5 : Let H be a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G, and let
the ZG-module A  have a nonzero ZH-submodule W . Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the ZH-factors o f W and those o f Wg fo r any g €  G, and 
this correspondence preserves the finiteness and the irre du c ib ility  o f these 
ZH-factors.
P ro o f: From the proof o f (1) in Lemma 2.2.4, it  is clear that the mapping
<p: U /V  i— » U g /V g  is a one-to-one correspondence between the ZH-factors o f W 
and those o f W g, and from  (1) and (2) in Lemma 2.2.4, (p preserves the 
finiteness and the irreduc ib ility  o f the ZH-factors. So the lemma is true.
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Another consequence o f Lemma 2.2.4 is:
Lemma 2 .2 .6 : Let H be a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in  a group G and let
A  be a ZG-module. Then A  contains an irreducible ZG-factor being fin ite, 
in fin ite , or a p-group fo r some prime p  i f  and only i f  A  as a ZH-module
contains an irreducib le ZH-factor being fin ite, in fin ite , or a p-group fo r the
prime p , respectively.
P ro o f: I t  fo llows from  C orollary 2.2.3 and (6) in Lemma 2.2.4.
Furthermore, we have:
Lemma 2 .2 .7 : I f  H is a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in  a group G, and i f  D
is a ZH-submodule o f a ZG-module A , then the ZG-submodule D G ( = 7  De) o f A 
has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZG-factor i f  and only i f  D has a 
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZH-factor.
P ro o f: By (6) in  Lemma 2.2,4, the sufficiency is evident. So we prove the
necessity.
Suppose T  =  { ^  =  1, t2, • • • ,  t^ }  is a transversal to H in G. I f  DG has a 
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZG-factor then, by Corollary 2.2.3, DG has
a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZH-factor, say B ^ /c ^  Since 
D =  .D t., t, E T, we may choose an integer n such that n is m inim ali= l  i i  J ° o o
w ith  respect to E ^ jD t .  has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZH-factor
n - i  n - 1
B /C . We show that n = 1 . I f  not, we should have (B + V  D t )  >  (C  +  r °  D t )0 v ^ i = i  i' v ^ i  = j V
fo r otherwise by B /C  being irreducib le we have
b / c  s z h
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contrary to the minimality of nQ, So
a n - 1
That is, Dt^ has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible ZH-factor. By Lemma
2.2.5, D  (= D tp  has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZH -factor, contrary 
to the m in im a lity  o f nQ again. So n0 =  l-  That is> is a fin ite  (resp.
in fin ite ) irreducib le ZH-factor o f D. The lemma is true.
Using Lemma 2.2.7, we have:
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .8 : I f  H is a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G, then
the ZG-module A  contains no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith an f- (Z G )—decomposition 
i f  and only i f  A  as a ZH-module contains no nonzero ZH—submodules w ith  an 
f-(ZH )-decom position .
P ro o f: For a ZG-submodule C o f A , i f  C has an f-(ZG )~decom position
then i t  fo llows from  Lemma 2.2.6 that this is also an f—(ZH)-decom position.
Suppose A  as a ZH-module contains a nonzero ZH-submodule D w ith an
0
C
f  f  ff—(ZH)-decom position, i.e ., D =  D © D , where D is the f-com ponent o f D
and is the f-component o f D. Since D °  =  (D^)G +  (D*)G> and by Lemma 2.2,7
(D ^)° has only fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors and (D ) °  has only in fin ite
irreducib le  ZG-factors, it  fo llows that DG f \ / r~fNG . ,( D ) © ( D ) is the
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G Gf- (Z G )—decomposition o f D . That is, the nonzero ZG-submodule D o f A  has an
f-(ZG )-decom position , contrary to A  having no such ZG-submodules, So the
coro lla ry is true.
From  the p roof o f Corollary 2.2,8, we have the fo llow ing  two corollaries.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .9 ; Let H be a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G and
let D be a ZH-submodule o f the ZG-module A . Then D has an f- (Z H )—decomposition
i f  and only i f  D °  has an f-(Z G )—decomposition.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 .1 0 : I f  H  is a normal subgroup o f fin ite  index in a group G,
then a ZG-module A  has an f-(ZG )-decom position i f  and only i f  A  has an
f—(ZH )—decomposition.
§2.3  R E L A T E D  TO f-D E C O M P O S IT IO N
A t the end o f the last section, we have noted some results related to the 
f-decom position o f the ZG-modules. Here, we prove some more results, which 
w ill  play an important role in  the proof o f our main results.
Lemma 2 .3 ,1 : Let G be a group, F a nontriv ia l fin ite  normal subgroup o f G, A
a ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A . I f  A /B  has an f—decomposition and
F £  C (B) but F is not contained in C (A), then A  has a nonzero ZG-submodule 
G G
D w ith an f—decomposition, too. Furthermore, D can be chosen such that:
(1) i f  (A /B )f  =  0 then Df  =  0, and
(2) i f  (A /B )f  =  0 then Df  =  0.
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P ro o f: Let H =  Cq(F), then | G/H j < oo, By C orolla ry 2.2,10, A /B  as a
ZH-module has an f-(ZH )-decom position , and then each ZH-image o f A /B  has an 
f-(ZH)--decomposition (Lemma 1.2.23). For x G F, we have B ^  C (x) <  A .
A
Since F is not contained in  C (A ), there exists x  G F such that
G o
B £  C^(Xq) < A . Thus the nonzero ZH-submodule C =  A (x Q—1)
has an f-(ZH )-decom position. By (6) in  Lemma 2.2.4, the ZH-submodule C has the
properties that: ( i) i f  (A /B )f  =  0, then Cf  =  0; and (») i f  (A /B )f  =  0,
f  Gthen C =  0, Let D =  C =  £  ^ en ^  is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A ,
and, by Corollary 2.2.9, D has an f~(ZG)-decom position and, further, satisfies 
(1) i f  (A /B )f  =  0, then D f  =  0; and (2) i f  (A /B )f  =  0, then Df  =  0.
The lemma is proved.
C o ro l la ry  2 .3 .2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group, A a ZG-module, and B a
nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducible ZG -factor o f A /B  is
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ). I f  A  has no nonzero ZG-submodutes w ith  all
irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ), then C (B) =  C (A).
G G
P ro o f: We assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., C_(A) =  1. I f  C_(B) ^  1,
"" G G
then since G is hyperfin ite, C (B) contains a non triv ia l fin ite  subgroup F
G w
being normal in  G. By Lemma 2.3.1, A  has a nonzero ZG-submodule w ith all
irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ), a contradiction. So
C (B) — 1. That is, C (B) =  C „(A ) as required.
O G G
The fo llow ing lemma w ill be important in  our p ro o f for the main
decomposition theorem in  Chapter 3 as it  allows us to assume that G acts 
fa ith fu lly  when we pass to certain submodules.
Lemma 2 .3 .3 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group which contains a normal locally
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soluble subgroup H, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and B a nonzero ZG-submodule o f
A  satisfying B =  Bf  and A/B =  (A /B )f  (resp. B =  Bf  and (A /b /  =  A /B ).
I f  Cb (H ) =  0, A /C  has an f-decomposition fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C o f B,
f  fand A  has no nonzero ZG-submodule D w ith  D =  D (resp. D =  D ), then there
is a K  ^  H  and a nonzero ZG-submodule B * ^  B such that K  is normal in G,
A /B *  =  B /B * © A * /B *  fo r some ZG-submodule A *  o f A , C (K C  ( A * ) / c  (A * ) )  =  0,
B*  G G
and K C g(A * ) /C g (A *) is a fin ite  elementary abelian ^-subgroup o f G /C g (A *) 
fo r some prime q.
P ro o f: By Lemma 1.2.14, there is a K  :S H and a nonzero ZG-submodule <  B
such that K  is normal in  G, C (K) =  0. and | K / C  (B )|  < oo.
B 7 1 K l '
Let A  be the ZG-submodule o f A  such that A /B  =  B /B  © A  /B  , then by
l 1 I l 1 3
C orolla ry 2.3.2, C (B ) =  C (A  ). Since j K / C ( B ) |  < oo and KC  (A  ) /C  (A  )
0 1  G 1  * K 1 G 1 G 1
=  K C  (B ) /C  (B ) =  K /C  (B ), KC (A  ) /C  (A  ) is a fin ite  subgroup o f G /C  (A  ).
vj 1 1 K. 1 O l O l  G 1
Choose K  such that KC  ( A , ) /c  (A ,)  is m inim al w ith  respect to C (K ) =  0.
G 1 G 1 B 1
Let K  be a normal subgroup o f G such that KC  (A  ) > K  >  C (A  ) and 
0 o r  G r  0 G l
K C g(A 1) /K 0 is a m in im al normal subgroup o f G /K q. By the m in im a lity  o f
K C G ( A 1) / C 0 ( A 1>’ W6  h a v e  C B ( K 0 } *  ° -  L e '  B 2  =  C B < K 0 ) j  t h e n
1 1
A / B J ”  B i / B 2 ® A 2/ B 2 ‘ S 'nCe C B (K )  S  C B (K > =  0  and C G( A 1) S  C GCA2) ’ 502 1
K  is not contained in C (A J  and KC  (A )C (A  ) =  KC  (A  ). That is,
G 2 G L G 2 G 2
K C g (A 2) /C g(A 2) is a nontriv ia l subgroup o f G /C  (A 2). A lso, by Corollary 
2.3.2 again, CQ(B2) =  CQ(A 2). Since K 0 s  C ^ ) ,  so K Q s  CQ(A 2), and
then K C Q(A l ) a  CQ(A 2) n  (K C Q(A p )  2: K 0- By
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1 *  K C 0 (A 2) /C 0 (A 2) =  K C 0 (A 1)C0 (A2) /C g(A2) .  KCG(A 1) /[C G(AJ)n (K C c(A i))]
and K C  (A  ) /K  being a fin ite  characteristically simple group, we must have
K C q(A 2) /C q (A 2) is a fin ite  characteristically simple group. Since H is locally
soluble and K  ^  H , *s a ^ n*te characteristically simple
subgroup o f the loca lly soluble group HC (A  ) /C  (A  ). So KC  (A  ) /C  (A  ) is
G 2 G 2  G 2 G 2
a fin ite  elementary abelian g-group fo r some prime q. Since C (K ) =  0, we
B
2
have Cfi (K C G(A 2) /C G(A 2))  =  0.
2
Now, since A  =  B + A  =  B + B  + A  =  B +  A  and B O A  =  B P l(A  f lA  )l 1 2 2 2 K \ 2
=  ( B f lA  ) 0 A  =  B H A  =  B , so a / b  =  B /B  © A  /B  . Let B* =  B
1 2 1 2  2 ’  2  2 2 2  2
and A *  =  A^. The required results fo llow .
§2.4  SOME OTHERS
This section comprises generalizations o f one o f Z a ic e v ’s results as well 
as other important results.
Lemma 2 .4 .1 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducible ZG-factor o f B is not a fin ite  
p-g roup fo r some fixed prime p . I f  A /B  is a fin ite  p-group, then B has a 
complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A .
P ro o f: Suppose B does not have a complement in  A , then by the noetherian
condition we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f B, B/C has a
complement in  A /C , Let D be a ZG-submodule o f A  m axim al subject to B O D  =  0.o 0
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Since A  ^  B © Dq, by replacing A  by A/D q we may assume that fo r each nonzero
ZG-submodule D o f A , B D D  ^  0.
We show firs t that A  is not torsion-free. For otherwise, since A /B  is a
fin ite  p-group, there is a ZG-submodule A *  o f A  such that A * /B  is a nontriv ia l
elementary abelian p-group and, by A being torsion-free, A *  is also
torsion-free, thus pA*  =£ 0 and then A *  P ^  ® contrary to B containing
no irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  p-groups. So A  is not torsion-free. Let
T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then T(A ) is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A. Thus
T(B) =  T (A ) (1 B ^  0. Let B^ be the nonzero ZG-submodule o f B generated by all
the elements o f order q fo r some prime q, then a /b ^  =  b /b ^  © A ^ B ^  for some
ZG-submodule A , o f A , Since A / B  a /b ,  A  /B  is also a fin ite  p-group. I f  1 1 l ZG 1 1 y  & f
q =£ p , then it is clear that A  =  B © A  for some ZG-submodule A  o f A  (and1 1 2  2 1
hence o f A ), thus A  =  B © A^ contrary to B having no complement in A.
Therefore, q = p  and then A^ is a p-group. Thus B^ is a ZG-submodule o f A^
such that A  / B i is fin ite  while B^ has no nonzero fin ite  irreducible 
ZG-factors. By Lemma 1.2.22, B^ has a complement in  A^, and then B has a 
complement in  A , a contradiction.
Lemma 2 .4 .2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A such that B is a fin ite  p-group fo r some prim e p . I f  A /B  has 
no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors being p-groups, then B has a complement in A, 
i.e ., A  =  B © C fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A.
P ro o f: Suppose B does not have a complement in  A , then by the noetherian
condition we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f B, B/C has a 
complement in A /C . Let Dq be a ZG-submodule o f A  maximal w ith  respect to 
B H D o= 0 . Since A  =£ B © D , by replacing A  by A /D q we may assume that for
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each nonzero ZG-submodule D o f A , BPlD =£ 0, i.e ., each nonzero ZG-submodule
o f A  contains nonzero ZG-submodules being fin ite  p-groups.
Let B l be the nonzero ZG-submodule o f B generated by a ll the elements o f 
order p , then A /B  ^ =  B /B^ © A / ® i  ^or some 2G-submodule A^ o f A , Let 
(p: A j  i—  ^ pA^ defined by <p\ a i— > pa (V a G A p , then <p is a ZG-homomorphism 
from  A^ to pA^. I t  is clear that B^ ker<p. Since pA^ = 2 q  A ^ /K e rp  and
A / Bl ^SZG A/B  ^ haS no nonzero ZG-factors being fin ite  p-groups, p A } has no
nonzero ZG-factors being fin ite  p-groups. But each nonzero ZG-submodule o f A
(and hence o f A^) contains nonzero ZG-submodules being fin ite  p-groups,
therefore we must have p A  — 0 and then A  is a ZG-module w ith the
r  l  I
ZG-submodule B^ such that is fin ite  and the factor-module ^ as no
nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. By Lemma 1.2.22, B^ has a complement in  A^ and then 
B has a complement in  A , a contradiction.
Combining the above two lemmas, we have:
C o ro lla ry  2 .4 .3 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and
B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that B (resp. A /B ) is a fin ite  p-group for some
prim e p. I f  A /B  (resp. B) contains no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors being 
p-groups, then B has a complement in  A , i.e ., A  = B© C fo r some ZG-submodule 
C o f A .
From Corollary 2,4.3, we have:
C o ro lla ry  2 .4 ,4 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group and A  a noetherian ZG-module.
Then some irreducib le ZG-image o f A is a fin ite  p-group fo r some prime p  i f
and only i f  so is some irreducib le ZG-factor o f A .
P ro o f: I f  A  has an irreducib le ZG-factor being a fin ite  p-group for the
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prim e p , then by the noetherian condition A has an irreducib le  ZG-factor, say 
B /C , such that the ZG-submodule B/C o f A/C is a fin ite  p-group and the
factor-module A /C /B /C  ( — A/ B)  contains no irreducib le  ZG-factors being 
fin ite  p-groups. By Corollary 2.4.3, A/C  and then A  has an irreducible
ZG-image being a fin ite  p-group.
The above are the generalizations o f Z a ice v ’s result (see Lemma 1.2.22).
Now we prove some other important lemmas.
Lemma 2 .4 .5 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A a noetherian
ZG-module w ith  p A  = 0 fo r some prime p. I f  a ll irreducib le  ZG-factors o f A 
are fin ite , then A  is fin ite .
P ro o f: Suppose A  is not fin ite , then by the noetherian condition we may
assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  is fin ite .
We have A  =  < a .  a > G with n being an integer and the order o f a l n j
is p  fo r each i. A lso we may assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A  and, since A 
is in fin ite , G is in fin ite .
Let M  be a maximal ZG-submodule o f A , then A /M  is fin ite  and hence for 
H  =  C (A /M ) we have IG /H I < oo. Since H  is non triv ia l, so H contains ayj 1 1
nontriv ia l fin ite  subgroup, say K , being m inimal normal in  G (Lemma 1.2.10), 
By G being a loca lly soluble group, K  is an elementary abelian subgroup o f G. 
Let G^ =  Cq(K ), then K  < G^ and | G / G j  < oo. By Lemma 1.2.5 and (6) in 
Lemma 2.2.4, A  is an in fin ite  noetherian ZG^-module and a ll irreducib le 
Z G -fac to rs  o f A  are fin ite . Since the ZG^-image A /M  is fin ite , using the 
noetherian condition , we may have a ZG^-image A *  ( =  A /D ) o f A  such that 
D <  M  and A *  is in fin ite  but fo r every nonzero ZG -subm odule  C * o f A * , A * /C *
is fin ite . By G being fa ith fu l on A , we have the ZG-submodule [A , K ] =£ 0 and
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then the ZG-image (and so ZG ^im age) A / [A ,  K ] is fin ite . Thus [A , K ] is not
contained in D and then K  is not contained in  C (A /D ) =  C (A *).
l ° i
Replacing G by G /C  (A *)  and K  by (K C  (A * ) ) /C  (A  *) we may assume
1 1 Qi Gi Gi
that G j acts fa ith fu lly  on A * , then K  is a nontriv ia l fin ite  central subgroup 
o f G . Let I  ^  x  6  K  such that x is o f order q fo r some prim e q. I f  q & p,  
then, by Lemma 1.2,4, A *  =  C ( < x > ) ®  [A * , < x > ] .  Since C (A *)  =  1, so the
A  G
I
ZG-subm odule A * (x -1 )  =  [A * , x ] -  [A * , < x > ]  =£ 0. A lso, since M * =  M /D
and A * /M *  A /M , so < x >  ^  K  <; CQ (A * /M *) , therefore A * (x -1 )  ^  M * < A * .
1 1
Thus Ca+(x) =  CA+( < x > )  =* 0. But Ca+(x) ( s 2Q A * /a * ( x - 1 ) )  and A * (x -1 ) 
(.—j q  ^ * /C A#(x )) are both fin ite  and then A *  is fin ite , a contradiction. So 
q  =  p.  Consider the fin ite  Z < x > -m o d u le  A *  =  < a > < x > , where 0 ^  a e  A * .
Since A *  is a fin ite  />-group, there exists 0 & aQ e A *  such that
a E C (x). By C (A *) — 1 we have A *  =£ C (x) and then A * (x -1 )
u A  (j  A *i
(  =  ^ q  A * /C a ^(x ) )  a nonzero fin ite  ZG^-module. Therefore A * /A * (x —1) is
fin ite  and then A *  is fin ite , a contradiction again. The result holds.
For a general hyperfin ite  group G (that is, G need not to be locally 
soluble), we have:
Lemma 2 .4 .6 : Let G be a hyperfin ite  group and A  a noetherian ZG-module with
p A  =  0 fo r some prim e p.  I f  G is a p '-group and a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f 
A  are fin ite , then A  is fin ite .
P roo f: Suppose A  is in fin ite , then using the noetherian condition we may
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assume that fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  is fin ite .
We have A =  < aj> aQ > °  w ith  n being an integer and the order o f a.
is p  fo r each i. Also we may assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A  and, since A
is in fin ite , G is in fin ite .
Let M  be a maximal ZG-submodule o f A , then A /M  is fin ite  and hence fo r
H  =  C (A /M ) we have ] G /H  | <  oo. Since H contains non triv ia l fin ite  subgroups
being normal in G (Lemma 1.2.10), so we may let K  ^  H and K  is a fin ite  
normal subgroup o f G. By G being a p ' -group, we have K is a fin ite  p ' -group, 
thus, by Lemma 1.2.4, A  =  C ( K )  © [A , K ]. Since K  <s H  = C (A /M ), so
A  G
[A , K ] ^  M  and then C (K ) =£ 0. By G being fa ith fu l on A , we have C (K ) =£ A
A  A
and then [A , K) *  0. Thus CA(K) (  =  2Q A /[A , K ] )  and [A , K ] ( s  A /C  (K )) 
are both fin ite  and then A  is fin ite , a contradiction. Hence the result holds.
The fina l result o f this chapter has a very special but simple proof. We
mention that it w ill play an important role in our w ork s im ilar w ith that o f 
F ittin g ’s lemma.
Lemma 2 .4 .7 : Let G be a group, A  a ZG-module, and M  a ZG-submodule o f A such
that A /M  is a p-group fo r some prim e p. I f  H =  C (A /M ) contains a nontriv ia l
G
subgroup K  such that K  is a fin ite  <?-group fo r some prim e q other than p , then
A  =  C (x) +  M  fo r any x E  K . Further, A  =  C (K) +  M . (We note that
A  A
the subgroups C (x) and C (K ) may not be ZG-submodules o f A .)
A  A
n
P ro o f: Let x E K , then =  1 fo r some integer n. Since
n _ i  n  n
(x ^  +  2 +  • • • +  x +  1)(X“ 1) =  — 1 — 0, and
qU =  (xq 1 +  x^ 2 +  • • • +  x +  1) (*)
n a
-  [Xq ~2 +  2xq ~3 +  • • • +  (qu- 2)x +  (<?n~ l ) ] ( x - l ) .
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n n
So q A  £  A (x ^  +  x^ + • • • + •  x +  1) +  A (x—1) s  C (x) +  M . That is,
A
A /(C  (x) +  M ) is a #-group. But a /m  is a p-group and p & q, so we must have
A  =  C (x) +  M .
A
Let K  =  { x  = 1 , x , x }  and let C =  C (x  , x ) , where
1 2 t '  m A  t m
m =  1, 2, • • t. Suppose that A  =  C +  M , we prove that A  — C + M. By
m m + 1
the equations in  (* )  above, we have
n n
gnC £  C ( x ^  1 +  x ^  2 +  +  x + l )  +  C (x -1 )
m m m + 1  m + 1 m+ 1  in m+ I
S  Cr  +  <M n C  > S C +  (M n C  )■C m +  1 m m +  1 m
m
Since A  =  C +  M  so, as groups, A /M  m C / (M O C  ) .  That is, C /(M O C  ) is
m m m  m m
also a p-group. By ^ nC ^  C +  (M O C  ) and q & p .  we have
m m +  1 m
C =  C +  ( M f lC  ) ,  and then
m m +  1 v m
A  =  C +  M  =  C +  (M H C  )  +  M  =  C +  M
m m +  1 m m +  1
as required. So A  =  4- M  fo r a ll m. In  particu lar, put m = t, then
C( =  Ca (K ) and A  =  C ^(K ) +  M . The lemma is proved.
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3 THE f-DECOM POSITION OF THE NOETHERIAN MODULES
In  this chapter, we aim to prove the main result— Theorem A ,
I f  a noetherian ZG-module A  over a hyperfin ite group G contains a 
ZG-submodule B such that B (resp. A /B ) is fin ite  and A /B  (resp. B) contains no 
nonzero fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, then B has a complement in 
A  (Lemma 1.2.22). In  §2.4, we have given a generalization o f this result. Now 
we w ill prove a number o f other generalizations and corollaries under the 
condition that G is hyperfin ite and locally soluble.
The fo llow ing  is in  fact the beginning o f the main proof for Theorem A.
P ro p o s it io n  3 .1 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a noetherian 
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducible ZG-factor o f B 
is fin ite  w hile  A /B  has no fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors. Then B has a 
complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A.
P ro o f: Suppose that B does not have a complement in  A. By considering an
appropriate factor-module of A  we may assume that for every nonzero 
ZG-submodule B o f B, B /S  has a complement in  A / B .  Also, let C be a 
ZG-submodule o f A  maximal w ith respect to B n C = 0 .  Then A=£B©C.  By replacing 
A  by A /C  we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule D o f A , B f l D ^ O .  
That is, A  contains no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith a ll irreducible ZG-factors 
being in fin ite .
I f  A  is not torsion-free, let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then T(A ) is 
a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  and then T(B) =  B H T (A ) =£ 0. Let B * be the nonzero 
ZG-submodule o f B generated by a ll the elements o f order p  fo r some prime p,  
then A /B * =  B /B * © A * /B *  fo r some ZG-submodule A *  o f A . Let <p: A *  > p A *
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be defined by g>: ai— > pa fo r a ll a e A * ,  then q> is a ZG-homomorphism from A *
to p A *  and B * ^  ke r^ . I f  p A * & 0, then since p A *  A*/ker$? and A */B *ZG
has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors (as A * /B *  s _ _  A /B ), the irreducible
Z G
ZG-factors o f pA *  are a ll in fin ite , a contradiction. So pA *  — 0. That is, A *  
is an elementary abelian p-group fo r the prim e p.  I f  B * has a complement in 
A * , i.e ., A *  =  B * © C *  fo r some ZG-submodule C *, then A  =  B © C *  (Lemma 1.2.25), 
a contradiction. So B * has no complement in A * , and A *  satisfies a ll the 
conditions that are satisfied by A . Hence we may replace A  by A *  (when A is 
not torsion-free) and then we may assume that A  is either torsion-free or an
elementary abelian p-group fo r some prime p .
Let L  — Cq(A /B ), where we have B is a nonzero proper ZG-submodule o f A
such that a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f B are fin ite  and A /B  has no fin ite
irreducib le ZG-factors. We consider the fo llow ing  two cases: (a) L = l ,  or
0b) L * = l .
(a) L  =  Cq(A /B ) =  1. In  this case, let N and N^ be two maximal
ZG-submoduIes o f B such that B/N is a fin ite  p-group and B/N^ is a fin ite
#-group, where p  and q are primes and, i f  A  is torsion-free, we can assume
p  ±  q (by using Lemma 2.1.4). Let and M^ be two ZG-submodules o f A
such that A /M  B /N , and A /M  B /N  (such M  and M  exist as we1 ZG 1 2 ZG 2 1 2
can take A /N  = B /N  © M  /N  and A /N  =  B/N  © M  /N  ) .  Let M  =  M  H M  and 1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2 1 2
let H  =  C (A /M ), then I G /H I < co.
G 1 1
Let W  =  C (H ). I f  W  ^  0, then let 0 =£ a 6  W , we have U =  < a > °  is a
B
nonzero ZG-submodule o f B and then A /U  =  B/U  © V /U  for some ZG-submodule V
o f A , By Corollary 2.3.2, we have C (U) =  C (V). But H <  C (W ) <  C (U)
G G G G
and C_(V)  :S C (V /U ) =  C (A /B ) =  L  =  1, then it  fo llows from  I G /H ] < co that
G G G 1
G is a fin ite  group, contrary to A  having in fin ite  irreducib le  ZG-factors. So
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W  =  C^CH) =  0. Now, by Lemma 2,3.3, there exists a K  ^  H and a nonzero
ZG-submodule B o f B such that K  is normal in  G, A /B  =  B/B © A / B  for 
l 1 l  1 1
some ZG-submodule A 1 o f A , Cb ( K C ^ A p / C ^ A j) )  ~  0, and K C J A ^ / C ^ A ^  is
a fin ite  elementary abelian r-subgroup o f G /C ^ A ^ ) for some prime r. Since 
C (A  ) ^  C (A  /B ) =  C (A /B ) =  L  =  1, so C (A  ) =  1 and then K  is a
vj 1 O i l  G G l
non triv ia l fin ite  elementary abelian r-subgroup o f G for some prim e r.
I f  C (K) *  0, then since B D C  (K ) =  C (K ) =  0, we have
A  1 A  B
1
C (K ) =  (C  ( K ) ©B )/B  ^  A /B  =  B/B © A /B , Using Lemma 1.2.23, we
A  I L K j  A  1 1  1 1 1 1
get CA(IC) has an f-decomposition and, by the fact that A  has no nonzero
ZG-submodules with a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being in fin ite , we have
C (K ) < B. Let B =  C (K ), then A/B^ =  B/B © A / B  fo r some ZG-submodule 
A  3 A  3 3 3 3
A  and K  £  C (B J  =  C (A J  (Corollary 2.3.2). But
3 G 3 G 3
C G( A 3 ) S  C G( A 3/ B 3> =  C g ( A / B > =  L = 1 -
thus K  =  1. a contradiction. So C (K ) =  0.
A
I f  A  is an elementary abelian /7-group, then by C (K ) =  0 we have r =£ p\
A
also, on the other hand, i f  A  is torsion-free, then we have r  =£ p  or r  ^  q. By
Lemma 2.4.7 and C (K ) =  0 we have the contradiction that
A
A =  C (K ) +  M  =  M  < A ,
A  i i
where i =  1 or 2 i f  r  =£ p  or r =£ q.
Case (a ) is proved,
(/>) L  — C (A /B) 1. In  this case, let B * =  C (L ), and we consider the
G B
fo llow ing  two subcases: (/) B * — 0, or (if) B * 0.
(/) B * =  C (L) =  0. By Lemma 2.3.3, there exists a K  <  L  and a
B
nonzero ZG-submodule B^ o f B such that K  is normal in  G, A/B^ =  B/B^ © A ^B ^
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for some ZG-submodule of A, Cg (K C ^ A ^ /C ^ A ^ ) =  0, and K C ^ A ^ /C ^ A ^
is a fin ite  elementary abelian ^-subgroup o f G/C (A  ) fo r some prime q.
G 1
Consider A  as a ZG-module, where G =  G/C (A  ). Then it  is evident that 
1 G 1
1 ^  K  ^  L  =  C—(A /B ) and C ( K )  =  0. Also it  is clear that a ll the
O i l  B
1
irreducib le ZG-factors o f are fin ite , the factor-module A^/B^ has no fin ite  
irreducib le ZG-factors, and A 1 has no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith all 
irreducible ZG-factors being in fin ite . Thus, since B D C  (K ) =  C (K ) =  0, we
1 A  j
have C (K ) =  0.
A
1
I f  A 1 is an elementary abelian />-group, then by C (K ) =  0 we have q ^ p .
l
Also, i f  A^ is torsion-free but A^/B^ is not torsion-free, then we may assume
that A , has a ZG-submodule A  such that A / B  (=s A /B ) is a nontriv ia l 
l  2  2 l v l r
elementary abelian r-group for some prim e r, and then A^ —j q  r\  — (by \
being torsion-free), contrary to B j having no in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors.
So A j is torsion-free implies that A.^/B^ is torsion-free, too. By Lemma 2.1.4,
we have A^/B^ >  fo r any prim e p .  Therefore A^ always contains a
proper ZG-submodule M  such that B^ :£ M  and A^/M  is a /?-group fo r some prime
p  other than q . Since K <  L  =  C -(A  /B ) :£ C -(A  /M ), by Lemma 2.4.7,
G 1 1  G 1
A  =  C (K ) +  M  =  M  < A  , a contradiction. 
i  i i
(//) B * =  ^ B(^ )  ^  We w rite  A  as a sum A  =  B +  A *  w ith B f l A *  =  B*.
For any C ^  B*  (C 0), since A * /C  =  B */C  © A /C  fo r some ZG-submodule A o f
A , and since L  centralizes both B */C  and A /C  (as L  ^  C (B *) and L  =  C (A /B )
G G
=  C (A * /B *)  =  C (A /C )) , then L  ^  C (A */C ). Let C* =  PlC, where 0 A C <  B*,
G O  G
then either C* — 0 or C * is a fin ite  irreducib le ZG-submodule o f A . I f
C * A  0, then A  1C* =  B /C * © A / C *  for some ZG-submodule A  o f A and then, by
Lemma 1.2.22, A  =  C * © A  for some ZG-submodule A . I t  is clear that A is a
nonzero ZG-submodule w ith  a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being in fin ite , contrary
to A  having no such ZG-submodules. So we must have C* =  0. As [A * ,L ]  £  C fo r
a ll 0 A  C <; B *, so [A * ,L ]  <; f iC  =  C * =  0; that is, L  <; C (A *) . Also since
G
Cq (A *) ^  Cg(A * /B *)  =  L , s o  L  =  C (A *) . Now consider A *  as a ZG-module,
where G =  G/C (A *) , and let L  =  C—(A */B *) , then it  is clear that L  =  1. 
G G
Thus, by the p roof o f the above for the case (a), we get a contradiction. So 
we have in fact finished the proof.
Dual to Proposition 3.1, we have
P ro p o s itio n  3 .2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le  ZG-factor o f 
A /B  is fin ite  while B has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors. Then B has a 
complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  for some ZG-submodule C o f A .
P ro o f: Suppose B does not have a complement in  A . By considering an
appropriate factoi-m odule o f A  we may assume that fo r every nonzero
ZG-submodule §  o f B, B /S  has a complement in A / B .  A lso, let C be a
ZG-submodule o f A  maxim al subject to B D C  =  0. Then A  A B © C .  By replacing A 
by A /C  we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule D o f A , B H D  A O .  
That is, A  contains no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith a ll irreducib le  ZG-factors
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being fin ite .
I f  A  is torsion-free but A /B  is not, then let A *  be a ZG-submodule o f A
such that A * /B  is a non triv ia l elementary abelian p-group fo r some prime p.
Thus A *  =  2 q  p A *:S B  by A *  being torsion-free, but this is contrary to B
containing no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors. So A being torsion-free implies
that A /B  is also torsion-free.
I f  A  is not torsion-free, let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then T(A ) is
a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  and then T(B ) =  T (A )P lB  ^  0. Let B^ be the nonzero
ZG-submodule o f B generated by a ll the elements o f order p  fo r some prime p,
then A/B^ =  B /B j © A ^B ^ fo r some ZG-submodule A^ o f A . Let (p\ A^ — > pA^
be defined by <p: a i— > pa. fo r a ll a £  A  ; then <p is a ZG-homomorphism from
A j to p A j and B^ <  ker<p. I f  pA^ 0, then since pA^ —j q  A j/k e rp  and
A^/B^ has no in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, pA^ is a nonzero ZG-submodule
w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite , contrary to A  having no such
ZG-submodules. So pA  = 0 .  That is, A  contains a nonzero ZG-submodule A .
i i
which is an elementary abelian p-group fo r some prime p , such that A  =  B + A^. 
As before, we can replace A  by A^ ( i f  necessary), so we may assume that A
is either torsion-free or an elementary abelian p-group fo r some prime p. For
f  fthe nonzero ZG-submodule B o f A  w ith B =  B and A /B  =  (A /B ) , since A /B  is
accordingly either torsion-free or an elementary abelian p-group, we can
assume that A contains two maxim al ZG-submodules and M^, both containing
B, such that A /M t is a fin ite  p-group and A /M ^ is a fin ite  #-group, where p
and q  are primes, and in  the case that A /B  is torsion-free, by Lemma 2.1.4, we
may assume that p  &  q . Let M  =  M  O M  and let H  =  C (A /M ), then I G/H I < co.
1 2  G
I f  a £  C (H ), then the ZG-submodule < a > G as a group is fin ite ly
6
Q
generated and so each irreducib le ZG-factor o f < a >  is fin ite . Since B has no
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nonzero fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors, we must have < a > G= 0  and so a =  0; 
that is, C (H) =  0. Now, by Lemma 2.3.3, there is a K  ^  H and a nonzero
B
ZG-submodule B * B such that K  is normal in  G, A /B * =  B /B * © A * /B *  for 
some ZG-submodule A *  o f A , Cb <i(K C g(A *)/C g(A * ) )  =  0, and K C g (A *)/C g(A *)  is 
a fin ite  elementary abelian r-subgroup o f G/Cg (A * )  fo r some prime r.
Since A * /B *  =  ~ A /B , there exist ZG-submodules M *, M *  and M * such<L\J 1 2
that M *  =  M * f lM *  A * /M *  A /M  . A * /M *  s* A /M  , A * /M *  == A /M ,1 2 ’ l ZG l 2 ZG 2 ZG
and B * <; M * . Let G =  G/C (A *) , then, since C (A *)  C (A * /M *) =
G G G
C (A /M ) =  H , H =  H/C (A *) . It is clear that H  =  C -(A * /M * ) . Also I  *  K  <  H
G G G
and K  is a fin ite  elementary abelian r-group fo r the prim e r. Since
C (K ) =  0, i f  A *  is a p-group, then r  =£ p,  and i f  A * /B *  is torsion-free,
B *
then r ^  p  or r =£ q. By Lemma 2.4.7, we have A *  =  C (K )+ M * ,  where
A *  i
M * =  M *  or M *  i f  r  *  p  or r *  q. Since B * O C  (K ) =  C (K ) =  0 and A*
i l  2 r  *  a * B*
has no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite , so
C 14,(K) =  0 and then A *  =  M? < A * , a contradiction.A* l
The result is proved.
Joining these two propositions, we get the fo llow ing coro lla ry, which 
generalizes Lemma 1.2.22 in  the case that G is hyperfin ite and locally
soluble.
C o ro lla ry  3 .3 : Let G be a hyperfin ite loca lly  soluble group, A a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A such that each irreducible ZG-factor o f B 
is fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) and A /B  contains no fin ite  (resp. in fin ite )
irreducib le ZG-factors. Then B has a complement in  A , i.e ., A =  B © C  for some 
ZG-submodule C o f A .
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From Corollary 3.3, we have
C o ro lla ry  3 .4: Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A a
noetherian ZG-module. Then A  has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible 
ZG-image i f  and only i f  A  has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-factor.
P ro o f: Suppose A  has a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-factor, then
by the noetherian condition we have A  contains an irreducib le  ZG-factor, say 
B/C, such that the irreducib le ZG-submodule B/C o f A /C  is fin ite  (resp. 
in fin ite ) and the factor-module A /C /B /C  (==^0 ^/B> contains no fin ite  (resp. 
in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-factors. By Corollary 3.3, we have A /C  and hence A 
has a fin ite  (resp, in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-image. The coro llary is true.
Another consequence o f Corollary 3.3 is that
C o ro lla ry  3 .5 : Le t G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A  a
noetherian ZG-module. I f  A  has a ZG-composition series in  which the fin ite  
(resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-factors o f A  are only fin ite ly  many, then A 
has an f-decom position.
P ro o f: It  fo llows from  Corollary 3.3 and induction on the fin ite  number o f
the fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducib le ZG-factors in a ZG-composition series.
As in  the hyperfin ite  case, we can generalize C orollary 3.3 in  the
fo llow ing  forms, and these results w ill be seen to be useful in the later 
discussions.
P ro p o s itio n  3 .6 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f 
A /B  is a fin ite  (resp, in fin ite ) p-group and B has no irreducible ZG-factors
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being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups, where p  is a fixed prim e. Then B has a
complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A .
P ro o f: Suppose B does not have a complement in  A , then by the noetherian
condition we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f B, B/C has a
complement in  A /C . Let be a ZG-submodule o f A  maxim al w ith  respect to
B flD g  =  0. Since A  & B © D ^, by replacing A  by A /D q we may assume that for any
nonzero ZG-submodule D o f A , B f lD  =£ 0.
Since each irreducible ZG-factor o f A /B  is a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite)
p-group fo r the fixed prime p , by Lemma 2.1.4, A /B  is not torsion-free, and
further A /B  is a p-group. We claim  that A  is also not torsion-free. For
otherwise, let A *  be a ZG-submodule o f A  such that A * /B  is a nontriv ia l
elementary abelian p-group, then pA*  =£ 0 and then A *  p A *  ^  B, contrary
to B having no irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups.
So A  is not torsion-free. Let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then T (A ) is a
nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  and then T(B ) =  B H T (A ) =£ 0. Let B^ be the nonzero
ZG-submodule o f B generated by a ll the elements o f order q fo r some prime q,
then A /B  =  B/B © A /B ,  fo r some ZG-submodule A  o f A . By A / B  == _ A/B,t i l l  l } l l ZG
we have A ^ /B i is a p-group. I f  q ^  p , then it is clear that A  ^ — B ^ A ^  for
some ZG-submodule A^ and then A =  B®A^,  a contradiction. Thus q — p,  and
then A J is a p-group. Now each irreducible ZG-factor o f A^/B^ is fin ite  (resp.
in fin ite ) and the ZG-submodule B^ has no fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible
ZG-factors, by Corollary 3.3, we have A  =  B ©C and then A  =  B © C  , a '  i l l  l ’
contradiction again.
C o ro lla ry  3 .7 : Let G be a hyperfin ite  locally soluble group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module and p  a prim e. Then A  has an irreducib le ZG-image being not a
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fin ite  (resp, in fin ite ) p-group i f  and only i f  the same is true for some 
irreducible ZG -factor o f A ,
P ro o f: I f  A  has an irreducible ZG-factor being not a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite )
p-group, then by the noetherian condition we have A  contains an irreducible 
ZG-factor, say B/C, such that the irreducible ZG-submodule B/C o f A /C  is not a 
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-group but the irreducible ZG-factors o f the 
factor-module A /C /b /C  ( = 2 q  A /B ) are a ll fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups. 
By Proposition 3.6, we have A /C  and then A has a nonzero irreducib le ZG-image 
being not a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-group.
The dual o f proposition 3.6 is:
P ro p o s itio n  3 .8 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f B 
is a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-group and A /B  has no irreducib le  ZG-factors 
being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups, where p  is a fixed prime. Then B has a 
complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B ® C  fo r some ZG-submodule C o f A .
P ro o f: Suppose B does not have a complement in A , then by the noetherian
condition we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f B, B/C has a 
complement in  A /C . Let Dq be a ZG-submodule o f A  maximal subject to B f lD ^  =  0. 
Since A  ^  B © D q, by replacing A  by A /D q we may assume that fo r each nonzero 
ZG-submodule D o f A , B O D  A 0, i.e ., each nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  contains 
irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite) p-groups fo r the fixed 
prime p.
By Lemma 2.1.4, B is not torsion-free, and further B is a p-group for the
prime p . Let B t be the nonzero ZG-submodule o f B generated by a ll the elements
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o f order p , then A/B^ =  B/B^ ® ^or some 2G-submodule o f A . Let
<p: A^ > p A  ^ be defined by q>: ai— -> pa fo r a ll a e  A ; then q> is a
ZG-homomorphism from  A^ to p A ^  and i t  is clear that B^ ^  kerp. Since
p A j —j g  an^ ^ ” ZG ^aS n0 *rre(^uc^ e 2G-factors being
fin ite  (resp, in fin ite ) p-groups, so pA^ has no irreducib le ZG-factors being
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups. But each nonzero ZG-submodule o f A  (and
hence o f A  ) contains irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) 
p-groups; therefore we must have pA^ =  0 and then A^ is a ZG-module w ith the 
ZG-submodule B^ such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f is fin ite  (resp.
in fin ite ) and the factor-module ^ as no fin ite  (resp. in fin ite )
irreducib le ZG-factors. Thus, by Corollary 3.3, we have A^ =  and then
A  =  B e C ^ , a contradiction.
C o ro lla ry  3 .9 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module and p  a prime. Then A  has an irreducible ZG-image being a fin ite
(resp. in fin ite ) p-group i f  and only i f  the same is true fo r some irreducible
ZG-factor o f A ,
P ro o f: I f  A  has an irreducib le ZG-factor being a fin ite  (resp. in fin ite )
p-group, then by the noetherian condition we have A contains an irreducible 
ZG-factor, say B/C, such that the irreducible ZG-submodule B/C o f A /C  is a 
fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-group and the factor-module A /C /B /C  ( — A/ B)  has
no irreducible ZG-factors being fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) p-groups. By 
Proposition 3.8, we have A /C  and hence A  contains the required ZG-images.
Comparing w ith Corollary 2.4.3 and Corollary 2.4.4, we see that
Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 are generalizations o f these results in the
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locally soluble case.
An important step in  proving Theorem A  is the fo llow ing reduction 
result.
P ro p o s it io n  3 .1 0 : Let G be a hyperfin ite loca lly soluble group and A a
noetherian ZG-module. I f  A  has no f-decom position, then A  has a nonzero 
ZG-image A  satisfying:
(a) A  has no f-decomposition;
(b) fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  has an f-decom position;
(c) A  has no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith an f—decomposition;
(d ) A  is torsion-free; and
(e) the fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors o f A  are a ll p-groups fo r some 
fixed prim e p .
P ro o f: Since A  has no f-decom position, then by the noetherian condition
there is a nonzero ZG-image A  satisfying the conditions (a ) and (b).
For A , suppose B <, A  and B has an f-decom position, i.e ., B =  B^ffi B^. I f
_ f  _ f  _  _f
B =£ 0, then since B is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f A , by (b), A /B  has an
f-decom position . Let A /B^ =  A^/B^ © A  /B^, where A i is a ZG-submodule o f A
such that A  s  B^ and A  /B^ =  ( A /B ^ /  and the ZG-submodule A  ( >  B^) is l I 2
— —f   f  f  _  —
such that A  /B — (A /B  ) . By Proposition 3.1, A  =  B ©C for some2 2
ZG-submodule C whose irreducible ZG-factors are a ll in fin ite . And then it is
clear that A  =  A ^© C , where evidently each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A is
—  — ffin ite . That is, A  has an f-decom position, contrary to (a). So B —0.
— f  —S im ila rly , by applying Proposition 3.2, we can prove B =  0. So B =  0.
Therefore the condition (c) is satisfied by A .
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I f  A  does not satisfy the condition (d) or the condition (e), then by
(c), we may assume that A is either an elementary abelian p-group for some
prime p  or a torsion-free group which contains at least two nonzero fin ite
irreducib le ZG-factors, one being a p-group and the other a ^-group, where p
and q are two distinct primes.
We may also assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., C ( A ) = l .  By
G
Corollary 3.9, we may assume that A  contains two m axim al ZG-submodules
and such that A /M j is a non triv ia l fin ite  p-group and A /M ^ is a nontriv ia l
fin ite  r-group, where r  =  p or q according to A  being torsion or torsion-free.
Let M  =  M t n M 2 and let H  =  Cg(A /M ) } then |G /H | < co. For C =  C - (H ) ,  i f  C *  0,
let 0 ^  aG C, then the ZG-submodule < a > °  is nonzero and each o f its irreducible
ZG-factors is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and hence is fin ite ,
contrary to the condition (c), So C =  0. By Lemma 1.2.14, there exists a K  <  H
and a nonzero ZG-submodule M *  <> M  such that K  is normal in  G, C— (K ) =  0, and
M *
|K /C  (M *) | < oo.K.
We show that C (M *) =  1. I f  not, then C (M *) contains a nontriv ia l
K K
fin ite  subgroup F being normal in G. Since F is not contained in  C (A ) =  1 and
G
A /M *  has an f-decom position, by Lemma 2.3.1, A  has a nonzero ZG-submodule with
an f-decom position, a contradiction. So Ck (M *)  =  1 and then K  is fin ite .
Choose K  to be m in im al w ith respect to C— (K ) =  0, I f  K  is not a m inim al
M*
normal subgroup o f G, then K  contains a nontriv ia l proper subgroup being
normal in G. By the m in im a lity  o f K , we have C— (K  ) ^ 0 .  Let M * *  =  C— (K ),
M* 1 M* 1
then 1 K  <, C (M ** ) . As in  the last paragraph, we obtain a contradiction. So
1 K
K  must be a m in im al normal subgroup o f G. Since G is loca lly soluble, K  is an 
elementary abelian L-group fo r some prim e k.
In  order to apply Lemma 2.4.7, we should consider that k =£ p  or k A q
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in  the case that A  is torsion-free; or we have k =£ p  by using C ~ ^(K ) =  0 in
the case that A  is a p-group (Lemma 1.2.7). Now from  Lemma 2.4,7we have
A  =  C—(K ) +  M ., where M  =  M  or M  according to k =£ p or k =£ q. Since M  < A , A i i l 2 o r  -i  j
so C—(K ) =£ 0, But, since M * f lC —(K) =  C— (K ) =  0, we have
A A M*
C -(K )  ~ ZG (C - ( K ) © M * ) /M *  <; A /M *  and then, since A /M *  has an f—decomposition, 
each ZG-submodule o f A /M *  has an f-decom position (Lemma 1.2.23) and hence so 
does C—(K), a contradiction. So we have, in  fact, proved that A satisfies the 
conditions (d ) and (e).
The result is proved.
From Proposition 3.10 and its proof, we can get a number o f results which 
assert that the noetherian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position under certain
conditions. Among these, the simplest and most useful one is:
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 1 : I f  G is a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, then any
periodic noetherian ZG-module A  has an f—decomposition.
By Proposition 3.10, the task fo r proving Theorem A  is now reduced to
considering torsion-free noetherian ZG-modules. For such modules, we need to 
prove the fo llow ing
P ro p o s itio n  3 .1 2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a
torsion-free noetherian ZG-module, and A  — p 1 A , where p  is a prime and
ii
1 = 0 ,1 ,2 ,------ . Then
(1) fo r any 0 ^ j < i ,  A  / A  has an f-decom position
JJ ii
A  /A  =  A  / a  © A  / a  , 
jj ii ij n  ji ii
where A., is the ZG-submodule o f A  such that A  ^ A  and A  IA  =  (A  / a  /  
U jj ij ii ij ii jj ii
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and the ZG-submodule A ..(fcA ,.) is such that A  I A  =  (A  /  A  / •
Ji b j i  ii j j  *
(2) A , s A  and A , . ^ A  Vk^sj and V s ^ i :ij i t  ij jj
(3) A „  =  A ^ H A ^ ,  where k £ i ,  s ^ i ,  and i=  0 ,1 ,2 , -;
(4) A., =  A ^ O A ^ , where k=£j, sssi, and i , j= 0 , 1 ,2 , -;
(5) A i j /A kk "  \ j / A kk •  A ik /A kk’ A kj/A kk "  (A ij/ A kk)f> and
A ik^A kk =  (A ij^ A kk)?’ Wbere k fc i» -j;
(6) A i / A ,k =  A J \ v  9 A J A *> A  V a .  -  (A ../A  / ,  andij »  sj sk lk sk Sj sic ij sk
A J A sk =  « V V f - where k *'i} s fc i ’ aDd i* j = 0 , l , 2 , ------ ;
(7) A  /A , =  A  /A  and A . / a  A  /A
ij i,j+ t ZG ks k,s+t ij i+ t,j ZG ks k+t,s
where i, j ,  k, s, t= 0 , l ,2 ,






3 0, 1 2
0 3
.3 1 ,22
.3 2 .2 3
.3 3
f  \ 4  4
P ro o f: (1) By Lemma 2.1.4, A  = p A <  A,  and then A . ,< A  fo r any O r s jc i.  Since
U  n  jj
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A  is noetherian, so A ../A ,, is noetherian and is also periodic. Thus, by
jj a
Corollary 3.11, A ../A .. has an f-decom position, i.e .,
JJ u
A . /A . ,  =  A ../A  © A  IA  , 
j j  11 i j  i i  j i  i i
where A., is the ZG-submodule o f A  such that A  2: A  and a / a =  ( a / a )  
h  j j  i j  i i  i j  i i  j j  i i
and the ZG-submodule A  (2: A  ) is such that a / a  =  ( A / A ) ,
j i  i i  j i  i i  j j  i i
(2) We prove A . ^ A ^  fo r any k ^ j  and i , j= 0 , l ,2 ,  • * * *.
I f  j ;S i,  then A.. :£ A.. A , , fo r any k ^ j .  Thus A  /A  ^  A  IA  and then
i i  j j  k k  j j  i i  k k  i i
A  ./A .. :£ A  /A  . That is, A  ^ A  .
i j  i i  ik  u  ij  ik
I f  j > i ,  then i f  k s i ,  we have A 2: A  £ A  ; so we may assume that
ik  i i  ij
i < k ^ j ,  Thus A..S: A., 2: A , , ^  A... Since A ../A . has an f-decom position , we have
u  i k  k k  jj n  j j
A ^ / A  has an f—decomposition (Lemma 1.2.23). Let B be the ZG-submodule of
A  such that B ^ A . .  and B /A  = (A IA  / ,  then B s A  and every irreducible& j j  j j  ik  a ' i i
ZG-factor o f A ,./B  is isomorphic either w ith one o f the irreducib le  ZG-factorsu
o f A . , /A  or w ith  one o f those o f A  /B  and so is fin ite . So we w ill have
n  i k  ik
B = A .. and then A,, 2 :A ... Thus, we have proved that A  ^ A  fo r any k < i .
i j  i k  ij  r  ij ik  j j
S im ila rly , we have A  ^ A  , V s ^ i .
ij Sj
(3) By (2), A,. ^  A., H A  . fo r any k ^ i  and any s ^ i .
n  ik  si
Since (A  f l A , ) / A  ^  A IA  — (A  , / A  /  and (A  f lA  ) / a  <
ik  si n  ik i i  kk  n  ik  si u
A . /A . .  =  (A  /A ..)  , so (A .( H A  ) / A  is tr iv ia l. That is, A  =  A H A
si 11 ss 11 lk  si 11 i i  ik si
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for any k ,s:£ i, and i =  0 ,1 ,2 ,
(4) By (2), A.. ^  A „  PIA . fo r any k ^ j  and any s ^ i .
ij  ik  sj
On the other hand, we let j= s i, then by
(a h a j / a .. <$ a / a ., n  a  / a  ^  (a  / a  /  =  a  / a  ,
ik  jj u  i k  u  jj 11 j j  i i  ij  i i
we have A .t H A .. =£ A... For s:S i, i f  s < j,  then
JJ iJ
A H A  . =  (A., Pi A  )H A  , =  A  H (A  H A  ) =  A  D A  <  A ;
i k  sj i k  j k  sj i k  j k  sj i k  j j  ij
and i f  j ^ s ^ i ,  then A  H A  . ^  A „  f lA „  ^  A  . That is, A  s> A  H A
' k  sj 4  j j  i j  ij  ik  sj
fo r j i s i ,  k ^ j ,  and s < i .  S im ila rly , we have A S: A  H A  fo r j  > i, k < i ,  and
i j  i k  sj
s ^ i .  Thus A.. =  A. P lA fo r any k ^ j  and any s ^ i .IJ ik  SJ J J t
(5) Suppose i s j ,  then A  £: A. 5= A  ^  A  , where k > i .  Since A  / a
JJ U i i  k k  jj k k
has an f-decom position, we have has an f-decom position. Let
A ../A  =  b / a , © C /A  , in  which B is the ZG-submodule o f A such that
i j  k k  k k  k k  ij
B ^ A  and B /A  =  (A  / A , /  and the ZG-submodule C A  ) is such that
k k  k k  l j  k k  N k k
f
C /A  =  ( A . /A  ) . Then, by Lemma 1.2.23, B ^  A  and C <  A . Since
k k  i j  k k  k j  ik
£
A ../A  & (A, . /A , , )  and A ,, /b  has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, so
ij k k  jj k k  i j  ’
B =  A  . Meanwhile, by A ../A ,, ;> A , / a  =  (A  / A  ) and A ../C  having
k j  ij  k k  ik  k k  i i  k k  ij
no in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, we have C =  A  , Thus
ik
A ../A ,, =  A, . /A ,,  © A  / a  fo r any k > : iS :i.
ij  k k  k j  k k  ik  k k  J
S im ila rly , the result is true fo r k ^ j > i .
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(6) Suppose i ^ j ,  then, by (2), A  and A  ^ A  fo r any sSri and any
U sj ij ik
k ^ j ,  Thus A., A  ,+ A „  . By (5), i f  s2 :k , then A  =  A  + A  ^  A  + A  , and
J ij sj ik ij sj is sj ik ’
i f  s < k ,  then A., =  A t + A  ^  A  + A  . So A  =  A  + A  ,
ij kj ik SJ ik ij sj ik
By (4), A  =  A  ,D A  , s o A . / A  =  A  / A  © a / a , where k ^ j ,
sk sj ik ij sk sj sk ik sk J
s ^ i ,  and j £ i= 0 , l , 2 ,  * ■ ■ ■.
For A  . /A  : ( 2)  i f  s £ :k ( ^ j) ,  then A  & A  , k A  and, since each
sj sk sj sk ss
irreducib le  ZG-factor o f A  / a  is fin ite , we have each irreducib le ZG-factor
sj ss
o f A  , / a  is fin ite ; (if) i f  k £ :s £ j ,  then A  ^ A  ^ A  and, by each
sj sk Sj ss sk J
irreducib le  ZG-factor o f A  . /a  , is isomorphic to one o f the irreducible
sj sk
ZG-factors o f A , / A  or one o f that o f A  IA  , we have A  / a  contains only
sj ss ss sk sj sk
fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors; and (in) i f  ( k ^ ) ja s ,  then A  2: A  > A  and,
ss sj sk
since each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A  / A  is fin ite , we have any irreducib le
ss sk
ZG-factor o f A  J  A  is fin ite . Thus A  /A  (A / A  / .  S im ila rly ,
sj sk sj sk ij sk
£ £ 
we have A  /A  :S (A ,,/A  ). Therefore, A / A  =  ( A / A )  and
ik sk ij sk sj sk v ij sky
V A*  -  < W f
For i > j ,  the p roo f is sim ilar.
(7) We only consider the case in  which i < j ,  k < s ,  and k < i  (as we can
sim ila rly  prove the other cases).
By (5), we have
A ../A  =  A, J  A. © A. . /A  , and
U j + t j + t  j + t , j  j + t , j + t  i , j + t  j + t , j + t
a / a  =  a  / a  © a  / a
ks  s + t , s  +  t s + t , s  s +  t , s + t  k , s + t  s + t . s + t
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Thus A .,/A . =  A. . / a  . and A  / a , =  _ A  / a
i j  i » j + t  Z G  J +  t , j  j + t , j + t  k s  k , s + t  Z G  s + t , s  s +  t , s  +  t
By A . ,/A  s  A  /A  (C orollary 2.1.3), we have
JJ J + t . J + t  Z G  ss s + t , s + t
A. L ./A , . =  (A .,/A  ) f £= (A  /A  ) f  =  A  IA
J + t . J  j + b j + t  jj  j + t , j + t  Z G  ss s + t , s  +  t  s +  t , s  s +  i , s + t
Thus A ../A . . == A  , / A
i j  i , j + t  Z G  k s  k , s + t
S im ila rly , we have a / a  =  ^  A  / a
i j  i + t , j  Z G  k s  k  +  t , s
(S) By induction, we only need to prove p A „= A ,  + i , + j fo r any i, j5 :0 .
Let iS ij;  by (6), A ../a . =  A. , . /A , © A IA
U i +  l,j + l i+ l ,  J i + b j  + 1 i,j + l i+ I , j  + l
and by (7), A  , /A  =  A  and A . .  J a  == A IA  .S o
i + i ,  j  i + i . j + 1  Z G  o o  o i  i j  +  1 i + i , j  +  i  Z G  o o  i o
Pi  A ../A  ) =  p(A  , /A , . ) © p(A  /A  )
y i+ l , j  + l i+ l , j  i+ l . j+ 1  y  i,j + l i + 1, j + 1
- Z G  pl~A J A o ?  ® * A oo/ A io> “  °-
That is, p A  s. A
ij i +1, j +1
On the other hand, let a e A  , then a G A  \ a  . Thus a=pb
i + l , j  +  l j +  l , j  +  l i +  l , i  +  l r
fo r some b G A ,,\A ... I f  b £ A ..,  then ( < b > G +  A , ) /A  is not contained in A  / a  
JJ 11 ij U ii ij ii
and then ( < b > G + A ,. ) /a .. contains in fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors. Since11 i i
A  / A. , , ^  (<  a >  G + A  ) /  A
i +  l , j  +  I  i + l , i + l  v i +  l , i  +  l i +  l , i  +  i
=  0 < b > G +  A  ) / A
i + l , i + r  i + i , i + i
ZzJ n  p < b > Q /  ( p < b > Gf lA .  )
Z G  ^  i + 1 , i + 1
~  p < b >  /  p ( < b > H A ..) (as A  is torsion-free)
< h > °  /  ( < b > GflA . .)  (Lemma 2.1.1)
G
'ZG  u
~ Z G  ^ < b >  + A ij) ^
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we have A /  A. contains in fin ite  irreducib le  ZG-factors, ai+ l, j  + i 1+ 1,1+1
contradiction. So b e  A., and then a e p A  . Thus A  =spA . Therefore,
u ij i + l , j + l  r  ij
p A ..= A . fo r iS rj. 
c  ij i +  l, j  +  l J
Sim ila rly , we have pA.. =  A  fo r i < j .  Thus pA  = A  , for
ij i +  l , j  +  l ^  ij i + l , j  +  l
any i ja O .
Furthermore, let A _  =  QA.. and A. =  f lA  fo r i =  0 , l , 2 , - - * ,  then by
oo i j j! io o  j ij J
applying Proposition 3,12, we can prove the result which w ill be very
important in  the fo llow ing  critica l proof fo r Theorem A.
P ro p o s itio n  3 .1 3 : Under the hypothesis o f Proposition 3.12 and the notation
above, one has:
k k
(fl) P A  =  A  and p  A =  A, , i , k = 0 , l , 2 , ------- ;
o o i o o . i+ k  r  iOo i + k ,o o
Q>) A  =  A D A  and A -------=  A, H A ,  k ^ j ,  and 1 = 0 ,1 ,2 ,------ ;ook oo j ik  koo joo k i '
<C) A oo/A ook £ z a  (A ccj+ V /A kk *  \ j /A kk and
V \ w  “ i o  *  V v  »« !
(d) A . ^  (resp. A  ) ^ as n0 fin ite  (resp. in fin ite ) irreducible
ZG-factors being p-groups, i= 0 , l ,2 , -
P roo f: (p) We only prove p A  = A  fo r i =  0 , l , - - * * ,
— ~ —  r  coi 0 0 , i +  l  ’ ’
By (8) in  Proposition 3.12, p A  =  A  , so
j i  j + i , i  +  l
p A  =  p (Q A ..) =  0 (p A ..) (as A  is torsion-free)
O O l j  jj  j  j j
=  O A. , . =  H A . =  A
j J +  l , 1 +  1 J J . l  +  l  O O j  +  l
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(b) For k5:j£:0 , using (6) in Proposition 3*12, we have
A  h a m =  ( n . A . ) r iA  =  n . (A  h a , )  =  n  a , =  a  .
ooj ik  s >  1 sj ik  s >  i sj ik  s sk  ook
S im ila rly , we have A, =  A, D A , k ^ j ^ O ,  i  =  0 .1 ,-------.
'  k o o  j c o  k i ’ ’
(c) By (b), we have A =  A  ,H A , fo r any k 2 : i^ 0 .  A lso, it  is clear thatook ooj kk
A  , + A i t  <, A , t h u s  ooj kk k j
A / A  =  A  ./ (A  H A , , )  =  _ (A , + A  ) / A  <; A  / A  , k > j > 0 .
00j ook OOJ COJ kk Z G  ooj kk' kk k j kk J
S im ila rly , A. IA  =  (A. + A  ) / A <, A IA  , k > j > 0 .
JOO k oo ZG j  oo kk kk jk  k k ’ J
(d) By (a) and (c), we have
A. IpA,  — A. /A . s  (A  + A  ) / A  :£ A  /AICO 100 ioo i + l ,  oo ZG ioo i + U  + r  i + l , i + l i , i+ l  i + l , i
Since A, J  A  has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors, we have A /pAi , i + l  i + l , i + l  ioo r  i
+ 1
co
has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors. Since A  is also a noetherianioo
ZG-module, by Corollary 3.9, A. has no fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors being1 oo ^
p-groups ( i = 0 , l , 2 , •*•■)•
S im ila rly , we have A  has no in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-factors being
p-groups, i =  0 , l , 2 , ------ .
The Proposition 3.13 is proved.
Now the critica l proof fo r Theorem A  is coming. I t  enables us to deal 
w ith  those modules which remain after Proposition 3.10.
P ro p o s it io n  3 .1 4 : Let G be a hyperfin ite  locally soluble group and A a
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noetherian ZG-module. I f  a ll fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors o f A  are p-groups
fo r some fixed prime p,  then A  has an f-decom position.
P ro o f: Suppose that A  does not have an f—decomposition, then by
Proposition 3.10, we may further assume that A  satisfies the fo llow ing
conditions:
(a) fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  has an f—decomposition;
(b) A  is torsion-free; and
(c) A  has no nonzero ZG-submodules w ith an f—decomposition.
Furthermore, we assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., C (A) =  l .
G
For the prime p,  by Lemma 2.1.4, p A < A  (and then p 1+1A < p 1A  fo r any
integer i) and (}p1A  = 0 . Applying Corollary 3.11, we have pJA /p JA  has an
f-decom position fo r any integers 0 ^ j < i .  Let A ^ = p kA  for any integer k ^ O
and, fo r any O ^ j c i ,  let A . . / A .  =  A  / a  ® A  / A  , where A  is the
JJ “  ij i i  j i  i i  ij
ZG-submodule o f A., such that A ., /a , =  (A  IA  and the ZG-submodule
JJ i j  u  j j  i i
fA . , (2 :A J  is such that A ../A ,. =  (A  IA  ) . Since A  does not have an
J1 n Ji i i  j j  ii
f —decomposition, it  does have fin ite  irreducible ZG—factors. Together w ith 
the hypothesis o f the proposition, this shows that A  contains fin ite
irreducib le ZG-factors being p-groups fo r the prime p; then by Corollary 3.9,
A  contains irreducib le ZG-images being fin ite  p-groups. Thus A qq/ a
( a 7 f , A  /A  ) is nonzero and then, by Lemma 2.4.5, I A  / A I < oo.
i o  a  * 1 oo o i 1
Let H  =  C (A  / a  ), then j G /H  I < oo. Consider A  as a ZH-module and then,(j UU 01 1 1
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by Lemma 1.2.5, A  is noetherian and, by C oro lla ry 2.2.10, A  has no 
f-(ZH )-decom position. By Proposition 3.10, there is a ZH -im age  A *  (= A /C , where 
C is a 2 H—submodule ) o f A  such that
(a) A *  has no f—(ZH)-decomposition;
(b) fo r every nonzero ZH-submoduIe D * o f A * , A * /D *  has an
f—(ZH)-rlecoinposition;
(c) A *  has no nonzero ZH-submodules w ith  an f-(ZH )-decom position ; and
(d) A *  is torsion-free.
Since the fin ite  irreducib le 2 G—factors o f A are a ll p-groups fo r the
prime p , applying (6) in  Lemma 2.2.4, the fin ite  irreducib le ZH —factors o f A ,
and hence those o f A *  too, are all p-groups fo r the prime p.
As above, fo r A * , we have pA* < A*  (and then p 1+1A *  < p lA *  for any
integer i  ) and O p 1A* =  Q. For integers k ^ O  and O s j < i ,  let A *  =pkA *  and let
i k k
A * j A * .  — A * J a * ,  © A * J a * . ,  where A *, is the ZH—submodule o f A *  such that 
JJ 11 i j  i i  j i  i i  i j  j j
A * J a *, — ( A * J a *.)  ^ and the ZH-submodule A? (2: A * )  is such that A* I A*
1J 11 JJ i i  j i  i i  j i  i i
ZH A i ( / A lP is nonzero and | A  / a
Since A*0 = A* = A/C = A J C ,
A*( = p A *  = p (  A/C) = (pA + C)/C = (A + 0 /C ,
(A o +  C)/ (Au + C) h z h  Ai0/(A n + CA10nC )). and
<a o i+ c ) / ( a u + c ) . i h  A 0I/ ( A 11+(A 01n c ) ) .
50 A oo/ A t ,  - m  A oo/ ( A i i  +  C) "  (A10+C)/(Aa  + C) « (A01 + C)/(AU + C). And also
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AJo =  kIC  =  (A  +  C)/C =  (A (0+C)/C +  (A 01 +  C)/C, and 
(A10+C)/C n (A0I +C)/C = ((A ]0+ o n (A 0i + c ) ) /c  =  <au + c )/c  =  a ^ .  
Thus =  (A oi +  C)/C, and then
H  -  Cg<a o< / V  =  *  CH(A oo/A o ,+ C > -  C„ (A oo/ A oV '
That is, H  =  ^ h ^ ck/ ^ oP ’ Also, by Proposition 3.12,
K J K ,  xj A * / a *  . so H =  C (A * /A *  ) =  C ( A * / A *  ) fo r00 01 ZH  1J i , j  + l IT  00 o r  H i j  i , j  + l
any i, j  £  0, By Proposition 3.13, the ZH-submodule A * ^  has no fin ite
irreducib le ZH-factors being p-groups and then has no fin ite  irreducib le
ZH-factors. Since A *  has no nonzero ZH-submodules with an f—decomposition, we
must have A *  = 0 .  ooo
Replacing H by H/C (A *) we may assume that H acts fa ith fu lly  on A * . Now H
we w ill  obtain a contradiction by proceeding in the fo llow ing four steps:
(i) H  =  C (A *  / a * ) is a p -g ro up  fo r the prime p.H 00 0 i
Suppose x G H  and x has order q fo r some prime q. Since x £ C  (AJ ) = 1 ,
there exists a G A *  such that a x  & a . By H A *  =  A *  =  0. we have0 00 0 0 i 0 i 0 00 ’
an e  A *  \ a *  fo r some integer i ^ 0 ,  Since A *  / A* =^,TT A *  / a *  ,0 o.i 0,1+1 6 o 00 01 ZH  o.i 0,i + f0 0 0 0
X G H =  C (A *  I A* ) fo r any i, so a x  =  a +  a t =  X!1 f 1)  a ,  whereH 0,i 0,1+1 0 0 i j= 0  j
a =£ 0 and a G A * \ a * . fo r some integer i > i  , I f  a x  =  a , then1 1 o.i o.i^ + l ° i o l i
q
=  aQ 4- ^a^. That is, ga^ =  0 and then a  ^ =  0, a contradiction. So 
a x  =£ a . Suppose a x r =  £* „  Q  a., where for any j ,  a G A *  \ a *
1 1 o J =0 y  J j  0,i 0,i +1
j j
a.x *  a., and a x -  a. +  a., i  > i  4> • • • > i  > i SiO. By a x ^  a and 
J J J-l J-i j r r-1 1 0  J r r
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x  E H  -  C (  A *  / a *  ) ,  we have a x  — a +  a , where
H  0 , i  0 , i  + 1  r r r + 1
r r
a E  A * .  \ A *  and i  >  i  . As above we also have a x ^  a
r + 1  °>1 . . .  011 ^ . + 1  r + 1  r r +  l r + 1r + l  r + 1
Now we have:
v r+1 =  (v r> =  (P ai ]  x "  ^ = 0  9 (ai x)
-  ^  <?<■.+ v p  -  ao + «;<> + 9 ]aj + v .
-  %  + ^  C f o  *  ar + 1 -
Hence 8() =  a /  =  £ j _ g ( p a .  =  a0+  ( p a .  That is,
0 =  if. . 0 a .  “  q [a +  E?- * -  0 a . ]  +  a . (*)
J = l  j j  l j =2 q V  j q
I f  q s£ p , by q =  kp +  t fo r some t w ith 0 < t < p,  we have
ta i =  - P 0 & J  -  E ^=2 ( p a .  E ( A * .  + i  +  A *  . )  <  A *  . + r  contrary to the
abelian p-group A * .  /  A* . being elementary. So p =  q and then H must be
a p-group.
0 0  P “  2.
Now from  (* ) , we have
+  ^ 2  3  ( i )aj ]  e  ^ A o‘ o n A o*.i “  A r , n A o.i =  A t i  -  ^ A 0*,
p  p  p  p
Since A *  is torsion-free, a, +  ~  (p )a. E A *  I f  p > 2 ,  then
i j =2 p  V  j o,i -1 r
P
lp ~ l  ^  *3“ !  ^  \  2= i j  +  1. Thus ai +  -  ( p)a . E A * .  and then
J P J j , i2
a E A *  £  A *  contrary to a, E A *  \ a *
1 0,S O . i + l  1 0,i 0,i2 1 ’ i
+ l> Thus we must have
P = 2.
{iii) Z (H ) contains only one element w ith order 2.
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Since H is a hyperfin ite 2-group, by Lemma 1.2.12, we have Z(H ) is
n on triv ia l and so contains at least one element x , say, w ith  the order o f x
0 '  0
being 2.
For 1 =£ x G Z(H), i f  C (x) 0, then, by A *  ^  C (x), we have the
A*  A*
ZH-submodule A *(x -1 ) ( s ^ r r  A * /C  (x )) is nonzero and has an
IL Jti A*
f-(Z H )-decom pos ition , contrary to A *  having no such ZH-submodules. So 
C (x) =  0 fo r any x  G Z(H ) w ith x =£ 1, In  particu lar, C (x ) =  0,
A A*  0
where xQ G Z(H ) and the order o f xq is 2. By A * (xq+ 1 ) Ca +(xq), we have
A * ( x q +  1) =  0 and then axQ =  -a  fo r any a G A * .
I f  x  G H w ith the order o f x being 2 and C (x) =  0, then, since
A*
A * (x  + 1) 2S CA+(x) = 0 we have ax =  -a  fo r any a G A *  and then
a(xxQ) =  (ax)xQ =  ( -a )x Q =  -a x Q =  a,
fo r any a G A * . Thus xx G C (A *) =  1 and so xx  =  1, i.e ., x =  x . So
O H  0 0
i t  fo llow s that Z(H ) contains only one element w ith order 2.
(iv ) H  has no elements o f order 4.
In  fact, from  the proof o f the above in  (if/), we have: i f  x G H w ith
2
x =  1 and x ^  x  , then C (x) =£ 0.
o A * '
2 2 ^Let y G H and the order o f y be 4, then (y x  ) = 1  and y~x ^  x .
3 0 ; o 0
Thus C (y2x ) *  0. Let 0 =£ a G C T y V ) ,  since a G A *  and D A *  =  A *  =  0,
A *  0 A*  O' 00 i Oi 0 Oo ’
there exists j ,  such that a G A *  \ a *  By y G H =  C ( a *  I A* )
i 0 , j1 o,j + i  3 3 0 i o,i +  r
fo r any integer i, we have ay -  a +  b, where b G A *  . . Let
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b e  A *  \ a * fo r some integer j  >  j  , then by =  b +  c, where
2 2 1
c e  A *  . Thus, -a  =  axQ =  a(y2x )y2 =  ay2 =  (a+ b )y  =  a+2b  +  c. Therefore, 
,J2
2(a+b) =  - c  €  (2 A * H A *  ,)  =  (A *  H A *  ) =  A *  =  2 A * . Since A *  is 
00 0,j +1 v 11 o,j + r  l , i  +1 Q,j
2 2 2 2
torsion-free, we have a + b  e  A *  and then a e  A *  r £A*  , contrary to
0 ,  o , j  0 , j  + 1  3
2 2 J1
a e  A *  \ a *  . .. So H has no elements o f order 4.
0 J  0 j  + l  Ji l
Now by ( i), (//) and (iv ), H  is an elementary abelian 2-group and, by
(Hi), |H |  =  2, But, G is in fin ite  and | g / H |  < oo, we must have H is in fin ite , 
a contradiction. So the result is true.
Now Theorem A  is followed.
Theorem  A : I f  G is a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, then any noetherian
ZG-module A  has an f—decomposition.
P ro o f: Suppose A  does not have an f-decom position, then, by applying
Propositions 3.10. and 3.14, we w ill  get a contradiction, So the theorem is
true.
In  our proof o f Theorem A , the locally soluble condition is necessary. 
However, it is not a necessary condition fo r the result as we can see from  the 
fo llow ing  results:
C o ro lla ry  A l : I f  G is a hyperfin ite almost locally soluble group,' then any
noetherian ZG-module A  has an f—decomposition, (Here almost locally soluble 
means (locally so lu b le )-b y -fin ite .)
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P ro of: It  fo llows from  Lemma 1.2.5, Corollary 2.2.10 and Theorem A.
A  special and very important case o f Corollary A1 is that:
C o ro lla ry  A 2 : I f  G is a Cernikov gronp, then any noetherian ZG-module A  has
an f-decom position.
Another special case worthy o f mention is:
C o ro lla ry  A 3 : I f  G is a locally fin ite  group satisfying the m in im al condition
on subgroups, then any noetherian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position.
P ro o f: Since a locally fin ite  group G satisfying the m in im al condition on
subgroups is almost abelian [8 ] and therefore is a Cernikov group, so the 
result fo llows from  C orollary A2.
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4 THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUBM O DULES
From  Theorem A , we know that any noetherian ZG-module A over a
f  fhyperfin ite  loca lly soluble group G has an f-decom position: A  =  A  ® A  , In
this chapter, we are going to discuss the details o f the structure o f the
f  f  submodules A  and A  .
|
Because o f the complicated structure o f A  , we need firs t in §4.1 to
recall some knowledge o f injective hull and this yields, in  §4.2, examples of 
f
A  w ith  exponent n for any integer n > 0 .  §4.3 contains the complete results
f  f
about the structure o f A  . In  §4.4, we focus our attention on A  again and
have proved some results which look interesting. Especially, in some important
f
cases we can prove that A  must be torsion and so have fin ite  exponent. The 
general question o f whether A^ must be torsion remains open.
§4.1  IN J E C T IV E  H U L L
We fo llow  the treatment given by B .Hartley and D .M cDougall in their paper
[6].
Let R be a ring  w ith 1. An R—module X  is called injective i f  whenever U ^ W
are R—submodules then every R—homomorphism o f U into X  can be extended to W.
This is equivalent (but not immediately) to the requirement that X  be a direct 
summand o f every R—module which contains it. A  well-known result is that:
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .1 : (Hartley, [5 ]) Let K be a fie ld  o f characteristic p  2: 0
and H  a countable group. Every irreducible KH-module is injective i f  and only 
i f  H  is a period ic almost abelian p ’-group.
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I f  V  is an arb itrary R—module then an injective hu ll o f V (in  the 
category o f R-m odules) is an R—module V  satisfying:
(i) V  is in jective, and either
( ii)  no proper R—submodule o f V  containing V  is injective, or
( i i ) '  V  is an essential extension o f V .
Here an R—module W  is said to be an essential extension o f an R—submodule TJ i f  
every nonzero R—submodule o f W  has a nonzero intersection w ith  U. It was shown 
by Eckmann and Schopf [1] that every R-m odule V  has an injective hull V  which
is unique in  the sense that i f  V * is another injective hull o f V  then there
is an isomorphism from  V  to V *  extending the identity map on V .
The fo llow ing  simple fact was proved by B.Hartley and D .M cDougall.
P ro p o s itio n  4 .1 .2 : Let R be a ring with 1, let V  be an R—module and let V be
V ^ , where each is an R-submodule 
o f V . I f  either (/) A  is fin ite , or (ii) R satisfies the m axim al condition
on righ t ideals, then V  — where is an injective hu ll o f V ^ .
B.Hartley and D .M cDougall had pointed out that every injective R—module U 
is divisible in  the sense that Ud =  U fo r every element d o f R which is not
a zero-divisor, and they ca ll an R—module V  Z-divisible i f  the additive group
V  o f V  is a d ivisib le  group. Then, immediately, they have
P ro p o s itio n  4 .1 ,3 : Every injective ZG-module is Z-divisible.
For a prime p  and an abelian group V, let V [p  ] denote the set o f 
elements v £ V  satisfying p  v =  0 (where k s O  is an integer). I f  V  is in
an injective hu ll or V. Suppose V =  ®
a  t
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* * kaddition an R—module then evidently V [p  ] is an R—submodule o f V . B.Hartley
and D .M cDougall have proved that:
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .4 : Let G be a centre—by—fin ite  p *-group and V  a ZG-module
such that, as an additive group, V is a p-group (where p  is a p rim e). Let V be
an injective hu ll o f V . Suppose that either (j) G is fin ite , or (ii) V  is an
artin ian ZG-module. Then
(a) V  (as an additive group) is a p-group and V [p ] =  V [p ],
(b) V  is in jective i f  and only i f  V  is Z -d ivisib le.
§4. 2  E X A M P L E S  OF A f
F irst o f a ll, from  C arin ’s group (cf, [14] p . 1 52 ) ,  there fo llows a
construction o f an in fin ite  irreducible ZG-module, which as a group is a
p-group, over the group G — C co fo r any two d istinct primes p  and q. By
applying Proposition 4.1.4, we have that:
P ro p o s itio n  4 .2 .1 : For any fin ite  integer n > 0 ,  there exists a noetherian
f
ZG-module A  over a period ic abelian group G such that A  is o f exponent n.
Of ctfP ro o f: Suppose n =  p ^ i * * ' p ^ r ,  where p^, p^ are d iffe ren t primes and
c^, ■•*, or^  are positive integers. Let q be a prim e satisfying q \  n. Let G
be the quasicyclic group and let V., which is an in f in ite  elementary
abelian p.-group, be the irreducible ZG-module arising from  the Carin group
V .]G , where i =  1 ,2, • • • , r .  Let V. be an injective hu ll o f V then, since V
1 l i i
is not Z—div is ib le , V. > V, and V [ p ]  =  V [ p ]  =  V  (Proposition 4.1.4).
i i i i i i i
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Let V,. ~  V ,[p j], Since V. ./V. . V. = V , so the ZG-submodule Vij i i i,j i,j- i ZG i i  i jj
(and then V ) has a fin ite  ZG-composition series w ith a ll nonzero 
i
ZG-factors being in fin ite . Put A  =  V , then the noetherian ZG-submodulea, i , ai i
A  is o f exponent p a i and A  =  A ^  . a, i a. ai i i
Let A  =  A  © A  © • • • © A  , then the noetherian ZG-module A  is o f exponenta  a  a  ^
1 2  r
f
n and A  =  A  . That is, A  is the required ZG-module.
In  order to get some more general examples, we investigate the relations 
between the RG-modules and the R(G/N)-modules, where N is some normal subgroup 
o f G and R is a ring  w ith 1.
As B.Hartley and D.M cDougall [6] have noted: i f  G is a periodic abelian
group, then a ll irreducible Z^G-modules can be obtained (up to isomorphism) by 
the fo llow ing:
Let G be a periodic abelian group and K  an algebraic closure o f Z .
Suppose S is a homomorphism o f G into the m ultip lica tive  group K  o f nonzero
elements o f K , Then since the elements o f (5(G) are a ll roots o f unity, it
fo llow s that the additive group L ^  generated by (5(G) is in fact a fie ld . Let
be the Z^G-module whose underlying vector space is L ^  w ith  the G-action
given by
vg =  v-(5(g) (v E  K y ,  g E  G),
Since <5(G) generates L ^  additively any G-submodule o f is invariant
under m ultip lica tion  by any element o f L ^ ; consequently is irreducible.
Lemma 4 .2 .2 : (B .H artley and D.M cDougall) W ith  the above notation
(/) every irreducib le Z G-module is isomorphic to some K  •
P V
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(ii) s  i f  and only i f  and 8 =  4>p fo r some element p
o f the Galois group o f L „  over J .6 p
For a general (irreducib le) RG-module V, using a natural method, we can 
always view V  as an (irreducible) R(G/N)-module fo r some normal subgroup 
N O  Co (V )) o f G and in  this case we denote the (irreducib le) R(G/N)-module V 
by V * . That is, fo r any (irreducible) RG-module V , there exists N  ( <  C (V )),
being normal in  G, and 9 E Hom(G, G/N) with Im # — G/N and Ker# =  N such
that on the set V  an (irreducible) R(G/N)-module structure (denote this
R(G /N)-module by V ) can be given by
v • (rg ) =  v ( r g ) ,
where v E  V , r E  R, and g E G is such that 8 ( g )  =  g E G/N. I f
*
N  =  CG(V ), then we denote the fa ith fu l (irreducible) R(G /N)-m odule V  by V
On the other hand, i f  W  is an (irreducible) R (G /N)-module fo r some normal 
subgroup N o f G, then fo r any 9 E Hom(G, G/N) satisfying Im #  =  G/N and 
ker# =  N  we have an (irreducible) RG-module (denoted by W  ) defined by the 
fo llow ing :
(1) the underlying vector space o f W is W, and
(2) the RG-action o is given by
n
w o ( r g )  =  w(rg ) (w e  W , r 6  R, and g e  G).
*9I t  is clear that the above is well-defined and then W  is an (irreducible)
% t
RG-module w ith C (W  ) ^  N, Evidently, C (W ) =  N  i f  and only i f  W is
G G ,
§ 6fa ith fu l on G /N , and in  this case we denote W by W  Since there exists
9 E  Hom (G, G /N) satisfying Im # =  G/N and Ker# =  N , so fo r any
(irreducib le) R(G /N)-m odule W  there is at least one (irreducib le) RG-module V
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satisfying C (V) S: N.
G
From the above defin itions, we immediately have:
Lemma 4 .2 .3 : (a) I f  V  is an (irreducib le) RG-module w ith C (V) =  N, then
fo r any 6 G Hom(G, G/N) w ith  Imf? =  G/N and Ker# =  N,
V =  ( V ^ ;
(b) I f  W  is an (irreducible) R(G /N)-module and Q G Hom(G, G/N) w ith 
Im 0 =  G/N and Kerfl =  N, then
W -  (W  ) .
Lemma 4 .2 ,4 : (a) Let V and be two RG-modules w ith N being their
centralizer in  G fo r some normal subgroup N  o f G, and let Q G Hom(G, G/N) 
w ith  Im # =  G/N and Ker# =  N. I f  V  is RG-isomorphic with V^, i.e .,
Q, H w t
V 2> then ~R (G /M ) ^ 2  ^°r some R(G/N)-isomorphism  y/.
(b) Let W j and W 2 be two R(G /N)-isomorphic R(G/N)-modules, i.e .,
W l “ R (G /N) W 2‘ Let d e  Hom(G ’ G /N > w ith lm6  =  G/N and Kere =  N - Then
t  W 1?
W j — r q  ^or some RG-isomorphism y/.
P r o o f : (a) Let if/'. a 1— -> <p(a) fo r any a G V , then y/ is a
^ t  tgroup-isomorphism from  to V ^ , Now fo r any a G V , any r  G R, and any
■— —
g G G /N , since g =  6{ g ) fo r some g G G, and since
^ [a -( rg ) ]  =  ^ [ a ( r g ) 3  =  p [a (rg )J  
=  [p (a ) ]( rg )  =  |> (a ) ] ( rg )
=  ^ (a ) - ( r j ) ,
so y/ is a R(G/N)-isomorphism from  to V 2> That is, s r ( g /N )  ^ 2 ’
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(b) The proof is almost as same as that o f (a).
In  fact, let ip: a i— > q>(a) fo r any a E W  , then ^  is a
^  Id ygroup-isomorphism from  W  to W  . Now fo r any a €  W , any r E R, and any1 2  1
g E  G, since
^ [a o ( rg ) ]  =  ^[a(rg^)3 =  <p[a(rg0)]
=  [p (a )](rg *) =  [p (a ) ]o ( rg 0)
=  [K a ) ]o ( rg ^ ) ,
% *9 ^  ^so xp is an RG-isomorphism from  W  to W  . That is, W  s  W  .
1 2  1 R G  2
Also, from  the defin ition , we immediately have:
Lemma 4 .2 .5 : (a) Let and be two RG-modules w ith N being their
centralizer in  G fo r some normal subgroup N o f G, and let 6 E Hom (G} G/N)
satisfying Im £  =  G/N and Ker# =  N. Then
if if if
(V  n v  y  =  n  v "
1 2 1 2
(b) Let W 1 and W 2 be two R(G/N)-modules and let 6 E Hom(G, G /N) w ith
Im 0  =  G /N  and Kerfl =  N. Then
(W f lW  )^  =  W ^  H W ^.1 2  1 2
Lemma 4 .2 .6 : Let G be a periodic abelian p '-group fo r some prime p  and R a
ring  w ith 1.
(a) Let V  be an irreducib le RG-module such that pW =  0, V  an injective 
h u ll o f V , and N — C (V ). Let 9 E Hom(G, G /N) satisfying Im # =  G/N and
Ker0  =  N. I f  the R(G/N)-module ( v  )  is an injective hu ll o f V , then
( ^ )  =  (V )gv } R (G /N) •
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(b) Let N be a normal subgroup o f G, W  an irreducib le  R(G/N)-module such 
that p W  =  0, and let 6 £  Hom(G, G/N) w ith Im$  =  G /N  and K e r6 =  N. I f  W
*.Q
is an injective hu ll o f W  and i f  the RG-module (W  )  is an injective hull o f 
W  , then
( w &)  =  RQ (W )§ .
Proof :  (a) By Proposition 4,1.4, it is easy to know that (V ) is injective.
— t  — t
Since V 5  V , so V  ^  (V ) ; also for any nonzero R(G/N)-submodule U o f
— t
(V ) , since I T  <; ( (V ) ' )  =  V , so V D U  *  0 and then
v^nu = v^n(u )^  ^ = (v n u ^  *  o.
-4 -A -A -A
That is, (V ) is an in jective hu ll o f V  and then (V  )  — OO •
__ %
(b) By Proposition 4.1.4, we may easily have (W ) is injective.
 . ^  ^
Since W  <  W , so W ^  (W ) ; also fo r any nonzero RG-submodule U o f
3  _  ft 3  _  t
(W ) , since U £  ( ( W =  W , so W f l U  ^  0 and then
w^nu = w^n(u^ = (w n u^  *  o.
 In & _
That is, (W ) is an injective hu ll o f W and then (W  )  =  (W ) .
KCj
A  special case is N  =  1, thus the homomorphism 6 is actually an
6 % automorphism o f G and then we use V to denote either V or V  . Thus we have:
Lemma 4 ,2 .7 : Le t V  be an RG-module and let q> £  Aut(G ). I f  V  and ( V ^ )  are
the in jective  hu ll o f V  and V ^ , respectively, then
Now we continue to consider the examples of a noetherian ZG-module A with
fA  having a fin ite  ZG-composition series and being o f fin ite  exponent n. In
f
fact, we w ill  get a complete description for the ZG-submodule A  o f A in the
case that (1) G s  C oo (<?|n); or (2) G is Cernikov such that its fin ite
Q.
residual H  satisfies that: i f  q e  7t(H), then <?jn.
As B.Hartley and D.M cDougall pointed out: i f  G is a nontriv ia l locally
cyclic p '  -group then there is, up to automorphism conjugacy, exactly one
fa ith fu l irreducible Z^G-module. Here automorphism conjugacy is defined as:
fo r a ring R w ith 1, two RG-modules and V 2 are automorphism conjugate i f f
there is an automorphism q> £  Aut(G) such that V  V ^ . Using the above1 R u  2
discussion, we have: i f  G is a nontriv ia l periodic abelian group then there
is, up to quotient-automorphism conjugacy, exactly one irreducib le Z^G-module 
such that N is its centralizer in G for some normal subgroup N o f G. Here 
quotient-automorphism conjugacy is defined as: fo r a ring R w ith  1, i f  W  and
are two RG-modules w ith  N being their centralizer in G fo r some normal 
subgroup N o f G, then the RG-modules W and are said to be
quotient-automorphism conjugate i f f  there is an automorphism <p e  Aut(G /N)
and a homomorphism 8 £  Hom(G, G/N) w ith Im # =  G/N and Ker# =  N
such that
“ rg K > / .
I f  G =  C 00 =  <X X x , ----- ; X =  1, X* =  x., i = 0 , l , 2 , ------ > and i f
q  0 1 2  0  i + l  i
A is a noetherian ZG-module such that A^ has a fin ite  ZG-composition series
and is o f exponent n ( = p ^ i  ■ ■ \pa r) w ith t f jn ,  for each i <  r, using
1 r
Proposition 4.1.1, we may suppose
where V,. is the "unique irreducib le Z G-module w ith C (V  ) ~  < x  >
'K P- G ij, jk r i Jk Jk
< p £  A u t(G / < x . > ) ,  8., £  H om (G , G / < x .  > )  satisfying Imf? =  G / < x  > and 
1Jt  Jk 1Jk Jk ijk j k
Ker#.. =  < x . > ,  j  ^  0, k =  l , 2 , * * * t ,  and t £  1.
Ijk Jk k 1 1
f
We cla im  that: up to isomorphism, A  is a ZG-submodule o f
aJ  >
i k
where A  . is obtained from  V , | Jk over the group ring z ( g / < x . > )  as in
° V k  1Jk _  Jk
f  fthe p roo f o f Proposition 4.2,1. In  fact, let A  be an injective hu ll o f A
f  fand le t A  [p . ]  be an injective hu ll o f A  [p .], i  =  l , 2 , - - - , r .  Since
f  f  f  fP r ‘ A  [p.] <; A a <  A  , so the injective module A is an extension o f
r f  f  fP r  A  [p .]. For any nonzero ZG-submodule B o f A  , since B f l A  =£ 0, so iti = i  i
r f  Fis clear that B f l ( p r ^  A  [p^]) ^  0, That is, A  is an essential extension o f
r f  f  r fP r ^  A  [p.] and then, by defin ition, A  is an injective hu ll o f D r^  A [p.],
f  f  f  ?
Thus A  ~ j q  A  [p .]  =  P r |  A  [ p .]. I f  B is a ZG-submodule o f D r^  A [p . ]
such that B is o f exponent n ( = p ^ l  • • \pa r), then, by using Proposition 4.1.2, 
Lemma 4.2.6, Lemma 4.2.7 and Lemma 4.2.4, we have:
<P.. 0.











Thus, up to isomorphism, B is a ZG-submodule o f P r r D r 1 IY a  ) 1Jk l iJk
i = l  £  =  1 x a j  7 i k
f .  » . <p.. 0+ .
So, up to isomorphism, A  is a ZG-submodule o f £>rr D r 1 [Y a  ) 1Jk l 1Jk.
i  = 1  k  =  l  c r j  '  J
A  sim ilar result is also true for any periodic abelian group G
(especially, fo r an abelian Cernikov group). That is, we could give a similar
fdescription o f the ZG-submodule A  o f a noetherian ZG-module A  satisfying that
fA  is o f fin ite  exponent and has a fin ite  ZG-composition series, where G is a 
period ic abelian group satisfying that the intersection o f the sets 7t(G) and 
{p ; j? |exp  A *} is empty.
Furthermore, i f  G is a Cernikov group, then the fin ite  residual H o f G is
a d irect product o f fin ite ly  many quasicyclic groups. I f  A  is an irreducible
ZG-module then, as a ZH-module, A  is a direct sum o f fin ite ly  many irreducible 
ZH-submodules (Lemma 2.2.4). On the other hand, i f  V  is an (in fin ite ) 
irreducib le  ZH-module ( it is clear that such a V  always exists), then the
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fo llow ing  method guarantees the existence o f the (in fin ite ) irreducible 
ZG-modules. And, from the "uniqueness" o f the in fin ite  irreducib le ZH-module V 
(up to quotient-automorphism conjugacy), it  fo llows that the in fin ite  
irreducib le ZG-modules are "alm ost" unique. Here we mean that: i f  B is an
in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-module over a Cernikov group G, which has H as its
fin ite  residual, then
e* 9 e *
b  -  p £ ; [ ( v . 1)  ■] *.
where V. is the "unique" in fin ite  irreducible ZH-module w ith  N being its
l i
centralizer in  H  fo r some normal subgroup N. o f H, <p G A u t ( H /N ), and
i i i
6, G H om (H , H /N  )  w ith lm8  =  H /N  and Ker# — N . 
i  i l  i  i i
Let G be a Cernikov group, H  the fin ite  residual o f G, and V an
(in fin ite ) irreducib le ZH-module, Let T =  { t , t , • * •, t } be a transversal
1 2  n
to H  in  G. Consider the induced ZG-module V®  „Z G  =  (V  ® t ) © * • • ® (V ®  _,u t )
Z H  Z H  1 Z H  n
defined by
(v® t,)t. =  v h ® t , where t t  =  ht w ith h e  H,
i j k i j k
-l
t .
(v ® t )h =  vh 1 ® t , 
i i
Here © is the direct sum o f ZH-submodules. I t  is easy to show that the above 
ZG-module V ® ^ ^ Z G  is well-defined. Now, since V ® ^ ^ ,  ^  o^r
automorphism p o f H  induced by t .1 acting on H by conjugation, and since V 
is irreducib le, so V s ^ j^ Z G  as a ZH-module has a fin ite  ZH-composition series 
and then, by Lemma 2.2.1, V ® ^ ^ Z G  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series. 
Therefore V ® ^ ^ Z G  contains an irreducible ZG-submodule, say B, As in the
proo f o f (4) and (5) in  Lemma 2.2.4, B is a direct sum o f fin ite ly  many
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irreducib le ZH-submodules. Using the "uniqueness" o f the in fin ite  irreducib le
ZH-modules (up to quotient-automorphism conjugacy), we have the fact that B 
is "a lm ost" uniquely determined.
For a given Cernikov group G, let H be its Finite residual and let
9* 9. f .
B = P £ ; [ ( V . 1) '] \
where B is an in fin ite  irreducible ZG-module, V is a fixed in fin ite
i
irreducib le ZH-module w ith  N, as its centralizer in H fo r some normal subgroup 
N. o f H , <pt E A u t(H /N .) , and 6, E H om (H , H /N )  satisfying Im #. =  H /N  andi i i i i l l
Ker(7 =  N.. I t  is clear that pB =  0 fo r some prime p  £  tt(H ). Consider B as
a ZH-module and let B be an injective hu ll o f B (here we note that it can be
shown
* t
8  <p, 8
B -Z H  K V )  '1 ■
9* 9*
where V .  is an injective hu ll o f V , 1) . By Proposition 4.1.4, B < B and
B [p ] =  B [p ] — B. Let B. =  B[p^], then B / b  = - ^ t B =  B, so B has a
J j  j - l  Z H  1 j
fin ite  ZH-composition series in  which each factor is in fin ite . Evidently, B
j
is o f exponent z?J. From B., we consider the induced ZG-module A  =  B © _TTZG
i  j  j Z H
defined as above, then as A. is a direct sum o f fin ite ly  many ZH-submodules,
A^ . has a fin ite  ZH-composition series with all factors being in fin ite . Thus A.
has a fin ite  ZG-composition series in  which each factor is in fin ite  (Lemma
2.2.1 and Corollary 2.2.3) and also A is o f exponent p \
j
We claim  that:
. 9. Bf
Aj S 2G Uii- where u ij = { [ ( { V . h t P ’]) ‘] ‘ } ® 2H2G-
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In  order to find a ZG-isomorphism from  A  to P r *  U  , we must firs t
j i =1 ij
show that (which has been mentioned in  the above)
9. e+
b  ? £ ; K v / ) ' ]  * .
«* e* 9. e* 9. ef
Since V . '  <; V . ‘ , so [(v.‘) ' ]  '  £  [(v . ' )  ' ]  1 and then
s‘  9 . 6* e’  q>. Bf
B :£ P r  [ ( V . )  *] 1; also fo r any nonzero ZH-submodule C o f P r 1 [ ( V  i )  *1i —i i  i = ] L% j y J
using Proposition 4.1.4, we can easily get C is also a p-group, so
e* 9. ef
o *  cw < { p /  [(v.‘) '] ‘}tp]
e * «+
= P£; [({v. ‘joi) ‘] 1
e* 9  g*
=  P £ ; [ ( { v . 'J t p ] )  ' ]  ‘ 
e * e*
-  K V )  ‘i  ‘ } w
=  B [p] =  B,
* I*
0. (p. Q,
and then B f lC  0, Therefore, P r j  [ ( V . 1)  J]  1 is an in jective hull o f B and
* te. <p. e 
B a ZH ? £ l  ‘1 '■
Thus B. =  BOji i ZH {Pr*, [ C V / V 1} ^ ]  =  P £ ; [ ( { V / v / V
* to. <p. 8.
fo r some ZH-isomorphism a , where W.. =  [ ( { V , 1} ^ ] )  l]  \  Since
A j =  V z H 2 0  "  (Bj * z r f > " , * ( Bj , ZHt.>
=  D r 1 Wi =1 ij
and
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u ii -  ? £ |  -  ( ? £ |
= [(Pr' Wy)®ZHt,]® •••»[(]?£; W y ) .^ ] ,
so fo r a G A., let a =  (b , ® t , )+  • ■ • + (b  ® t ) w ith  b , -■>, b E B ,  and
J I I  n n  1 n j
le t /?: ai— > (b ®t  )+  • • • + (b a ® t ) E f ) r l U  , then it  is routine to check that
1 1  n  n  i  =  l  i j
/? is a ZG-isomorphism from  to P r  j U . So we get the required isomorhpism.
For any integer n > 0, let n =  p ^ l * ' * j 7^ r , where p  , p  are
distinct primes and c^, are positive integers. Suppose G is a
Cernikov group w ith p  gt tt(H ) for a ll 1 s  i ^  r, where H is the fin ite
residual o f G. As above, there exists a ZG-module A  such that A  has a fin ite
i i
ZG-composition series in  which each factor is in fin ite  and A, is o f exponent
p . i ,  where i =  1, 2, • • • ,  r. Let  A  =  A  © A  © • • ■ © A ,  then A  has a fin ite
i  l  2  r
f
ZG-composition series (and so is noetherian), A  =  A  , and A  is o f exponent n.
Let the noetherian ZG-module A over a Cernikov group G satisfy the
fcondition that A  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series and is o f exponent n
(X <x
( “ i 711' * ‘P r r) w ith  q \ n  fo r any q E  7i(H ), where H is the fin ite  residual o f 
G. Suppose
z t s B <p 8?
a V ]  -  D f  ‘ D r ; [ ( V .  : j k)  «*]
i  j  =  1 k = l  i j k
s .  9*. * .  flt .
where D r 3 [ ( V . ! i * k)  ^ k]  ^ k is an in fin ite  irreducib le ZG-submodule, V
i  j k  /  ■* i j k
is the "unique" in fin ite  irreducib le Z^ H-module (viewed as a ZH-module) 
w ith  N „k being its centralizer in  H  fo r some normal subgroup N..k o f H,
<p, E  A u t(H /N  ) ,  6. E H om (H , H /N .. )  satisfying Im 0 ™ H /N  and
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f
Ker0 =  N .^ , and t. ^  1. Then, up to a ZG-isomorphism, A is a ZG-submodule 
o f the ZH-module
1 ■ s • -ir V- v_  r w r r \„  1 J IY f \ i  1J l Jk
e*
where the ZH-module V . is an injective hu ll o f the ZH-module V ^ k . In
i j k  J i j k
f  ffact, consider A  as a ZH-module, then, up to a ZH-isomorphism, A  is a
ZH-submodule o f M  (this claim  can be proved by almost just quoting that o f 
quasicyclic case). Since A^ is a ZG-module, let U =  ^(A ^) <  M , where y  is a 
ZH-isomorphism from  A^ to U , then we may define a ZG-module U ^ , which as a
fZH-module is contained in  M and is ZG-isomorphic w ith A  .
Let the underlying vector space o f be U, and let the G-action o on 
be given by
u o g  =  ^ ( [ ^ ( u X Ig )  (u €  U ^ ,  g E G).
I t  is clear that the above is well-defined and, as a ZH-module, is
contained in  M . Now we prove is ZG-isomorphic w ith A^, For <p\ ai— > ^ (a ),
where a E A^, it  is evident that <p is a group-isomorphism from  A^ to U ^ ;
also since q>(ag) -  ^ ( ag) =  ^ [ ( ^ ' i [^ (a ) ])g ]  =  ^ (a )o g  =  y (a )o g , fo r any g E G
and any a e  A^, so we have q> is actually a ZG-isomorphism from  A^ to M .
f
Thus, up to a ZG-isomorphism, A  is a ZG-submodule o f the ZH-module M.
§4 .3  T H E  STR U C TU R E OF A f
This section is short, however, the results have completely shown the 
f
structure o f A  without further restriction on G.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .1 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A  a
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torsion-free noetherian ZG-module with all irreducible ZG-factors being
fin ite . Then A  is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and G/C (A) is
G
fin ite .
P roo f: We may assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., C „(A )  =  1. In  order
G
to apply C oro lla ry 2.1,7, we let H =  CQ(A /pA ) fo r some prim e p > 2. By 
Lemma 2,4.5, AlpA  is fin ite , and then j G/H | < oo. Apply ing Corollary 2.1.7, 
we get H =  Cq (A) =  1. Thus G is fin ite . By the noetherian condition, we have 
A  =  < a  , a > G fo r some elements a , a , Hence, since G is fin ite , AI n  I n
is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group. The result holds.
A  generalization o f Proposition 4.3.1 is that:
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite almost loca lly soluble group and A a
torsion-free noetherian ZG-module w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being
fin ite . Then A is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and G/C (A) is
fin ite .
P ro o f: Let H be a normal subgroup o f G such that H  is loca lly soluble and G/H
is fin ite . Consider A  as a ZH-module then, by Lemma 1.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.6, the
torsion-free ZH-module A  is also noetherian and has a ll irreducib le ZH-factors
being fin ite . Since H  is also hyperfin ite thus, by Proposition 4.3.1, A  is
fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and H /C  (A ) is fin ite . For G/C (A ),
H G
since |G /C h (A ) | =  | G/H j • } H /C h (A) | < co and C (A ) ^  C (A ), so | G/C (A) | < oo, 
the result is proved.
An im portant consequence is that:
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .3 : Let G be a Cernikov group and A  a torsion-free noetherian
ZG-module w ith  a ll irreducible ZG-factors being fin ite . Then A  is fin ite ly
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generated as an abelian group and G/C (A) is fin ite .
G
In  particular, we have:
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .4 : I f  G is a locally fin ite  group satisfying the m inim al
condition on subgroups, and i f  A  is a torsion-free noetherian ZG-module with
a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite. Then A  is fin ite ly  generated as an
abelian group and G/C (A ) is fin ite .
G
For a general ZG-module A  over a hyperfinite loca lly soluble group G, we
have:
Theorem  B : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and A  a noetherian
ZG-module w ith  a ll irreducible ZG-factors being fin ite . Then A  is fin ite ly
generated as an abelian group and G/C (A ) is fin ite .
G
P ro o f: Let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then, by Proposition 4.3.1, A /T (A )
is fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group. Since T (A ) is also a noetherian
ZG-module, so T (A ) has a fin ite  exponent, say n. Let n =  p p  ' " P  > where p.
are primes, i — 1, 2, m. By Lemma 2.4.5, • • -p. ^T(A)/p^ - - -p.T(A) is
fin ite  fo r any j  e  {1, 2, ■•*, m} ,  where p  — 1. Thus
I T (A ) | =  \ T W / p T ( A ) \ - \ p T ( A ) / p ip T ( A ) \ - - - \ p i - - - p m_T(,A)\  < cc.
Therefore the group A  is fin ite -by-(fin ite ly  generated) and then is fin ite ly
generated as an abelian group. The other conclusion that G/C (A ) is fin ite
G
fo llow s immediately from  the fo llow ing  two simple results.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .5 : Let G be a group, A  a ZG-module, and B a fin ite
ZG-submodule o f A  such that the ZG-module A/B as a group is fin ite ly
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generated. I f  C (B) =  G -  C (A /B ), and i f  C (A ) =  1, then G is fin ite .
O G Q
P ro o f: Let A/B =  <a  + B , a + B , a + B > .  Since G =  C (A /B ), so for g G G,. _ 1 2  n G
we have a .g+B  =  (a .+B)g  — a .+ B , where 1 :£ i ^  n. Thus a g  — a + b  fo r
i i i  i i i
some b. G B. Since B is fin ite  and n is fin ite , there are only fin ite ly  many 
*
maps g : a. i— > a .+b ., where b. €  B and 1 ^  i ^  n. I f  G is in fin ite ,1 1 1 1
then there exist two elements g . ^ g *  6  G such that a g  =  a g  fo r a ll i.
1 2  i 1 i  2
Therefore a.(g g "1) =  a., i =  1, 2, • • • ,  n. Also g g ' 1 e  G =  C_(B), so it1 1 ^ 1 1 2, O
is clear that 1 €  CQ(A ) =  1 and then =  g , a contradiction. So G is 
fin ite .
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .6 : I f  a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f a noetherian ZG-module A
over a hyperfin ite locally soluble group G are fin ite , and i f  C (A ) =  1,
G
then G is a fin ite  group.
P ro o f: Let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A , then from  the above p roo f of
Theorem B we know that the ZG-submodule T (A ) is fin ite , so | G / C  (T (A )) | < co.
A lso, using Proposition 4.3.1, we have | G /C  (A /T (A ))  j < oo. Let
H =  Cq (T (A ))  0  C (A /T (A )) , then | G /H | < oo. Consider A as a ZH-module, then
T (A ) is a fin ite  ZH-submodule o f A  and the ZH-module A /T (A ) as a group is
fin ite ly  generated. I t  is clear that C (T (A ))  -  H =  C (A /T (A )) . A lso, since
H  H
C (A ) =  1, so C (A ) — 1. Thus, by Proposition 4.3.5, H  is fin ite  and then G
G H
is fin ite . The result holds.
As before, from  Theorem B, we have
C o ro lla ry  B l : Le t G be a hyperfin ite  almost locally soluble group and A a
noetherian ZG-module w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite . Then A  is
fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and G/C (A ) is fin ite .
G
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C orollary B 2 : Let G be a Cernikov group and A a noetherian ZG-module with all
irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite . Then A  is fin ite ly  generated as an
abelian group and G/C (A) is fin ite .
G
C o ro lla ry  B 3 : Let G be a locally fin ite  group satisfying the m inim al
condition on subgroups, and let A  be a noetherian ZG-module w ith a ll
irreducib le ZG-factors being fin ite . Then A  is fin ite ly  generated as an
abelian group and G/C (A) is fin ite .
G
§4.4 T H E  STRU C TU R E OF A f
In  §4.2, we have saw that fo r any integer n > 0 ,  there exists a noetherian
ZG-module A  over a periodic abelian (and hence hyperfin ite and locally
f  f
soluble) group G such that A  is o f exponent n. Must the ZG-submodule A o f
any noetherian ZG-module A over a hyperfin ite  loca lly soluble group G
necessarily be torsion? Further, i f  p A  =  0 fo r some prim e p,  does A always
have a fin ite  ZG-composition series? Should these two questions both have a
fpositive answer, the structure o f the ZG-submodule A  o f a noetherian
ZG-module A  over a hyperfin ite locally soluble group G would become much 
clearer, and the examples given in  §4.2 would be the typical models for other 
modules.
C on jectu re  A : I f  G is a hyperfin ite locally soluble group and i f  A is a
noetherian ZG-module w ith p A  =  0 fo r some prim e p , then A  has a fin ite  
ZG-composition series.
C on jectu re  B : I f  G is a hyperfin ite loca lly soluble group, then any
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noetherian ZG-module A with all irreducible ZG-factors being infinite is
torsion and so has finite exponent.
We now prove that these two conjectures are positive i f  G satisfies some 
further condition, and then the conjectures are also true even for Cernikov 
groups (which need not be loca lly  soluble).
F irst, we consider Conjecture A.
P ro p o s itio n  4 .4 .1 : Let G be a periodic abelian group and A  a noetherian
ZG-module w ith  p A  =  0 fo r some prime p.  I f  G is a p ' -group, then A  has a 
fin ite  ZG-composition series.
P ro o f: Suppose A  does not have a fin ite  ZG-composition series, then by the
noetherian condition we may assume that fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C of A, 
A /C  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series. I t  is clear that every nonzero 
ZG-submodule o f A  does not have a fin ite  ZG-composition series but any proper 
ZG-image o f the nonzero ZG-submodules o f A  has one, so we may assume that
A  =  < a > ° .  Also we may assume G acts fa ith fu lly  on A .
Since p A  =  0, so we may consider A  as a Z^G-m odule instead o f
ZG-module. Let L  denote the annihilator ideal Anm, _(a) =  { r  G Z G; ar =  0 },Z G p
P
then Z G /L  = _  < a > °  =  A.  Thus the ring Z g / l  is noetherian by A  being a
p  p *  ^
noetherian Z^G-module, I f  the ring Z^G is regular, i.e ., every fin ite ly  
generated (right) ideal is generated by a single idempotent, then so is Z ^ G /L  
a regular ring. And then, by Lemma 1.2.27, Z g / l  is semisimple and so has
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only fin ite ly  many (right) ideals. But this is not true as Z g / l  A  and
P P
A  has no fin ite  Z^G-composition series.
The remainder is to prove Z^G is regular. In  fact, let I  be a fin ite ly  
generated ideal o f Z G, then I  =  T " a  2 G. Since G is a period ic abelianp  ^ i = l  i p
group, so G is locally fin ite , and then there is a fin ite  subgroup F such that
a. €  Z F fo r a ll i =  1, 2, n. Since G is a p '-g ro u p , so is F, and then
Z^_F is semisimple (Lemma 1.2.28). Thus any right ideal o f Z F is generated by
a single idempotent (Lemma 1.2.29). Therefore F =  o^r some
idempotent v G Z F. Hence 
P
vZ G =  (vZ F)Z G =  ( j f  a  I  F)Z G -£ Y? a  Z G p P P i  =  l  i  p p  i = l  i p
=  I  =  G ^  ,(vZ F)Z G
i = 1  i  p i = l  p p
=  v£ “  ,(J F)(Z G) ^  vZ G.
i  =  1 p p p
2
That is, I  =  w tth v =  v . So Z^G is regular, the result is proved.
P ro p o s itio n  4 .4 .2 : Let G be a periodic abelian group and let A  be a
noetherian ZG-module w ith  p A  — 0 fo r some prime p.  Then A  has a fin ite  
ZG-composition series.
P ro o f: Suppose A  does not have a fin ite  ZG-composition series, then by the
noetherian condition we may assume that fo r every nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , 
A /C  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series. Also we may assume that G acts 
fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., Cq(A) =  1.
Since G is abelian, every subgroup is normal in  G. I f  G contains an
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element, say x , w ith the order o f x being p  fo r the prime p , then since A  is a
p-group, we have C (x) =£ 0. Also by C (A ) =  1, we have C (x) *  A , So 
A  G A
A ( x - l )  ( = 2 q  A /C  (x )) is nonzero and has a fin ite  ZG-composition series. Also 
A /A (x -1 )  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series and hence so does A . This is
contrary to the choice o f A . Therefore G contains no elements w ith order being 
the prim e p,  i.e ., G is a p '-group. Thus, by Proposition 4.4.1, A has a fin ite
ZG-composition series, a contradiction again. Hence we have proved the result.
From Proposition 4.4.2, using Lemma 1.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.1, we immediately
have:
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .3 : Let G be a periodic almost abelian group and let A  be a
noetherian ZG-module w ith  p A  — 0 fo r some prime p.  Then A  has a fin ite
ZG-composition series.
As before, we have the fo llow ing  results:
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .4 : I f  G is a Cernikov group and i f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module
w ith  p A  =  0 fo r some prim e p , then A  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series.
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .5 : I f  G is a loca lly fin ite  group satisfying the m in im al
condition on subgroups and i f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module w ith  p A  =  0 for 
some prime p , then A  has a fin ite  ZG-composition series.
Now, fo r Conjecture B , we have:
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .6 : Let G be a periodic abelian group with |tt(G )| < co, where 
7r(G) =  {prim e p ; G has an element o f order p } ,  and let A  be a noetherian
ZG-module w ith a ll irreducib le  ZG-factors being in fin ite . Then A  is torsion
and so has a finite ZG-composition series as well as a finite exponent.
P ro o f: We only need to prove A  is torsion. Suppose A  is not torsion, then by
the noetherian condition we may assume that for every nonzero ZG-submodule C
o f A , A /C  is torsion. Certainly, A  is a torsion-free ZG-module. Also, we may
assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A , i.e ., Cq(A ) =  1.
For any element 1 =£ x £  G, since G is abelian, so A (x—1) and C (x) are
A
both ZG-submodules o f A  and A ( x - l )  ~ A/C  (x). I f  C (x) 0, thenZ t j A A
A (x —1) =£ 0 by Cq (A-) =  1, thus A /A (x -1 )  and A (x—1) being torsion implies 
that A  is torsion, a contradiction. So we must have =  ® o^r an^
1 =£ x £  G. I f  G has two elements x and y satisfying < x >  D < y >  =  1 and both
x and y are o f the same order p  fo r some prime p,  by
a [ l  +  ( x V )  +  ( x V )2 +  • • • +  ( x V V ^ K x V  -  1)
= a [(x V y  -  1] = aO = 0
fo r any a £  A , we have
a [ l +  ( x V )  +  ( x V )2 +  *-•  +  (xiyj )P' 1] £  C ( x V )  =  0 .
A
Thus
a [( l + 1 + 1 +  • • • + 1)
+ ( y + xy + 2 x y + •* + x ^ ' y )
H- (y2 +
2 2 x y + 4 2 x y +  • * +  X2 <P-‘ > y 2 )
+ ( / - ' + x P - y - 1 +  x : +  * + X
a [( l  + y + 2y +  •* • + f - 1)
+  (1  + xy + (xy)2 4. . . * + ( x y / '1)
+  (1 +  x2y +  (x2y)2 +  •••  +  ( x ^ ' 1)
+ (1  +  ^  ly +  ( x ^ y )2 +  • • • +  (x^"1y / >"1)] =  0, where 0 ^  a 6  A ,
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This is contrary to A  being torsion-free. Hence, i f  p  E n(G),  then G has 
only one subgroup o f order p,  and then the Sylow p-subgroup o f G is locally 
cyclic. Thus the Sylow p-subgroup S o f G is either fin ite  cyclic or is
isomorphic to By A  having in fin ite  irreducible ZG-factors, we have G is
in fin ite . Since 71(G) is a fin ite  set and G is abelian, at least one Sylow 
subgroup o f G is in fin ite , so there is at least one p  6  7r(G) such that the
Sylow p-subgroup S^ is a quasicyclic group. Let
Sn =  < x . ’ x+  V  “  =  = x > i  =  1, 2, ■■■■>.P 1 2  3 1 j +1 1
For the prime p,  using Lemma 2.1.4, we have Alp  A  is nonzero and O p1 A  = 0. By 
Proposition 4.4.2, A has a descending series o f ZG-submodules:
A  =  M  > M  > M  > > H M  =  0,0 1 2  i i
in  which each ZG-factor M ./M  is irreducible and, as a group, is an in fin itei i + 1 > a
elementary abelian p-group, i  =  0, 1, 2, • • • • .  For any x E S , since x is
P
o f order a power o f p , by Lemma 1.2.8, we have x E C (M /M  ), and then S
G i i + i p
is contained in  C (M  /M  ) for any i s  0.G i i + r  J
Now fo r any a E M  \M  and any x E S , ax =  a + b  fo r some b E M  ,1 i+1 J p  i+ l
thus a (l +  x H---- h =  pa +  b [ (p - l)  +  ( p - 2)x +  ■•• +  x^~2]  e  M  ancJ
then M .( l +  x  +  * * • +  *) ^  M  . For 0 =£ a E A , by PlM = 0 ,  there
1 i +1 J J i i
exists i such that a e  M  \m  . . For x E S , let ax =  a + b ,  where
0 1 1 + 1  j  P j  j0 0  J J
b. E M. , j =  1, 2, *•*■. Since1 1 + 1J 0
a +  b. =  ax. =  ax^ =  (a+b. )x^  1
j j j +1 j+ l  j +1
-  a + b  (1 +  x + • • • +
j+ i  j+ i  j + l
then b. =  b. T 1+  x. t H +  x P . 1') E M  , j  =  1, 2, *•■*. We suppose thatj j+ l  j + l j + r  i^+2 J ^
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b. e  M  , j  — 1, 2, • • * •, Then by a +  b. =  a +  b, (1 +  x  +  • ■ - +  ' l ) again,
J «  j j + i  j + l  j + r  6
we have b. ~  b. t( l +  x. , +  •■•+  S e  M  So, by induction, we have
j j+ i  j + l j + l a + i
b. €  M. fo r a ll i =  1, 2, ----- . Then b E f lM  = 0 ,  i.e ., b =  0 for a ll
J 1 j i 1 j
j .  That is, a =  ax. fo r a ll j .  Therefore a E C (S ) and then, by the
j a  '  p '  }
arb itra rity  o f a, we have I & <, Cq (A) contrary to G being fa ith fu l on A.
By this contradiction, we have proved the result.
Consequently, by using Lemma 1,2.5 and Lemma 2.2.6, we have:
C o ro lla ry  4 ,4 .7 : Let G be a periodic almost abelian group w ith 7r(G) being
fin ite  and let A  be a noetherian ZG-module w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors
being in fin ite . Then A  is torsion and so has fin ite  exponent.
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .8 : I f  G is a Cernikov group and i f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module
w ith a ll irreducib le ZG-factors being in fin ite , then A  is torsion and so has
fin ite  exponent.
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .9 : I f  G is a locally fin ite  group satisfying the m inimal
condition on subgroups, and i f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module with a ll
irreducib le ZG-factors being in fin ite , then A  is torsion and so has fin ite
exponent.
For the general case, we have fina lly  proved neither Conjecture A nor
Conjecture B . But the fo llow ing  results are worth mentioning here.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .10: Let G be a hyperfinite p-group and A  a noetherian
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ZG-module with pA =  0, where p is a prime. Then A is finite.
P ro o f: Suppose A  is not fin ite , then by the noetherian condition we may
assume that fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  is fin ite . Also, we may 
assume that A  =  < a ,  a > ° ,  where a is o f order p for all i. So itI n  i
fo llows that G ^  C (A) and then, by replacing G by G/C (A ), we may assume 
G G
that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A.
Since G is a hyperfin ite p-group, so Z(G) =£ 1 (Lemma 1.2.12). Let
x G Z(G) w ith x being o f order p , then A^ =  < a i > <x> is a fin ite
Z < x >  -module. Thus there exists 0 =£ a G A  such that a G  C (x). By G0 1 0 A
being fa ith fu l on A , we have A  =£ CA00 , and so A ( x - l )  ( —j q  A j,^ a (x)) is a 
nonzero fin ite  ZG-module. Also A /A (x -1 ) is fin ite , which implies that A is
fin ite , a contradiction. So the result is true.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .1 1 : Let G be a hyperfin ite p-group and A  a noetherian
ZG-module w ith a ll irreducible ZG-factors being in fin ite . Then A is a torsion 
p '-g ro u p  o f fin ite  exponent.
P ro o f: Let T (A ) be the torsion part o f A . I f  T (A ) < A , then A /T (A ) is a
torsion-free noetherian ZG-module, By Lemma 2.1,4, p (A /T (A ))  < A /T (A ), and
by Proposition 4.4.10, (A /T (A )) /p (A /T (A ))  is fin ite . But A  and hence A /T (A ) 
has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, a contradiction. Thus T (A ) =  A . Since A is 
noetherian, so is o f fin ite  exponent and then, by Proposition 4.4.10 again, we 
have A  must be a p '-g ro u p . So the result holds.
Combining a ll the main results in the two chapters above, we have:
T heorem : I f  G is a fin ite  extension o f a periodic abelian group w ith 71(G)
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finite, then
(1) any noetherian ZG-module A  has an f-decom position
f  f  A  =  A  © A
f
where A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each nonzero irreducib le ZG-factor
f  f
o f A  is fin ite  while the ZG-submodule A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors;
f  f(2) A  as a group is fin ite ly  generated and G/C (A  ) is fin ite ; and
G
(3) A^ is torsion and has a fin ite  exponent as w ell as a fin ite  
ZG-composition series.
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5 MODULES OVER H YPER-(CYCLIC OR FIN IT E ) GROUPS
D .I.Z a ic e v  has proved a number o f results about modules over hypercyclic 
groups [19, 20] and modules over hyperfin ite groups [21, 22], In  this
chapter, we consider modules over hyper--(cyclic or fin ite ) groups and get a 
lo t o f results which generalize all the Z a ice v ’ s results about modules over 
hyperfin ite  groups.
As we shall mention in  §6.1, there exist torsion-free irreducible 
ZG-modules over hypercyclic abelian groups (such irreducible ZG-moduIes do not 
occur in  the previous discussion). Due to the existence o f such a module, we 
meet some d ifficu lties in  the research for the structure o f the ZG-modules 
over hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) groups. However, i f  we restrict ourselves only 
to the periodic case fo r artinian ZG-modules and to the generalization o f the 
Z a ic e v ’s results fo r noetherian ZG-modules, we successfully get the required 
results. But we have not been able to generalize completely our decomposition 
theorem fo r hyperfin ite groups.
§5 .1  T H E  f—D EC O M PO SITIO N
We have seen that: i f  A  is an artin ian (or noetherian) ZG-module over a
hyperfin ite  locally soluble group G, then A  always has an f-decom position
f  f  A  =  A  © A  ,
f  f  .where A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A is
f
fin ite  and the ZG-submodule A contains no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. How we 
consider G to be hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) instead o f G being just hyperfin ite
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and prove the fo llow ing  results (we note that these results are essentially 
generalizations o f those o f Za icev).
A r t in ia n  Case:
Theorem  C : I f  G is a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite) locally soluble group, then any
periodic artin ian ZG-module A  has an f-decomposition.
P ro o f: We may assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A.
Suppose that the ZG-module A  does not have an f-decom position, then one
can find  a ZG-submodule not having an f-decomposition but each o f its proper
ZG-submodules does have. We may suppose that A  satisfies this condition. It
fo llows that A  is not a sum o f proper ZG-submodules (Lemma 1.2.24) and so A
has a unique maximal ZG-submodule M , containing every proper ZG-submodule o f
A , For each a 6  A \M , certainly < a >  =  A . I f  G were fin ite , then A  would be
fin ite ly  generated as an abelian group and therefore fin ite , contrary to the
choice o f A . So G is in fin ite .
I t  is clear that A  is a p-group for some prim e p  (since a periodic
f  fabelian group is the d irect sum o f its components). Let M  =  M  © M  be the
f—decomposition o f M , we consider the fo llow ing two cases: (1) A /M  is fin ite ,
f  fin  this case, we may suppose that M  =  0 by considering A /M  ; (2) A /M  is
f
in fin ite , s im ila rly  we suppose that M  =  0.
(1) A /M  is fin ite  and M  =  M^.
Now, fo r H  — C (A /M ), since G is in fin ite , H =£ 1. Thus H contains a
G
non triv ia l normal subgroup o f G being in fin ite  cyclic or fin ite .
Suppose firs tly  that 1 ^  < x >  <  H and < x >  is normal in  G, where x is o f 
in fin ite  order, then the ZG-submodule A ( x - l)  <, M. Since
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<p\ a+M  i— > a(x— 1) + M (x -l)
is clearly a homomorphism from  the group A /M  to the group A (x -1 ) /M (x -1 ) , so
f
the ZG-factor A (x -1 ) /M (x -1 )  is fin ite . By M  (=  M  ) having no nonzero fin ite  
ZG-factors, we have A ( x - l )  =  M (x—1). Thus, for a G A , there exists m G M 
such that a(x—1) =  m (x—1), i.e ., (a -m ) (x - l)  =  0. Then A  =  M  +  C (x). But
A
this is contrary to G acting fa ith fu lly  on A  and a ll proper ZG-submodules
being contained in  M . So H contains a nontriv ia l fin ite  m in im al normal
subgroup, say N, o f G. Since G is locally soluble, N is an elementary abelian 
<y-group fo r some prim e q . We show that q =£ p  by showing that Op(G) =  1*
In  fact, i f  O^(G) & 1, then G has a fin ite  normal p-subgroup K , K  =£ 1, 
and we put L  =  C (K ). Since A is an artinian ZG-module and j G /L  I < oo, A  is
G 1 1
also an artinian ZL-m odule (Lemma 1.2.5). Thus A has a least ZL-submodule A^ 
such that A 1 is not contained in  M . Then A  /(A  H M ) ( = 2 l  C ^ + M V M )  is a 
fin ite  irreducible ZL-module. Since A /M  is an irreducible ZG-module (and is a
p-group), K  acts tr iv ia lly  on A /M . Therefore A ^ x - l )  <  M  fo r each x G K. 
Since | G /L  | < oo7 M  has no nonzero fin ite  ZL-factors (Lemma 2.2.6) and so
A  tx -1 )  is a ZL-module w ith no nonzero fin ite  ZL-factors. Thus A  /C  (x) l l A l
A ^ x -1 )  has no nonzero fin ite  ZL-factors. But A  /(A  f lM )  is fin ite  and so
C (x) is not contained in  M , By the choice o f A  we have C (x) =  A forA^ J l A {v l
each x G K , Thus A <, C (K ) and so C (K) is not contained in M . Since M
1 A  A
contains a ll proper ZG-submodules o f A , we must have C (K ) =  A , contrary to
A
G being fa ith fu l on A . Thus O^(G) =  1 and then q =£ p.
By Lemma 1.2.4, A  =  [A , N ] © C (N). Since N <; H =  C (A /M ), [A , N ] <; M
A  G
and then G ^(N) =£ 0, Since M  contains a ll proper ZG-submodules o f A , so we 
have G (N) =  A  and so [A , N ] =  0 contrary to G acting fa ith fu lly  on A . We
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have proved case (1).
f(2) A /M  is in fin ite  and M  = 0 .
In  this case, we choose a fin ite  ZG-submodule D, say, o f M and let
H  =  C (D), then 1G /H 1 < oo and so H  contains either a nontriv ia l fin ite<J 1 1
normal subgroup o f G or an in fin ite  cyclic subgroup being normal in G. I f  H
contains a nontriv ia l fin ite  subgroup N being m in im al normal in  G, then it is
easy to know that N  is a p '-g roup  (by almost using the method used in case (1)
to show that O (G) =  1). Hence, by Lemma 1.2.4, A  =  [A , N ] ® C  (N). The
P A
ZG-submodule M  does not contain both factors o f this decomposition and so one
o f them is A  (and the other is zero). But [A , N ] =£ 0 by G being fa ithful on
A . On the other hand, D ^  C (N) and so C (N) =£ 0, This contradiction shows
A A
that H  does not contain any nontriv ia l fin ite  subgroups being normal in  G. So,
we may suppose that 1 < x >  s  H, < x > i s  normal in G and x  is o f in fin ite
order. Let G, =  C (x), then j G/G I ^  2 and x £  Z(G ). Since A /M  is
1 G 1 1 1 1
in fin ite  and irreducible, A  has a least ZG^-submodule A  ^ such that A ^ M  is
an in fin ite  irreducible ZG -m odu le . I f  A i has an H Z G ^-d e co m p o s itio n , i.e .,
A , =  B © M ,  where B is an in fin ite  irreducib le ZG -submodule o f A  , then the 
1 1 1 ’
nonzero ZG-submodule BG o f A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors (Lemma 2.2.7).
Thus BGH M  =  0 and then A  =  BG©M,  That is, A  has an f-(ZG )-decom position
f  f  ow ith  A  =  M  and A =  B , a contradiction. So A^ has no
f-^ G ^ -d e c o m p o s it io n , By passing from  G to G j and A  to A^, we may assume that
1 *  x e  H H Z (G ).
(a) I f  A (x—1) =£ A , then A (x—1) ^  M . For (p\ a + M i— > a(x—1)4-M (x— 1)
(a £  A ), we have A /M  - j q  A (x—1)/M (x—1) and Ker$? =  0 or A /M . I f  Kerip =  0,
then A (x --1 )/M (x -1 ) is an in fin ite  irreducible factor o f M , a contradiction. 




(b) A ( x - l )  =  A . Then, for a €  A \M , there exists aQ E A  such that
Q
a =  aQ( x - l )  and A  =  < a >  . Choose a fin ite ly  generated subgroup K  o f G such
K  K Kthat < a >  , D :£ < a >  , and x E K . Let A j =  < a >  , then A i is a
fin ite ly  generated ZK-module and K  is a fin ite ly  generated hyper-(cyc lic  or
fin ite ) soluble group. I f  K  is a supersoluble-by-fin ite  group, then K  is a
polycyclic group (since supersoluble groups and fin ite  soluble groups are both
polycyclic). Thus A^  ^ has a ZK-submodule 1^ o f fin ite  index such that D f l B ^  =£ D
by the residual finiteness o f fin ite ly  generated abelian—by-polycyclic groups
[7 ], Consider the fin ite  ZK-module A^/B^. Since x E  Z (K ), A j/ B j can
viewed as a Z < x > - m o d u l e .  Then, by [19], we can get A^/B^ =  B/B^ e
where the Z < x > -submodule B/B^ has a Z < x > -composition series in which each
1 < x >  -factor is < x > - t r iv ia l  and the Z < x > -submodule C/B has no nonzero
I
Z < x > - f a c t o r s  which are < x > - t r iv ia l.  Since (D + B p /B ^  is an < x > - t r iv ia l
Z < x > -submodule o f A^/B^, so B/B^ =£ 0. Thus A^/C is a nonzero fin ite
Z < x > -m o d u le  and A / C  & (A  /B ) / ( C/B ) s__ B/B shows that A /C has al  Z < x > v i i ' v r  Z < x >  l l
fin ite  Z < x > -composition series in  which each Z < x > - f a c t o r  is < x > - t r iv ia l .  Hence 
( A j( x - 1 )+ C ) /C  =  A ^(x—1) < A^, where A j — A^/C.  That is, A ^ x - l )  < A^. 
But, on the other hand, since A ^ x —1) is a ZK-module and aQ E  A^, so
=  < a > K =  < a Q( x - l ) > K =  ( < aQ> ( x - l ) ) K <  ( A i (x - 1))K =  A ^ x -1 ) ,
a contradiction.
The remainder is to prove that K  is a superso lub le -by-fin ite  group. 
However, it fo llow s from  the fo llow ing  result.
Lemma 5 .1 .1 : A ny fin ite ly  generated hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) soluble group is
a supersoluble-by-fin ite group.
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P roo f: In  fact, let
be an ascending normal series o f subgroups o f a fin ite ly  generated soluble
group G in which each factor G D J G  0 is cyclic or fin ite . Since G/G = 1 isp + 1 p a
clearly a supersoluble-by-finite group, we may assume that there exists 0  <, a
such that G /G ^ is superso lub le-by-fin ite  but G/G^ is not fo r a ll y < 0 .
We claim  that 0  — 0. Otherwise, i f  0 —1 exists, then, (/) G J G D is cyclic
P p - i
would im ply that G/G^  ^ is supersoluble-by-fin ite , a contradiction; and
(if) G piGp  j is fin ite  implies that GIG^  ^ is polycyclic and so is residually
fin ite , therefore there is an N w ith  G /N fin ite  and N D G ^  =  G ^  ^  thus
N /G ^  j s  N G ^/G ^ is superso lub le-by-fin ite  and so is G /G ^ a contradiction.
Thus, 0 - 1  does not exist, i.e ., 0  is a lim it ordinal. Since G /G ^ is fin ite ly
generated, by [15, p .403] ,  G ^ is fin ite ly  generated as a G -operator group.
Thus, let G ^ =  < x  , *•*,  x > G, since G a =  U „  G so there exist y , 
p i  n 0  y < 0  y ' i ,yn
such that x. 6  G . Let yn < 0  such that y < y fo r a ll i — 1, n,i y 0 i oi
then x, E G fo r a ll i. Since G > G , so i y„ y'o  ro
G „  =  < x , • • • ,  x > G <; (G )G =  G . p i n y yr 0 ro
Thus G / G „  =  G/G , contrary to the hypothesis for 0.  Hence 0  =  0 and then 
P yo
the result is proved.
N oe therian  Case:
We have not yet got the complete f—decomposition theory for a noetherian 
ZG-module over a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) group, however, the fo llow ing
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results look like  a good start.
P rop osition  5 .1 .2 : Let H be a normal hyper-(cyclically or finitely) embedded
subgroup o f a group G, and let A  be a nonzero noetherian ZG-module. I f  
Ca (H ) -  0, then there is a subgroup K  o f H and a nonzero ZG-submoduie B o f A 
such that K  is normal in  G, C (K ) =  0, and K  induces in  B a cyclic or fin ite  
group o f automorphisms.
P ro o f: Suppose the lemma is false. Using the noetherian condition we may
assume that the lemma is true in  a ll proper ZG-images o f the ZG-module A . We 
may also assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A.
There is a cyclic or fin ite  subgroup F ^  H w ith F being normal in G. I f
C CF) — 0 then the lemma is true taking F, A  fo r K ,B ,
. Consider the second possibility ^
ZG-submodule C ^fF ) and let =  Ch (F). Then is normal in  G and jH / H j  < oo.
(1) Suppose that the centralizer A  /A  =  C . (H ) is nonzero, i.e .,
2 1 A/ A 1
1
A  ^  A  . Consider the ZH -isomorphism A  1C (f) A  (f—I) ,  where f  G F.
2  1 1 2 A  Z H  2
2 1
Since A , ^  C (f)  and A  /A  is H -triv ia l, we have that A  ( f-1 )  is
l  A  2 1 l  2
2
H ^-triv ia l fo r any f  6  F, I t  fo llows that [A  , F] =  £  A  ( f-1 )  is H -tr iv ia l
2 f € F  2 1
and so H induces a fin ite  group o f automorphisms on [A^, F ], Since A^ =£ A^
the ZG-submodule [A  , F] =£ 0 and C (H) =  0 since C (H) =  0.
2 1A2, f 1 a
Therefore the lemma is true w ith K  =  H, B =  [A ^  F ].
(2) Suppose now that A^ =  A^, i.e ., (H j)  =  0. Then the ZG-module
A / A j  and the normal subgroup H j satisfy the hypotheses o f the lemma and so
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there is a subgroup o f and a nonzero ZG-submodule B^A^ ° f  A/A^ such
that K  is normal in  G, C , (K  ) =  0, and K  induces in  B /A , a cyclic or
l /  i 1 1 1 1
fin ite  group o f automorphisms.
Put G, == C (F); clearly H  =  H f lG  , 1G/G I < oo.
1 G  1 1 1 1 1
(a) We consider firs tly  the case that K  /C  (b  / a  )  is cyclic.
1 1 i
Let B =  [B , F] and let K  =  C (B  / a  ) .  Since A  =  C (F), so2 L r  0 k  v l v  l 'l
[K qJ B i? F] =  [ [K q> B ^  F] ^  [A i? F] =  0; 
also by K  ^  K  <  H  =  C (F), we have
0 1 1 H
[F , K 0> B t] =  [[F , K 0],  B j] =  [1, B^] =  0.
Thus, by three subgroup lemma,
P 2, K q] =  [ [B ^  F], K 0] -  [B ^  F, K 0J =  0.
Therefore B^ :£ Ca (K q) and we then can view the noetherian ZG-module B^ as a 
noetherian Z (G /K 0)~module, Applying Lemma 1*2.19 to the cyclic normal subgroup 
K ^/K q o f G /Kq, there is an integer m such that
B2( k - I ) m n  CB (k) =  0,
2
where k  is an element such that K  =  K  < k > .
l 0
I f  B ( k - l ) ra =  0, then
0 =  B2( k - l ) m =  ( £  B (f—l) ) ( k —l ) m
f€ F
= E B ((f-l)(k-l)m) = E B ((k-l)m(f-l)>
fS F  tE F
= E (B (k-l)m)(f-l).
f  GF
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That is, B ^k—l)m ^  =  ^ 1* ®Ut *s contrary t0
V  ®  “  Cb / a / K 1> =  °-
So we have B ( k - l ) m =£ 0 and then the lemma is true by taking B =  B ( k - l ) m 
*• 2
and K  =  K  .
l
(ib) Secondly, we consider the case that K  / c  (B  /A  )  is fin ite .1 1C 1 1  1
Choose in  F a least set o f elements { x j} x^} satisfying
A , =  C (F) -  C (x ) f l  —  n C  (x )1 B B v r  B n1 1 1
and put B^ =  ( x p r V ' - n C ^  (x i f  n >  1 and B^ =  B^ i f  n =  1. Then
B2 *  A 4 (1)
and C (x ) =  C (x ) f l  • • ■ f lC  (x ) =  A  . Consider the ZG -isomorphism
B n i t n * ^*• 1 1
E2/a  =  B2/  Cb (X ) .  B (x -1 ) .  (2)
2 1
Since s  G^, B^ :s B^, and induces a fin ite  group o f automorphisms
on so induces a fin ite  group o f automorphisms on f ^ / A j  and hence on
B (x  -1 ) .  Since C , ( K )  =  0 we also have C (K  ) — 0.
2 n 1 B (x - l y  V1 1  2 n
Let D =  B ^ x ^ -1 ) , Then D is a ZG^-submodule o f B , ^ ( K ^ )  =  0, and
i K j / C ^  (D) j < co. Let D  be the ZG-module generated by D , then D — £  Dg is a
* S 6T
fin ite  sum o f ZG^-submodules Dg, where T  is a transversal to G j in  G.
Note that since K  is normal in G, C (K  ) =  C (K  )g =  0, and C (Dg) 
l  Dg  l  d  l  K b
I
=  g *C (D)g, it fo llows that IK  /  Q C (Dg) I < co and so K  induces a fin ite  
K 1 l g E T  K  1 I
-1
1
group o f automorphisms in  D .
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Now consider two cases.
(A ) D contains an element o f fin ite  order.
Then D contains a maxim al elementary abelian j?-subgroup (=£ 0) and we
let D =  Y, D .g- Let S be the K  -socle o f the ZG -submodule D  , i.e ., sum o f 
g G T  1 1 1
a ll irreducib le  ZK^-submoduIes (these irreducible ZK^-submodules are a ll
fin ite  since induces a fin ite  group o f automorphisms in  D ). Since is a 
ZGj-submodule and is normal in G so S is a ZG -submodule and S =  £  Sg
g S T
is a ZG-submodule. Now Sg is a sum o f irreducible ZK^-submodules and so S is a
sum o f irreducib le ZK^-submodules each being contained in  some Sg. Since
C (K  ) =  0 i t  fo llows that C -(K  ) =  0. Thus we can take K  and S
Dg  l  s  i  l
satisfying the conclusion o f the lemma.
(B) The group D is torsion-free.
Le t T (D ) be the torsion part o f D . Since D is a noetherian ZG-module,
T (D ) has a fin ite  exponent. Therefore n D f lT (D )  =  0 for some n and nD is
torsion-free.
We put m =  |K  /C  ( D ) | ,  C =  C—(K  ) and show that 
1 1 Kj  1 d  l
[m nD , K  ] O C =  0 (3)
In  fact, i f  a G [m nD , K ^ f l C ,  then a G [m n D , K^] fo r some fin ite ly
generated ^ -a d m is s ib le  subgroup 6  o f D . Since n D H C  =  D <  D,  and
nD  is torsion-free, so n£>/(nE>PlC) is torsion-free and then nE) =  ( n D P l C ) © V ,
where V  is a free abelian subgroup. Using Lemma 1.2.26, there is in nD  a
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K^-admissible subgroup W  such that (n lS n Q P lW  =  0 and the factor group 
n l5 /[(n t>  H C ) © W ] has a fin ite  exponent, d ivid ing m. Thus mn£) ^  ( n S f l C ) ® W .  It
fo llows that [m nfS , K^] :£ W and so [mn£>, K ^ H C  =  0. Hence a =  0 and (3)
is proved.
Note now that [m nD , K^] =£ 0. In  fact, i f  [m nD , K^] =  0, then mnD s
C—(K  ) =  C. Therefore mnD ;s C and since D is torsion-free, D <  C. This
shows that D is a K  -triv ia l ZG -module and since D =  B (x  — 1) and is
l  i 2  n
G -isomorphic to B / A ,  (2) we have B /A  is also K  -triv ia l. Butl r  2 1 2 1 i
C , (K  ) =  0 and so B„ =  A , contrary to (1). Thus [m nD , K ] ^  0.1 2  1 1
Since [m nD , K^] is a ZG-submodule and induces in it  (as in  D ) a fin ite
group o f automorphisms then it  follows from (3) that the conditions o f the
lemma are satisfied by and [m nD, K  ]. This completes the proof o f the
proposition.
P ro p o s it io n  5 .1 .3 : Let G be a hyper-(cyclic or fin ite ) group, A  a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that B is o f fin ite  index in  A and B 
has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, then B has a complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  
fo r some fin ite  ZG-submodule C o f A.
P ro o f; Suppose that B does not have a complement in A . By considering an
appropriate factor—module o f A  we may assume that fo r every ZG-submodule D o f
B w ith  D  ^  0, B /D  has a complement in A /D ,
Put H  =  C (A /B ), then, since G/H is fin ite  and the irreducible
ZG-factors o f B are a ll in fin ite , we have C (H) =  0 so we can apply
B
Proposition 5.1.2 to the subgroup H and the ZG-module B, So there is a
subgroup K  o f H and a nonzero ZG-submodule D o f B such that K  is normal in G,
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Cd (K ) =  0 and K  induces on D a cyclic or fin ite  group o f automorphisms, i.e .,
K /C  (D) is cyclic or fin ite .
K
We w rite  A  as a sum A  =  B +  A j w ith B O A ^  =  D and we w ill  consider the
ZG-submodule A , as a fa ith fu l ZG -module, where G =  G/C (A  ). It  is clear 
l  0  o G 1
that D is a ZG-subm odule o f A j such that D is o f fin ite  index in  A^ and D has
no nonzero fin ite  ZG^-factors, Also D has no complements in  A^ fo r otherwise
i f  A^ =  D ©C ^  fo r some ZG Q-submodule o f A^ then can be viewed as a 
ZG-submodule o f A  by G =  G/C (A  ) and then A  =  B + A  =  B © C  (Lemma 1,2,25),
0  G 1 1 1
a contradiction.
Since C ^(K ) =  0 and D ^  A^, so K  is not contained in  C^CA^). Let
K q =  ( K C ^ A ^ /c ^ C A j) ,  then K q =£ 1. Also, it is clear that Cd (K q) =  0 an^
K q induces on the ZG^-submodule D o f A^ a cyclic or fin ite  group o f
automorphisms. We prove that C (D) =  1. For suppose C (D) ±  1 and let F
K K  0
0  0
be a non triv ia l cyclic or fin ite  normal subgroup o f G contained in C (D). I f
0 Ko
x E Fq, then D ^  CA (x). Since | A j / D |  =  | A/ B|  < oo and, as groups, 
A  J c  (x)- =  A  (x—1), we see that A  (x -1 ) is fin ite . Thus the ZG -submodule
1 A^  1 1  0
[A , ,  FQ] is fin ite . A lso Fq s  Cr  (D) £  K q =  (K C Q(A  ^ / c ^ A j )
0
£  ( H C ^ A ^ J /C q CAj) =  (C Q(A /B )C 0(A 1) ) /C 0 (A 1), thus [Aj .  FQ] s  B,
and then [A^, FQ] s  D, By D having no nonzero fin ite  ZGQ-factors, we have
[ A j ,  Fq] =  0 contrary to GQ acting fa ith fu lly  on A  . So CR (D) =  1 and
o
hence K q is cyclic or fin ite .
Now put G =  C (K  ), K  =  < x  =1 , x  , ■ • x > , C  =  C ( < x ■ • -, x > ) ,
I O q U O  1 2  m n A ^ l  n
n =  1, 2, ' • * ,  m. We prove that A  =  D +  C , n =  1, 2, m.
1 n
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I t  is clear that A  =  D +  C . Suppose A  — D + C  we prove A  =  D + C
1 1 1  n I n + 1
Consider the isomorphism o f ZG^-modules
C /C  -  C /C  (x  ,) s  C (x -1 ) , 
n n + i n C n + 1 ZG n n + 1  
n 1
where C (x -1 )  may not be contained in  C i f  K  is nonabelian.
n n + I  n 0
Since V ,  €  K o "  ( Z C ' f f i f i / C J A J  s  ( H C ^ t f / C ^ A , )
"  (C  (A /B )C  (A  ) ) /C  (A  ), the ZG -module C (x -1 )  o f A  is contained in B
U 1 Cj 1 1 n n*f l  1
and then in  D. Since | j < oo it  fo llows from  Lemma 2.2.6 that the 
irreducib le ZG^-factors o f D are a ll in fin ite , hence so are the factors o f 
^  ^  i t ’ ®ut ^  , ,+ (D n C  ))  (C + D )/(C  ,+ D ) , a factor module o f the
n n +  1 n '  n +  1 n '  Z G ^  n  n +  1
fin ite  module A /D .  Hence C + D  =  C + D  and so A  =  C +  D. Thus
1 n n + 1  1 n + I
A 1 =  C^ +  D fo r a ll n — 1, 2, • • • ,  m. In  particular, put n =  m, C =  C (K  )
m l
and A j =  D +  Ca  (K Q). BY Lemma 1.2.6, (K q) is a ZG^-submodule o f A^.
Since D f lC ^  (K) — =  0 we have A^ =  D © C  (K ), contrary to D having no
l  A 1
complements in  A^. The proof is completed.
Using almost the same p roo f as above, we immediately have:
P ro p o s it io n  5 .1 .4 : Let G be a hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) group, A a noetherian
ZG-module, and B a ZG-submodule o f A  such that, as group, A /B  is a fin ite  
/?-group fo r some prime p  and the ZG-submodule B contains no nonzero ZG-factors 
being fin ite  p-groups. Then B has a complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B<$C fo r some 
ZG-submodule C o f A ,
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Dual to Proposition 5.1.3, we have:
P ro p o s it io n  5 .1 .5 : Let G be a hyper-(cyclic or fin ite ) group, A  a ZG-module,
and B a fin ite  ZG-submodule o f A  such that a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f A/B
are in fin ite . Then B has a complement in  A , i.e ., A  =  B ® C  fo r some
ZG-submodule C o f A .
P ro o f: By Zorn ’ s Lemma, A  has a ZG-submodule D maximal w ith respect to
B H D  =  0, We show that A  =  B ® D , Suppose not, then by replacing A  by A /D  we
may assume that fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , B D C  A 0. We also assume
that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A .
Put H =  Cq(B), | G /H | < oo, so there is a normal subgroup K o f G
contained in  H such that K  is either cyclic or fin ite . Put =  Ch (K ). Since
is normal in  G and [ G/H^ j < oo it fo llows from  Lemma 2.2.6 that the
irreducib le  ZH  -factors o f A /B  are in fin ite . I f  x G K , then B <  C (x) and
I A
so the irreducib le  ZH -factors o f A /C  (x) and hence A ( x - l )  are in fin ite .
1 A
We prove that [A , K ]O B  = 0. I f  not, then there is a m in im al set o f
elements x , , • • • , *  such that B =  BOY*11 A ( x - l )  0. Then
I n 1 i = l  i
B i h z H i
s  A(x - l ) / ( A ( x  - l ) n £ “ ' ) A ( x - l ) ) .n n i =  1 i
This shows that A (x ^ -- l)  has a nonzero fin ite  ZH^-factor contrary to the fact
that the irreducib le ZH^-factors o f A (x—1) are a ll in fin ite . Thus
[A , K ]H B  — 0 and hence [A , K ] =  0, contrary to G acting fa ith fu lly  on A. So
the result is true.
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From Proposition 5.1.5, we have:
C orollary 5 .1 .6 : Let G be a hyper-(cyclic or finite) group, and A a
noetherian ZG-module. Then A  has a nonzero fin ite  ZG-factor i f  and only i f  A  
has a nonzero fin ite  ZG-image.
P ro o f: We only need to suppose that A  has a fin ite  ZG-factor B /C , then using
the noetherian condition we may assume that every irreducib le ZG -factor o f A /B
is in fin ite . Then applying Proposition 5.1.5 to A /C  w ith  the fin ite
ZG-submodule B/C we obtain a fin ite  ZG-image o f A.
Also, almost fo llow  the p roof o f Proposition 5.1.5, we have:
P ro p o s it io n  5 .1 .7 : Let G be a hyper~(cyclic or fin ite ) group, A  a ZG-module
and B a ZG-submodule o f A . I f  as a group B is a fin ite  p -g roup  fo r some prime 
p ,  and i f  the factor module A /B  contains no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors being 
p-groups, then B has a complement in A , i.e ., A  =  B © C  fo r some ZG-submodule 
C o f A .
By a s im ilar p roo f to C orollary 5.1.6, we have:
C o ro lla ry  5 .1 .8 : Let G be a hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) group, and A a
noetherian ZG-module. Then A  has a nonzero ZG-image being a fin ite  p-group for 
some prim e p  i f  and only i f  A has such a nonzero ZG-factor.
§5 .2  T H E  S P L IT T IN G  TH E O R Y
Depending on the corresponding decomposition o f modules, D. I. Z a i c e v  has
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proved the splitting results fo r hypercyclic (hypercentral) extensions ([19], 
[20])  and hyperfin ite extensions ( [21],  [22])  o f an abelian normal subgroup.
S im ila rly , we w ill prove splitting results fo r hyper—(cyclic or fin ite) 
extensions o f abelian groups in  this section. We d ivide the discussion in two
parts: one is fo r the artinian case, and another fo r the noetherian case. The 
results proved in  this section can a ll be viewed as a generalization o f 
Z a ic e v ’ s results.
A r t in ia n  Case:
Before proving the main result o f this part, we prove some lemmas.
Lemma 5 ,2 .1 : Let A  be a nonzero artin ian ZG-module and H a normal
hype r-(cyc lica lly  or fin ite ly ) embedded subgroup o f G. I f  A  is an H -perfect 
module then H has a subgroup K  such that K  is normal in  G and A  has a nonzero 
K -perfec t ZG-image on which K  induces a cyclic or fin ite  group o f 
automorphisms.
P ro o f: ( I t  is s im ilar to the corresponding one in  [21].)
We assume that G acts fa ith fu lly  on A  and take a nontriv ia l cyclic or
fin ite  normal subgroup F o f G w ith  F ^  H. I f  A  =  [A , F ], then we can take
F to be the required subgroup and A  the F-perfect ZG-image.
So we may suppose that A  =  [A , F] =£ A, Put H =  C (F), then H is
1 1 H  1
normal in  G and | H/H^ | is fin ite ,
(1) Suppose A^ [A  , H ^ ]. Consider the ZG-module A  =  A f [ A ^  and
its ZG-submodule A , =  A  / [A  , H ]. Since A  is an H - t r iv ia l ZH -module and,l l 1 r  l 1 i
fo r each x  G F, A (x ~ l)  <> [A , F] ^  A  , so A ( x - l )  is an H ^ t r iv ia l
ZH -module. Therefore the ZH  -isomorphism A /C —(x) s  A (x—1) shows that
1 1 A
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A /C —(x) is an H  - tr iv ia l ZH  -module. I t  fo llows that A /C —(F) =  A /  Q C—(x) A l l A x E F A
(o r A /C —(F) =  A /C —(x ), where F =  < x  >  i f  F is cyc lic ) is an H - tr iv ia l A A 0 0 1 '  1
ZH^-module.
The factor A /C ~ (F ) is nonzero, fo r i f  A  =  C—(F), then [A , F] =£ [A  , H ] A A 1 1
and hence A^ =  [A , F] =  [A^, H p  contrary to assumption. Furthermore, the
ZG-module A /C —(F) is H -perfect, since A  is H -perfect, and H induces in A /C —(F)
a fin ite  group o f automorphisms (since it  is H^—tr iv ia l and H/H^ is fin ite).
Thus we can take H to be the required subgroup and A /C —(F) as the H -perfectA
ZG-image.
(2) Suppose A^ =  [ A j ,  H  ] .  Suppose that the lemma is true fo r the pair
(A j,  H p , i.e ., has a subgroup w ith being normal in  G and A  ^ has a
A
nonzero K^—perfect ZG-image A j on which K  induces a cyclic or fin ite  group o f
automorphisms. We show that this implies the result fo r the pair (A , H ).
Let B. — A (x . - l ) ,  where x. (1 ^  i <; m) are elements o f the group F 
w ith  m =  1 and F =  < x 1> i f  F is in fin ite  or m =  |F [ i f  F is fin ite . Then
A A A  A
A  =  [A , F] =  B +  * • • + B  and A  =  B t +  - • • + B  , where the B. are ZG -modules,l l m 1 1  m i 1
  A A
G =  C (F). Let k  be the largest integer such that A  =  B +  - - - + B  , Then1 1 k in
A  A  A  A A A  A
A / ( B  + * ’ ’ + B  ) = _ B / (B  f l(B  +  • ■ • + B  )) is a K -p e r fe c t ZG -module,1 k + l m ZG { k k v k + 1 1 * 1
A  A
since A^ is K^-perfect, and is nonzero by the choice o f k. Thus B^, and hence
B^, has a nonzero K^—perfect ZG^-image. By the ZG^-isomorphism
A /C  (x ) — A (x  —1) -  B , A  has a nonzero K  -pe rfect ZG -image A /D , say.A In 1c k. 1 1
Since D is a ZG^-module and |G /G  [ < co, there are only fin ite ly  many
ZGj-modules o f the form  Dg (g E G). Put C =  [A , K p f lD ,  C is a ZG^-module
and CQ =  Eg e o (tA , K p f lD g )  is the ZG-submodule o f A  generated by C.
(a) Suppose A  =  CQ. Since CQ ^  [A , K p  we have A  =  [A , K p , i.e ., A
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is a K^-perfect ZG-module. By hypothesis, induces a cyclic or finite group
A A  A
o f automorphisms on the ZG-image A  , C (A  ) is normal in  G and K  /c (A  )
1 1 l K ^ l
A A  A
is cyclic or fin ite . Elements o f CR (A p  act tr iv ia lly  on A^ and hence on
A  A
and so on A /D . Therefore [A , C (A  ) ]  s  D and a / [ a , C (A  ) ] is a nonzeroKl t K j l
K j—perfect ZG-image o f A  on which induces a cyclic or fin ite  group o f 
automorphisms.
(b ) Suppose A  & CQ. Since A /D  is a K^-perfect ZG^-image we have
A  =  [A , K p  +  D and, since C =  [A , K p  (T D <  CQ,
a /C q =  ( [A , K p /C Q) © ((D  +  Co) /C o) .  By considering the
ZG-factor-m odule A /C  , we may assume that C =  0 and hence A  — [A , K  ] © D, o '  o l
Put D^ — V Dg. Since IG /G  I < oo this is a sum o f fin ite ly  many
0  g  E  G ' l '
ZG^-modules Dg. Also [Dg, K p  =£ [A , K p f lD g  ^  CQ =  0 so that
each Dg is K  - t r iv ia l.  I t  fo llows that D has a fin ite  series o f
1 0
ZG^-submodules in  which the factors are K ^ -tr iv ia l. Therefore, since A /D  is 
K^—perfect, we must have Dq ^  A . Thus A /D q is a nonzero K^—perfect ZG-image
o f A . Also K j induces on A /D  and hence on A /D q a cyclic or fin ite  group o f
automorphisms. Thus we can take to be the required subgroup and A /D q the 
required ZG-image,
In  Case (2), we have now shown that i f  the lemma fa ils to hold for the
pair (A , H ) where A  is an H -perfect ZG-module and H is a normal subgroup o f G, 
then there is an H j-p e rfe c t proper ZG-submodule A^ w ith being normal in G 
and contained in  H  such that the lemma is false fo r the pair (A  , H p . Hence
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has a proper H ^-perfect ZG-submodule A 2 such that the lemma is false for 
(A^, H^). This process leads to an in fin ite  properly descending chain of
ZG-submodules A  >  A^ > A^ > *■■*, contrary to the artin ian condition, and so 
the lemma is proved.
Lemma 5 .2 .2 : Let G be a hyper-(cyclic or fin ite ) locally soluble group, B a
ZG-module, and A  a periodic artinian ZG-submodule o f B such that a ll 
irreducib le ZG-factors o f A  are in fin ite . I f  B /A  as an abelian group is 
fin ite ly  generated and is G -tr iv ia l, then B =  A © B j  fo r some ZG-submodule B^ 
o f B.
P ro o f: Since A  is an artin ian ZG-submodule o f B, it  is possible to choose a
ZG-submodule B^ such that B =  A + B ^  and for each U <; B^ w ith  B =  A  +  U, the
intersections A f lU  and A P tB j are equal. We prove that A O B ^ =  0,
Suppose A j =  A H B j =/= 0. Since B /A  is fin ite ly  generated and
B /A  B / A t , we have B =  A +  < b , - - * , b >  fo r some b , • • •, b €  B .
I I  i l l  n l n l
Firs tly , i f  Z(G) =  1, since G is a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) loca lly soluble
group, G has a non triv ia l normal subgroup H, which is either cyc lic  or abelian
and fin ite . Let C J jH) and consider B as a ZG -m odu le . Since |G / G j  < <»,
the conditions o f the lemma are clearly satisfied by G , B and A . So we may
assume that Z(G) =£ 1. Secondly, i f  C (B ) =£ 1, then C (B ) < G by the
G 1 G I
nonzero ZG-submodule A^ being contained in B i and A  having no nonzero fin ite
ZG-factors. Let G — G/C (B ), then G is a hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) locally
G I
soluble group. We regard B^ as a ZG-module, and then, as above, we may assume 
that Z (G ) =£ 1. Let 1 =£ g 6  Z(G ), then < g >  is a central cyclic subgroup o f G 
and B ^ g -1 )  =  A ^ g - l )  +  <  b ^ i - 1 ) ,  • * •, b ^ J -1 )  >  . Since B ^  ( = 2G B /A ) is 
G - tr iv ia l and therefore is G -tr iv ia l, we have B ( g - l ) / A  (g -1 )  is G - tr iv ia l
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and B ^ g - l )  ^  Also, since A  ^ is periodic and has no nonzero finite
ZG-factors (therefore has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors), we have
B ^ g - l )  =  A ^ g - l ) .  Thus, there exist a. G A^ such that b . (g - l)  =  a .(g - l)
fo r a ll 1 £  i  <, n, that is, b.-a. G Cfi (g). So B “  A  + C  (g), where
1 1 l l
CB (g) is certainly a proper ZG-submodule o f B^. Any ZG-submodule o f is a
ZG-submodule and so C (g) is a proper ZG-submodule o f B , But, since
Bi 1
A  +  C (g) =  A + B  — B, then A H C  (g) < A  OB , which is contrary to the choice
l Bi 1
o f B , So APlB^ — 0, the lemma is proved.
C o ro lla ry  5 .2 ,3 : Let G, B, and A  be as in  Lemma 5.2.2 w ith  one exception that
B /A  is just cyclic, then the same is true fo r B, i.e ., B has a ZG-submodule B^ 
such that B =  A e B ^ .
P ro o f: Let G^ =  C ^ fB /A ), then | G/G | ^  2. Regarding B as a ZG^-module,
then, by Lemma 5.2.2, B =  A © B ^  fo r some ZG^-submodule B^ o f B. For g €  G,
i f  B jg  *  then 0 *  B ^ B  n B  g) s  (B + B  g )/B  £  BIB = ZQ A .
1 1
That is, A  has a cyclic (and hence fin ite  by A  being periodic) Z G ^facto r, By
Lemma 2.2.6, A  has a nonzero fin ite  ZG-factor, a contradiction. So B^g =  B^ 
fo r a ll g e  G. That is, B^ is a ZG-submodule o f B. Thus the result holds.
Lemma 5 .2 .4 : Let E be an extension o f a periodic abelian subgroup A  by a
hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) loca lly soluble group G such that A  is an artin ian 
ZG-module without any nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, I f  N /A  is normal in E /A  and 
N  ^  C (A ), then N =  A x M ,  where M  is normal in  E and is contained in  any 
supplement to A  in  E.
P ro o f: Let M  be a normal subgroup o f E contained in  N  and maximal subject to
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MO A -  1. By considering the factor group E/M, we may assume that M =  1,
Then E satisfies the fo llow ing  property (* ): i f  S is normal in  E, S <  N,
and S ^  1, then A O S  ^  1. We show that in  this situation A  =  N.
Suppose that A  ^  N. Since the factor group E /A  is hyper-(cyc lic  or
fin ite ), there is a non triv ia l fin ite  subgroup K /A  rs N /A  such that K  is
normal in  E or an in fin ite  cyclic subgroup L /A  £  N /A  such that L  is normal
in  E,
For K , by the hypothesis o f the lemma, K  :£ C (A ) and so K  is a fin ite
E
extension o f its central subgroup A . Hence K '  is fin ite  (Schur, Thm 10.1.4 in
[15]). I t  fo llows that A H K ' is fin ite  and by A  having no nonzero fin ite
ZG-factors, A O K ' =  1, and so, by (* ), K '  =  1. That is, K  is abelian. By
f  fTheorem C, K  =  A x K , where K  is a fin ite  normal subgroup o f E. By (*)
f
again, K  = 1 ,  that is, K  =  A , contrary to K /A  being non triv ia l.
For L , by the hypothesis o f the lemma, L  ^  C (A ) and so L  is a cyclic
E
extension o f its central subgroup A . Thus L  is abelian. By Corollary 5.2.3, 
L  =  A x L j ,  where L j  is a cyclic normal subgroup o f E. By ( * ) , =  1, that
is, L  =  A , a contradiction.
Thus, we have got N =  A x M  w ith  M  being normal in  E.
I f  E j is a supplement to A  in  E, then AE^ =  E and so N =  A C N O E ^ with
N f lE j  being normal in  A E j =  E, Since M  is hype r-(cyc lica lly  or fin ite ly ) 
embedded in E, and so is M fN n E p / fN f lE p  in E /C N flE ^). But, since A is 
periodic and has no non triv ia l fin ite  E -facto rs (otherwise A  would have a 
nonzero fin ite  ZG-factor, a contradiction), by
M CNO Ep/CNDE ) £  N /(N H E  ) =  A (N O E  ) /(N H E  ),
we have M fN P lE p  == NPlE^, i.e ., M  ^  E . The result is proved.
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Comparing with Lemma 5 .2 .1 , we have the following partial dual result:
Lemma 5 .2 .5 : Let E be an extension o f a periodic abelian group A  by a
hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) locally soluble group G and suppose that A  is an 
artin ian ZG-module without any nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. I f  also G has no 
non triv ia l fin ite  normal subgroups and E has no nontriv ia l cyclic normal 
subgroups, then there is a normal subgroup K  o f E such that [A f lK ,  K ] =  A f lK  
and K /(A D K )  is a nontriv ia l cyclic group. I f ,  furthermore, A  has a complement 
L  in  E, then K  can be chosen so that K  (A D K )L .
P ro o f: By G being hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) and having no nontriv ia l fin ite
normal subgroups, we have E contains a normal subgroup K q such that A < K q
and K q/A  is cyclic. By Lemma 5.2.4 and E having no non triv ia l normal cyclic
subgroups, we have C (A) =  A . Thus, K  is nonabelian. Let A n =  [A , K l .  I f  
E 0 0 0
A  — A q, then K q is the required subgroup. I f  A  ^  A  , consider the ZG-module
K q/A q =  K q. By Corollary 5.2.3, we have K Q =  A © K ^  fo r some ZG-submodule K  ,
where A  =  A /A q. Let be the preimage o f K^, then is a normal subgroup
o f E, K j f l A  =  A q, and K^/Ag s  K Q/A . Furthermore, i f  A^ =  [A q, K^] =£ A^,
then s im ila rly  we can find a subgroup being normal in  E such that ^  K^,
K ^ D A  =  A j,  and ^ / A ^  s  K q/A . I f  A^ =  [A  , K^] =£ A^, then there exists a
subgroup K  , The chain o f submodules A  > A  > A  > must terminate at A ,
3 0 1 n
say, and there is a normal subgroup K  such that [A  , K  1 =  A  ,
n + l  n n+1 n
A f lK  =  A  , and K  /A  =  K  /A . Thus K  has the required properties.n+1 n n + l  n 0 n + l
Now suppose that A  has a complement L  in  E. Then K q ^  E =  A L  =  ( A H K ^ L
so that the second part is also proved i f  K  =  K q. Since E =  A ]L , we have
K o/A o =  =  A x f K ^ n L ) .  By A  having no nonzero fin ite  (and hence cyclic )
ZG-factors, we clearly have that the direct factor A  o f K q has a unique
complement in K  . Therefore, it  fo llows that K  H L  =  K  and then K  <  A  L0 J 0 1 1 0
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=  ( K ^ f lA ^ ,  Using a sim ilar argument and induction on n, we immediately have 
K  :S A  L  =  (A P lK  )L , The result holds.
n + l  n n+ l
Now we prove the main result o f this part.
Theorem  D : Let G be a hyper-(cyclic or fin ite ) locally soluble group and A  a
periodic artin ian ZG-module. I f  A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-submodules, then 
any extension E o f A  by G splits conjugately over A  and A  has no nonzero 
fin ite  ZG-factors. A lso, every complement to A  in  E is self—norm alizing.
P ro o f: By Theorem C, A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors.
Existence o f se lf—n orm a liz in g  com plem ents: Since A  is artin ian, E has a
subgroup E j m in im al w ith respect to E =  AE^. We prove that A D E ^  == 1.
Suppose that A^ =  AfTE^ =£ 1. The group E^ and its subgroup A^,
considered as a ZG-module, satisfy the conditions o f the theorem (since
E /A  =  E j/A p .  We may therefore assume that A  =  A^ and E =  E^, then A  has
no proper supplement in  E and A  #  1,
Since A  is periodic, by passing from  E to its factor group E /A  ,, we may
P
assume that A  is a p-group for some prime p.  By A  having no nonzero fin ite
ZG-factors, we have A  =  [A , G]. So, by Lemma 5.2,1, there is a nonzero
ZG-image A /B  and a nontriv ia l normal subgroup K /A  o f E /A  such that
A /B  =  [A /B , K ] and K /C  r(A /B ) is cyclic or fin ite . Passing to the factor
group E /B, we can take B =  1 so that A  =  [A , K ) and K /C  (A ) is cyclic or
K
fin ite ,
(1) Suppose K /C  (A ) is cyclic. By Lemma 5.2,4, C (A ) =  A x M ,  where M  is 
K E
a norm al subgroup o f E. Passing to E /M , we may assume that C (A ) =  A . So
E
C (A ) =  K H C  (A ) =  A , i.e ., K /A  is cyclic. Passing from  E to E /C , where C isK. JB
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the maximal hypercyclically embedded normal subgroup of E, we may assume that
E has no nontriv ia l cyclic normal subgroups. Since A  =  [A , K ] and K /A  is a
non triv ia l cyclic normal subgroup o f E /A , there is an element x such that
K  s= A < x > .  Then, by Lemma 1.2.16, we have E = A N  ( < x > ) .  By A  having no
proper supplement in  E, we have E =  N  ( < x > ) ,  i.e ., < x >  is a cyclic normal
E
subgroup o f E, a contradiction,
(2) Suppose K /C  (A) is fin ite . In  this case, we need only consider the
K.
situation in  which K/C^CA) is a <?-group. For, let
K  =  K  > K  >  ••• > K  =  C (A)
0  1 s K v
be a series o f normal subgroups o f E, the factors o f which are p.-groups. Let
i  be the largest such that A  =  [A , K .]. Then [A , K  ] < A , [A , K  ] is
i  i  +  1 i + 1
normal in  E, and we can pass to the factor group E /[A , K  ]. So we may
assume that [A , K. 1 =  1, K  C (A ), and K ./C  (A ) is a #-group
1 4“ 1 i  +  i  K  i  I t
i  i
(? — P.)' We can replace K  by K. and so assume that K /C  (A ) is a ^-group.
i  i Jv
By Lemma 5.2.4, we may further assume that C (A) =  A , and so C (A ) =  A ,
E  K
Thus K /A  is a fin ite  #-group for some prime q.
Consequently, we need only consider the fo llow ing  situation: E is an
extension o f the p-group A , where E /A  has a non triv ia l fin ite  normal 
g-subgroup K /A  such that A  =  [A , K ],
Let q =  p. By Lemma 1.2.20, A  has a proper supplement in E, a 
contradiction;
Le t q ±  p.  I f  Q is a Sylow ^-subgroup o f K , then K  =  AQ is
abelian—b y -fin ite  and so is loca lly fin ite , which implies a ll Sylow
^-subgroups o f K  are conjugate in  K  [15], Therefore, by the F ra ttin i argument,
E =  A N  (Q), Also A f lN  (Q) <  A  fo r otherwise [A , K ] =  [A , Q] =  1. Hence 
E  E
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N (Q) is a proper supplement to A in E, a contradiction again.
So, we have proved the existence o f the complements.
I f ,  fin a lly , a complement K  is properly contained in  its normalizer 
N  (K ), then consider K  < K < x >  N  (K ). Since K < x >  H A  is normal in  A K  =  E*5 C
and K < x >  D A  =  ( ( K < x >  D A ) K ) /k  <; K < x > / K ,  we see that K < x > f l A  is a cyclic 
(and hence fin ite ) ZG-submodule o f A , contrary to A  having no nonzero fin ite  
ZG-factors. So a ll the complements to A  in  E are se lf-norm aliz ing.
Conjugacy o f  com plem ents: Let and $2 be two complements to A  in E and
take an E -inva rian t subgroup A q o f A  such that and are conjugate modulo
A q but are not conjugate modulo any proper E -inva rian t subgroup o f A q. I f
A Q =£ 1, we may clearly assume that A  =  A q. By A  being artin ian, E has a
gisubgroup E^ m in im al w ith respect to E =  AE  and E is generated by S
g2 1 1  
and S^ ■— - conjugates o f S  ^ and S2- We prove that A f lE ^  =  1 so that
8i g2 E i — Sj =  S2 , a contradiction.
SiSuppose that A  =  A O E  ^  1 and note that E =  A  IS \  Apply Lemmai l l i i
5.2.1 to E , we obtain a series o f normal subgroups
B < A  s  C (A  /B) <: K  <; E
1 1C 1 1
w ith A  /B =  [ A / B ,  K ] and K /C  (A  /B) is cyclic or fin ite . Passing to the
1 1  K  1
factor group E^/B, we can take B =  1 so that A^ =  [A ^  K ] and K /C  (A  ) is
cyclic or fin ite .
(1) Suppose K /C  (A  ) is cyclic. In  this case, we pass from  E to the
1C 1 1
factor group E^ =  E ^C , where C is the maximal hypercyclically embedded
normal subgroup o f E^. Certa in ly, by A  ^ having no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, 
we have K is not contained in  C and, since a complement to A^ in  is a
maxim al hyper~(cyclic or fin ite ) subgroup o f E , C is contained in  any
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complement to in E^. A lso, by Lemma 5.2.4, we may assume that C ~ (A t) =
_ _ g . ________________
Hence, we have E, — A 1 S . 1 and K /A  is cyclic. I t  is clear that K  =  A  IK  ,
1 l i 1 _____ 1 l J f
_  _  _  g.  __  _  _  _
where K. is the cyclic subgroup K , =  K H S . 1. By A  =  [ A  , K ] ,  we have K
i i i l l  i
are conjugate in  K , i.e ., =  K *  fo r some a G A^. By Lemma 1.2.16,
E =  A  N -  (K  ). By E_ =  E 1C, we have E >  N -  (K  ). Let E be the preimage 
l  1 E l i i i e  v v 2 y
1   1
g g
o f N -  (K  ) in  E :  since C <; S ,1, S 1 <; N -  (K  ), and E =  A  N -  (K  ),
E l 1 1 ’ 1 E 1 1 1 E 1
1 1 1
„  “  8t
we have E , < E, and E =  A  E . Thus, E =  AE =  AE . But K  =  K a so S
2 1 1 1 2 ’ 1 2  1 2 1
V
and are both contained in  E^ and hence the subgroup o f E^ generated by
S1 g2a
and should be the group E^ by the m in im a lity  o f E . That is, E^ =  E^ 
contrary to E^ < E .
(2) Suppose K /C  (A  ) is fin ite . As before, we may assume that
K. 1
K /C  (A  ) is a ^-group and, further, we may assume that C (A  ) =  A  , i.e .,
K  1 K  1 1
K / A j  is a fin ite  4-group.
sl s2I f  p  — q,  then by Lemma 1.2.20, and are conjugate modulo some
proper E^-invariant subgroup o f A^ and hence and are conjugate modulo
some proper E—invariant subgroup o f A , a contradiction;
I f  p  =£ 4 , then by Lemma 1.2.4, A  =  C (K ) © [A  , KJ, and it follows
1 A[  1
gifrom  A  =  [A  , K ] that C (K) — 1. The intersection K D S  is a Sylow 
1 1 A  1
1
8 .
4-subgroup o f K  and K D S  1 is normal in  S 1 so that S 1 ^  N  (K H S  1). But1 1 1 Ej 1 *
g  g  g  g
N (K H S ,1)  C (K H S  *) =  C (K) =  1 so that S 1 =  N (K H S  *).
A,  1 A 1 A 1 E I '1 1 1  1
g2 g2 81 g2 S im ila rly , S =  N  ( K f lS  ) and so S and S are conjugate in  E (since
2 E.  2 1 2  1
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K f lS i and K n S 2“  are conjugate in  K  and so in  E p , Thus, St and S2 are 
conjugate in  E, a contradiction.
Theorem D is proved.
N oe therian  Case:
S im ilar w ith  the artin ian case, we have the fo llow ing  lemmas:
Lemma 5 .2 .6 : Let G be a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) group, B a ZG-module, and A
a noetherian ZG-submodule o f B such that a ll irreducible ZG-factors o f A  are
in fin ite , I f  B /A  is torsion-free and G -tr iv ia l, then B =  A f f iB i fo r some
ZG-submodule B o f B.1
P ro o f: Suppose that A  has no complements in B. Since A is noetherian , we may
assume that fo r each nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A /C  has a complement in B/C.
In  B, we choose a ZG-submodule M  maximal w ith respect to A P lM  = 0. We 
show that i f  S is any ZG-submodule such that B =  A + S  then M  <  S.
Since B /A  £  ( A © M ) / A  M , we have M  is a G -tr iv ia l ZG-module and henceZ (j
a ll o f its irreducible ZG-factors are fin ite . Also
A /(A f lS )  = I Q  (A  +  S)/S =  B/S £  (M  +  S)/S = 2Q M/CMOS),
by A  being noetherian and having no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, we must have
M  «  M O S , i.e ., M  s  S.
Consider the factor-module B /M . Every nonzero ZG-submodule o f B /M  has
nonzero intersection w ith  (A © M )/M . In  particular, (A © M )/M  has no
complements in  B /M . I f  V /M  is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f (A  © M )/M  then
V  =  C © M ,  where C =  A D V  is nonzero and so B/C =  A /C  © S /C fo r some
I
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ZG-submodule S i of B. As above, M ^  and so (A © M )P lSj =  (A f lS ^ e M
— C © M  -  V. Thus S^/V is a complement to ( A © M ) / V  in  B /V.
By passing to the factor-module B /M  we may assume that M  =  1 so that:
(a) A  has no complements in B but fo r any nonzero ZG-submodule C o f A , A/C 
has a complement in  B/C; (b) i f  N is a nonzero ZG-submodule o f B then 
A f l N  *  0,
We may assume that A  is torsion-free, For otherwise, we may let A [p ] be
the nonzero ZG-submodule generated by a ll the elements o f order p , where p  is
a prim e. By (a), B /A [p ] =  A /A [p ] © B ,/A [p ], Since B /A\p]  ( s _ _  B /A ) is
1 1 ZG
torsion-free, pB^ ^  0, then, by (b), 0 A D p B i <  A [p ]n p B  , That is, B( has
2elements o f order p  , contrary to B^/AQ?] being torsion-free. So A  is 
torsion-free and then B is torsion-free. Since A  has no nonzero fin ite  
ZG-factors, we have G^(G) =  0. By Proposition 5.1.2, G has a normal subgroup
K  and A  has a nonzero ZG-submodule A  such that C (K ) =  0 and K /C  (A ) is
I a  v K I
cyclic or fin ite . By (a), B/A^ =  A /A  © B J A  . Consider the ZG-module B^ and
we prove that B, =  A  © B fo r some ZG-submodule B (and hence we get 1 1 2  2 °
B =  A ffiB ^ as required).
Suppose B^ =£ A ^ e B ^  for any ZG-submodule B^ and suppose that G acts
fa ith fu lly  on B^, i.e ., CQ(B ) = 1 .  I t  is clear that we s till have that K is
normal in  G, C (K ) =  0, and K /C  (A  ) is cyclic or fin ite . I f  C (A  ) A 1,K 1 K 1
then, since C (A  ) =  K f l C  (A  ) is a normal subgroup o f G, C ,(A. ) contains aK 1 G 1 K 1
non triv ia l cyclic or fin ite  subgroup F being normal in  G. Le t F =  < f  >i n
and let G, =  C (F), then j G/G I < oo. By Lemma 2.2.6,  the irreducible
1 G * 1 1
ZG^-factors o f A^ , are in fin ite . Since *s G—tr iv ia l, it  is also
G - t r iv ia l.  By B / c  (f.) B ( f  — 1) ^  A and A  <  C (f.), we must have1 1 B, i ZG 1 i 1 l B i
1 1 1
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B ^ f . - l )  =  0, fo r a ll i. That is, 1 #  F ^  C ^B ^ ), contrary to G acting 
fa ith fu lly  on B , So C (A  ) =  1 and so K  is a non triv ia l cyclic or fin ite1 K 1
normal subgroup o f G. Let K  =  < k iS *•* ,  ■^t > - Being s im ila r w ith  the above,
we have (k.) fo r a ll i, where =  C (K ). Thus
1 2
B / ( A  + C  (k .)) must be zero fo r a ll i.  That is, B =  A  H-C ( k )  for any i.
I  1 !B i l l B i
i i
Le t C =  C ( < k , • • • ,  k  > ) ,  m =  1, ***,  t. Then we have B =  A + C  .
m B ^  1 in 1 1 1
Suppose that B ( =  A  + C  ; we prove that B =  A  + C1 1 m • r  1 1  m + l
Consider the ZG -m odu les C /C  = C  /  C (k  ) C (k -1 ) . Since2 m m + l m C m + l ZG m m + l
m 2
B /A  is G - tr iv ia l, C (k  -1 )  ^  A  and so C (k —1) has no nonzero
I I  m m + l 1 m m +  l
fin ite  Z G -fac to rs ; hence the irreducib le ZG -factors o f C /C  are all
2 2 m m +  l
in fin ite . But C / ( C  + ( A n C  ))  s  (C  + A  ) / ( C  + A  )  a factor module 
m '  m +  l 1 m Z G  m V m+ l  V
2
o f the G - t r iv ia l  ZG -module B / a  . Hence A  + C  =  A  + C  . That is,
2 2 1 1  1 m 1 m +  l
B =  A  + C  , Therefore B =  A , + C  fo r a ll m. Put m =  n, then C = C (K)
1 1 m +  l 1 1 m n B
1
and B =  A  4-C (K ), which implies that C (K ) =£ 0. Hence, by (b) and 
i 1 Bl Bi
B / a , =  a / a  ®B / a  , we have C (K ) =  A  H C  (K ) =  A f l C  (K ) -  0,1 1 1 1  1
a contradiction. So B, — A  ©B fo r some ZG-submodule B and hence the lemma 1 1 2  2
is proved.
C o ro lla ry  5 .2 .7 : Let G be a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) group, B a ZG-module,
and A  a noetherian ZG-submodule o f B such that a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f A 
are in fin ite . I f  B /A  is an in fin ite  cyclic group, then B =  A e B ^  for some
ZG-submodule B o f B.l
P ro o f: Let G =  C _(B /A ), then IG/G I ^  2 and B /A  is torsion-free and
—  1 G 1 '
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G ^-tr iv ia l, By Lemma 5.2*6, B =  A e B j  fo r some G ^ -triv ia l ZG^-submodule o f 
B. For g 6  G, i f  B^g ^  B , then B^g is G ^ -tr iv ia l and
0 *  B y ^ D B j g )  = Z Q  ^( B [ + B lg ) /B 1 s  B /B ( = z q  A.
That is, A  has a nonzero G^—triv ia l ZG -factor and then a nonzero fin ite  
irreducib le ZG^-factor, which w ill  im p ly  that A  has a nonzero fin ite  
irreducib le  ZG-factor, a contradiction. So B^g =  B t fo r a ll g €  G, That
is, B 1 is a ZG-submodule o f B. The result is proved.
Lemma 5 .2 .8 : Let E be an extension o f the abelian group A  by a hyper-(cyc lic
or fin ite ) group G such that A  is a noetherian ZG-module and a ll irreducible 
ZG-factors o f A  are in fin ite . Then i f  C /A  is a normal subgroup o f E /A  and 
C :£ C (A ), then C =  A x N ,  where N is a normal subgroup o f E and is contained 
in  every supplement to A  in  E.
P ro o f: Let N  be a normal subgroup o f E contained in C and maxim al subject to
N f l A  =  1. By considering the factor group E /N  we may suppose that N = 1.
Then E satisfies the fo llow ing  condition: i f  S is normal in E, S <  C, and
S =£ 1, then SP lA  ^  1. We show that this implies that A =  C.
Suppose that A  =£ C, Since E /A  is hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ), there is a
non triv ia l fin ite  subgroup K /A  ^  C /A  such that K  is normal in E or an
in fin ite  cyclic subgroup L /A  ^  C /A  such that L  is normal in  E.
For K , by the hypothesis o f the lemma, K  ^  C (A ) and so K is a fin ite
E
extension o f its central subgroup A . Hence K '  is fin ite . I t  fo llows that A f l K '  
is fin ite  and so A f l K '  =  1 by A  having no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors. By the 
condition above, we have K '  =  1 and so K  is abelian. Apply Proposition 5*1.3
to the Z(E/K)-m oduIe K  and its submodule A , then A  =  A x K } fo r some normal
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subgroup Kj of E, contrary to the condition above.
For L , by the hypothesis o f the lemma, L  ^  C (A ) and so L  is a cyclic
E
extension o f its central subgroup A . Thus L  is abelian. By C orollary 5.2,7, 
L  =  A x L ^  fo r some normal subgroup 1^ o f E, contrary to the condition above. 
Thus we have proved that C =  A x N ,  where N  is normal in  E,
Now let E j be a supplement to A  in  E so that E =  AE^, C =  A (C P lE i ) and
C H E j  is normal in  AE^ =  E. We have
NCCPlEp/CCHEp ^  C/CCPlEp = ACCHE^/CCDE ).
Since N is hyper-(cyc lica lly  or fin ite ly ) embedded in  E and the irreducib le
ZG-factors o f A  are a ll in fin ite , we must have N fC n E p /C C n E ^) =  1, i.e .,
N (C f lE  ) =  C =  E . Hence N ^  E as required.1 1  1
Now, we prove the last main result o f this part.
Theorem  E ; Let G be a hype r-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) locally soluble group and A  a 
noetherian ZG-module, I f  A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-images, then the extension
E o f A  by G splits conjugately over A  and A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors.
P ro o f: By Corollary 5.1.6, A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors.
Suppose the theorem is false, then using the fact that A  is a noetherian
ZG-module we may assume that: A  has conjugate complements in  E modulo any
n on triv ia l E -inva rian t subgroup o f A,
Since A  has no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, C^(B) =  1. By Proposition
5.1.2, E /A  has a normal subgroup K /A  and A has a non triv ia l E -inva rian t
subgroup A q such that CA (K) =  1 and K /C  (A  ) is cyclic or fin ite .
0 K
(1) I f  K /C  (A  ) is fin ite , then we may choose K  and A  such that
K. 0 0
K /C  (A  ) is m in im al and so IC/C (A  ) is a ch ief factor o f E. (For i f  L  is
K 0  K 0
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normal in  E and C (A  ) <  L  < K  then i f  C (L ) =  1 we have L , A  contrary
K  0  A g  0
to m in im ality o f | K /C k (A o) | and i f  CA (L ) =£ 1 then K , C (L ) is contrary
o Ao
to m in im ality o f | K /C  (A  ) | .)  Hence K /C  (A  ) has order fo r some prime p
K.  0  K  0
and integer k  a: 1, From C ^  (K ) =  1 it  fo llows that A  [p] =  1 and so
k 0
APn *  1. o
k
By the assumption on A , we have E splits conjugately over A  modulo A ^
k
Let E be a complement to A  in  E modulo A ^ : E =  AE , A f l E  =  A
l O i l
put Eq =  A 0E 1( K q =  K n E o> and CQ =  CK (A q). By Lemma 5.2.8, CQ = A q x N ,
o
where N is normal in  Eq and is contained in  E^. Consider the factor group
E „ =  E /N  and the subgroups K  ,A  . Since 0 0 °  r  o o
K / A  =  K / C  =  K / C  =  K /C  (A J , 
o o  o o  0  0  K 0
we have j K ^ /A q j =  p k . Corresponding to C (K) =  1 we have C— (K  ) =  1
A° A!  
and also A^^HE^ =  A ^  . I t  fo llow s, by applying Lemma 1.2.21 to E^ and its
subgroups K  , A  . that E splits over A :  E =  A  E , A  H E  =  1. The°  o o o ^ o 0 , 0  2 0 2
complete preimage E o f E in  E gives E =  A  E and A  H E  = 1 .  So r  e 2 2 0 ®  0 0 2  0 2
that E2 is a complement to A  in  E. Let S^, S^ be any two complements to A  in
k
E. Then, since E splits conjugately over A  modulo A^ , we have and are
k k k
conjugate modulo A ^ and we may assume that A ^ S =  pP  S . Put E =  A  S 
J *  0  J 0 1 0 2  0 0 1
=  K q =  K f lE ^ ,  and CQ =  CR (A q). By Lemma 5.2.8, CQ =  A qx N,  where N
o
is normal in  Eq and is contained in  every supplement to A q in Eq; in
particular, N  :S S^flS^. Consider the factor group Eq =  Eq/N  and its
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subgroups Kq, A q. Since K^/AQ S so *S/ ^ 0  *S a £rouP or^ ef
.   _  k k
p  , and also C— (K q) =  1 by (K ) =  1. From A^ St =  A ^  it follows
__ _  ^ 
that S j and are complements to A q in  Eq which coincide modulo A ^  . Apply
Lemma 1.2,21 to the group E q and its subgroups K q, A q, we have the conjugacy
o f the complements: S* =  a E A fl. Since =  S^/N, S2 =  S^/N, and
N is normal in  Eq it  fo llow s that S* =  S , i.e ., E splits conjugately over
A , a contradiction.
(2) Now we may suppose that K /C  (A  ) is cyclic.K. 0
In  this case, we let A  =  [A q} K ] i  A ,  then, by C (K ) =  1, we have
o
A j ^  1. Thus E splits conjugately over A  modulo A ^  i.e ., E =  A E j} A f lE ^  =  A ^
Let K j — K f lE l and — CR (A q). I t  is clear that A^ ^  C <  CK (A p
i  l
^  C (A  ). By Lemma 5.2.8, C — A  x N  fo r some normal subgroup N o f E .
i i t  l
Since K  /C ~  K /C  (A  ), we have K  =  C < x >  fo r some x E K . Let 1 1 K. 0 1 1  1
M  =  N < x > , then ^  =  C ^ x >  =  A ^ .  Since
[A jD M , K ] =  [A jH M , Ck (Aq) < x > ]
=  [ A j D M ,  < x > ]  =  [A  f lM ,  x]
^  [A ^  x ] n [M , x]
<; a n N = l,
we have A  f t  M  ^  C (K ) =  1. Thus K  =  A  M , i.e ., M  is a complement to
0 1 1
A  in  K  .1 l
Suppose that is also a complement to A^ in  K^ w ith  N  £  M q; we show
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that M  and M q are conjugate by an element o f A q. We can w rite  x =  a ^  with
a, G A , and x „  G M  . Since 1 1  o o
A , "  K ] =  [A 0, Ck (A 0) < x >1 
=  tA Q) < x > ]  =  [A0, x 1],
so ai =  [aQ1, x *] fo r some aQ G A qJ and therefore
r "1 ' U ✓ - K*x =  a ,xn -  [a„ , x ]x „  =  a tart ) x 
1 0  *• o o ov o y o
-1 a
=  (a )x a x  =  x (x_1) °x  , v 0 o o  v / o
aQ
i .e .,  xq =  x . Since N :£ M q and N ^  C =  C (A  ), we have
l
a a a
M  =  (N < x > )  =  N < x ° >  =  N < x >  s  M  .0 o
As CK(V  = ACK (A0} and K = K1CK(A0)> S0
A M  =  A (A  M  ) =  A K , =  AC (A  )K  =  C (A  )K  o l o ' i k v <r 1 Kv o 1
a a a
-  K  =  K  =  (A M ) =  A M  ,
a
also A P )M o =  A^OM^^ =  1 and A D M  =  1 implies that A f l M  0 =  1.
a
Thus M  =  M  .0
We now prove that A  has conjugate complements in  E and that the
complements are o f the form  L  =  N  (M ), where E =  A  E and M  is , as
0 0  1o
above, a complement to A 1 in  containing N,
I f  g 6  E J} then since N and are both normal in  E^ and the subgroup
a
M s is a complement to A^ in  containing N, thus M s =  M  fo r some aQ G A^
and so ga 1 G N  (M ) =  L , hence E =  AE  — A L . We show that L  is a
0  1 0
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complement to A  in  E. That is, we need to prove that A O L  =  1.
Since L  s  EQ =  A QE^ and AO E^ =  A jf  so
A O L  =  A O C E gflL ) =  (A O E ^ O L  =  ( A O A  E ) O L  
=  A ^ A O E ^ O L  =  A ^ f l L  =  A Qn L ;
also A q is normal in  E and L  -  Ne  (M ), hence [A qO L , M j s  A ^ M ,
0
Since A q O M  =  A Qn ( E } n M )  =  (A  OE )O M  =  A  O M  =  1, so A f l L  <  C (M).
Ao
Therefore, by K  =  A M  and CA (K ) =  1, we have A O L  ^  C (M) = C (K ) =  1.
0 o o
That is, A f l L  =  1 and so L  is a complement to A  in E.
Now let S be any complement to A  in  E. Thus S and L  are conjugate modulo 
A^ and we may assume that A ^L  =  A^S. Therefore, we have
E =  E H E  =  E H A L  =  (E f lA ) L  =  (A  E O A )L
0 0 0 0 0 1
=  A  L  =  A  A  L  = A A S  =  A S .
0 0 1 0 1 0
Since K [ *= A ^  £  A L  =  A^S, so =  A ^ ,  A ^ M j  =  1, where M j =  K  OS;
thus M  and M  are complements to A  in  K  . We show that N ^ M ,  By K  <  A  S
l 1 1  l 3 1 l
and C -  C (A  J  £  K  we have C =  C . D A . S  =  A  ( C H S ) ,  thus C, =  A x N  ,
1 U 1  1 1 1  1 1  1 1 1
where N  -  0 , 0 8  £  M  and N is normal in A  S =  E ft since C =  C (A  ) isl l  l l o o  l K o
1
normal in  A  E =  E . In  particular, N is normal in  E <  E and, since
0 1 0  1 1 0
E i /A j is hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ), N  is hype r-(cyc lica lly  or fin ite ly )
embedded in  E ^  Consider the product NN  , i f  NN =£ N then, by C =  A  X N  
=  A ^ N ^ ,  N N ^O A^ =£ 1 and so A^ contains a non triv ia l cyclic or fin ite
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subgroup normal in By ^  A and Ej/A^ & E/A s  G, we have A has a
nonzero cyclic or fin ite  ZG-submodule and hence contains a nonzero fin ite
ZG-factor, a contradiction. Thus NN =  N , N  ^  N and so N :£ M .
i l l  l
This shows that M  and are conjugate by an element aQ €  Aq, i.e .,
a a a a
M  0 =  M  , and hence L  0 =  N (M) ° =  N  (M  ° )  =  N  (M ). From K  =  A  M  
1 E  E  E _  1 1 10 0 0
and M  is normal in  L  it  fo llows that K j is normal in A ^L . Therefore, by
A L  =  A S ,  we have K , is normal in  A S ,  and so M  =  K  OS is normal in S 
1 1  l  1 1 1
a a
and S ^  N e (M^). By L  =  N g (M  ), we have S ^  L  0 and so
0 o
a a a
L °  =  AS P lL  ° =  ( A f lL  °)S =  S.
That is, S and L  are conjugate in  E, i.e ., E splits conjugately over A , a
contradiction again.
Thus, we have finished the p roof o f the theorem.
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6 SOME R EM A R K S
A fte r Theorem A  is proved, the s im ilar results about the modules over 
some special groups are expected. However, these expected results are not 
true in  most cases, which can be seen from  the examples given in  the fo llow ing  
§ 6 .1. §6. 2 contains questions arising from  our w ork which are s till open.
§6 .1  E X A M P L E S  OF S P E C IA L  M O D U LE S
a There exists a torsion-free irreducib le ZG-module A  over a hypercyclic 
group G.
As P. H all has shown: there exists a 3-generator torsion-free soluble
group E w ith derived length 3 and having a m inim al normal subgroup A
isomorphic w ith the direct product o f a countable in fin ity  o f copies o f the
additive group o f rational numbers [4 ]. That is, in  the category o f
ZG-modules, A  is a torsion-free irreducible Z(E/A)-module over the soluble
group E /A . From the example given by h im , we can have a torsion-free
irreducib le ZG-module A  over a hypercyclic group G. In  order to get such a 
module, we recall firs tly  P. H a ll’s example.
Let V be a vector space o f dimension R over the fie ld  o f rational
numbers ID and let {v,; i  =  0, ± 1 , ± 2 , • • * * }  be a basis fo r V. For each
integer i we select a prim e number p . in  such a way that p  =£ p  i f  i ^  j,
and every prime occurs among the p..
Let (  and r] be the linear transformations o f V  defined by
v f  =  v and y.rj =  p v . ,  ( i  =  0 , ± 1, ± 2 , • • • • ) •s i + i  i i i
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Let H = <£, } ]>>  and writing rj =  t j ., then
V TJ —  p  v  ,
i i  i-j i
HThus the commute w ith  each other and tj is a normal abelian subgroup o f H. 
Therefore H  is metabelian, and indeed, H is isomorphic w ith the standard
JJ
wreath product o f two in fin ite  cyclic groups (H has tj as its base subgroup).
I t  was shown that V contains no nonzero proper H -adm issible additive
subgroups. Let A  be the additive group o f V  and let E =  A ]H , the semidirect
product o f A  by H, then E is a 3-generator torsion-free soluble group with
derived length 3 and has A  as its m in im al normal subgroup. V iew A  as a
ZH-m odule, then A  is a torsion-free irreducib le ZH-module.
Now let G — tj and let A  be the additive group o f the 1-dimensional
vector subspace, say spanned by v , o f V . Then G is a torsion-free hypercyclic
abelian group and A  is a torsion-free ZG-module. Let B be a nonzero
ZG-submodule o f A  and let 0 =£ w e  B, then w =  rv  fo r some nonzero rational0
number r £  Q. For any prime p  and any integer n, since p  =  p.  fo r some i
and V - i  =  V i ) v0 =  piv0 =  pvo’ 50
ip%0 =  rp°v0 =  ( r v ^  e  B.
Thus, i t  fo llows that B contains each rational m ultiple o f vq and then B =  A . 
That is, A  is irreducib le. ( I f  we take A  to be the additive group o f a ll 
rationals and G the m ultip licative group o f a ll positive rationals and assume
that G acts on A  by the natural m ultip lica tion, then we get the same required 
example by taking t j . — p , E G, where p .  runs over a ll primes when i runs 
over a ll integers.)
b There is a noetherian ZG-module A  over a hypercyclic group G such that
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A has no C-decomposition.
A C-decomposition of a ZG-module A over a group G is that:
1 A C ,  CA  =  A  © A  ,
where A° is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducib le ZG-factor o f A° is
a cyclic group and the ZG-submodule A ° has no that kind o f irreducible
ZG-factors.
D. I .  Za icev proved that: any artinian ZG-module A  over a hypercyclic
group G has a C-decomposition [19]. For noetherian modules, we have the 
fo llow ing  counterexample.
Le t A  =  Z © Z  ( =  < a , b; ab =  b a > ) ,  the free abelian group o f rank 2. Let
G ( =  < x > )  be a cyclic group o f order 3, Define a G-action on A  by
a i------> b (  i--------> - (a + b ) -!------> a)
b i-----> - (a + b )  (  i > a i------» b).
Then we can see that A  is a noetherian ZG-module over the hypercyclic group G.
Since A /3A  is fin ite  and is o f order 3 , so the 3-group G acts tr iv ia lly
on the irreducib le ZG-factors o f A/3 A  (Corollary 1.2.8) and then the
irreducib le  ZG-factors o f A /3 A  are cyclic. Thus, the ZG-module A contains
irreducib le  ZG-factors being cyclic groups. On the other hand, it is clear
that A /2  A  is an irreducib le ZG-factor o f A and is an elementary abelian group 
o f order 4. That is, A  contains irreducible ZG-factors being not cyclic
groups.
Suppose A  has a C-decomposition, i.e ., A  =  A ° © A C, then A° ^  0 and A° =£ 0. 
Since A  is a free abelian group o f rank 2, so both A ° and A °  must be in fin ite  
cyclic groups and then A C/3 A °  is irreducib le and is o f order 3, which contrary
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to A °  having no irreducib le ZG-factors being cyclic groups. So A has no
C-decomposition,
c There is a noetherian ZG-module A  over a hypercentral group G such 
that A  has no Z-decom position.
A  Z-decomposition o f a ZG-module A  over a group G is that:
A A 2  A zA  =  A  e A ,
Z Zwhere A  is a ZG-submodule o f A  such that each irreducible ZG-factor o f A is 
G—triv ia l, i.e ., the centralizer in  G is the whole group G, and the 
ZG-submodule A z has no nonzero G -tr iv ia l ZG-factors.
In  the same paper [19], D. I. Z a icev  pointed out that: any artinian
ZG-module A over a hypercentral group G has a Z—decomposition, But, the result 
does not hold again in  the noetherian case as we can see from  the fo llow ing 
simple example.
Let A  = < a > ,  the in fin ite  cyclic group, and let G =  < x > , the cyclic 
group o f order 2, Define the G—action on A  by
X - Ia =  a .
I t  is clear that the above is, in  fact, the defin ition  o f an in fin ite  
dihedral group, thus we have got a noetherian ZG-module A  (=  < a > )  over the 
hypercentral group G (=  < x > ) .  Since A  is indecomposable as a group, so A has 
no non triv ia l Z-decom position. But each irreducible ZG-factor 21a /2 1 + V  is 
clearly G -tr iv ia l and each irreducib le ZG-factor p^A/pJ+1A  w ith  p  A  2 is 
clearly not G -tr iv ia l, so A  does not have a Z-decomposition.
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§6 ,2  U N S O LV E D  Q UESTIONS
Through our work, we often assume that G is loca lly soluble. However, 
from  the corollaries o f our main results in  Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we have 
noted that this condition is not necessary. Therefore, the general question 
arises (as D . I .  Za icev  has mentioned fo r artin ian case).
Q uestion 1 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group, does any noetherian ZG-module A
have an f-decomposition?
From our proof for the main result ------ Theorem A , we see that the above
question may have a positive answer i f  the fo llow ing  three questions a ll have
a positive answer.
Q uestion 2 : Let G be a hyperfin ite group and A  a noetherian ZG-module with
p A  =  0 fo r some prime p.  I f  a ll irreducib le ZG-factors o f A  are fin ite , 
should A  be fin ite? ( It is almost true, see Lemma 2.4.6)
Q uestion 3 : Let G be a hyperfinite group, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A , I f  a ll irreducible ZG-factors o f B are fin ite  and A /B  has
no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, does B have a complement in  A?
Q uestion 4 : Let G be a hyperfinite group, A  a noetherian ZG-module, and B a
ZG-submodule o f A . I f  a ll irreducible ZG-factors o f A /B  are fin ite  while B has
no nonzero fin ite  ZG-factors, does B have a complement in  A?
In  §4.4, we have proved that: i f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module over a
fperiod ic abelian group G with tt(G) being fin ite , then A is torsion and has a 
fin ite  ZG-composition series as w ell as a fin ite  exponent. Now the general
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question is:
Q uestion  5 : For any noetherian ZG-module A  over a hyperfin ite locally soluble
f
group G, must A  always be torsion?
Specially, we s till have:
Q uestion  6 : I f  A  is a noetherian ZG-module over a periodic abelian group G,
f
must A  be torsion?
The other challenges rising from  Chapter 5 are the fo llow ing:
Q uestion  7 : Let G be a hyper-(cyc lic  or fin ite ) locally soluble group, does
any (torsion-free) artinian ZG-module A  have an ^-decomposition?
Q uestion  8 : Let G be a hyper—(cyclic or fin ite ) locally soluble group, does
any noetherian ZG-module have an f-decomposition?
F ina lly , we have:
Q uestion  9 : Let G be a hyperfin ite locally soluble group, A  a ZG-module, and
B a ZG-submodule o f A . I f  B is an artin ian (resp. noetherian) ZG-module and 
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